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ometimes there are too many timely
and newsworthy things to include in
just a single editorial. Thus, I have
decided to make this editorial one of
"rahs!" and "bahs!"
First, a "double rah!" for Tsutomu
Shimomura, the computer security expert
who helped track down Kevin Mitnick, one
of the FBI's most -wanted computer -hacker
outlaws. Mitnick was arraigned in mid February on charges of stealing more than
20,000 credit-card numbers via the
Internet global computer network.
Shimomura got involved with the chase
after Mitnick allegedly broke into
Shimomura's home computer on
Christmas Day last year, leaving insulting
messages. I think Shimomura's a national
hero, and I would love to find out what
kind of hi-fi system he has.
I give a heartfelt "rah!" to two industry
figures who are supporting musicians who
might otherwise not be noticed. Gene
Czerwinski, the founder of Cerwin-Vega, is
also the founder of MAMA, the acronym

S

of Musical Archives, Musical Archives. In

addition to honoring the memory of his
wife, Lois Czerwinski, Gene's objectives
were to preserve culturally significant
music that would not otherwise make it
commercially, to distribute this music, and
to provide support and technical assistance
for artistic experiments. I commend to
your attention the MAMA Foundation's
CD of Bob Curnow's L.A. Big Band playing

horn playing. Write MAMA at 555 East
Easy St., Simi Valley, Cal. 93065.
Another "rah!" goes to Cello's Mark
Levinson for his help to the Music Maker
Relief and Recording Foundation. The
foundation has released a compelling CD,
A Living Past, in an attempt to help
forgotten Southern blues and folk
musicians. This recording was done by
Timothy Duffy and has a strong freshness,
a presence and an immediacy that I have
rarely heard in any recording. For a
contribution of $100 to the Foundation,
which was started in January 1994 by
Levinson and Duffy, the donor will receive
the CD, mastered to good effect on Cello
equipment, and a large -format booklet
with background, lyrics, and photos. Write
Duffy at Rte. 1, Box 567, Pinnacle, N.C.
27043.
A "bah, humbug!" goes to the U.S.
Congress for its threat to end funding for
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
which could end National Public Radio.
While public television certainly has great
potential for raising funds through
commercialization of "Barney" the
dinosaur and of Sesame Street figures,
NPR has no such leverage. The federal
underwriting for the whole of the CPB is
$300 million, says Rep. David Obey
(D-Wisc.), or 3/1,000 of 1% of the federal
budget. Delano Lewis, NPR president and
CEO, notes that NPR costs the taxpayer
only about 29 cents per person per year.
Further, Lewis says, each "dollar in federal
funding...leverages $5 in other funding."
To me, this seems like extremely cheap
pump -priming of quality radio
programming by the federal government.
In closing, let me draw your attention to
the Quicksilver amp review by a writer,
Sam Tellig, who is well known but new to
our pages. Welcome, Sam.
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Cinema DSP blurs the line between
watching a movie and actually being in one.
Yamaha Cinema DSP gives dialogue more definition. CINEMA Only Yamaha
Cinema DSP
Music, more dimension. And sound effects, far greater
creates phantom
realism, more graphic detail and superior placement.
speakers that fully
replicate the experiThis breakthrough in realism is no small feat.
owe you get in
It's accomplished by multiplying the effects of
multi -speaker
Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic!'
movie theaters. It
sounds so real
Digital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's unique
you'll swear youtechnology
that electronically recreates some of the
hear sounds from
places you don't
finest performance spaces in the world.
,0 Phantom Speakers
even have speakers.
While Dolby Pro Logic places sound around the
room, precisely matching the dialogue and sound effects with the action on the screen.
Together, these two technologies allow Yamaha to offer a complete line of home
theater components that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.
After reading this ad, if you get the feeling that watching a movie with Cinema DSP
makes a world of difference, you're absolutely right.
But don't just take our word for it. Hear it for yourself. Stop by your local Yamaha
dealer for a demonstration today. It's one demo that's bound to change the way you look
at movies forever. Or at least for a very, very long time. For the dealer
YAMAHA
nearest you, call 1-800-4YAMAHA.

V1994 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation, Dolby Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.

WHAT'S NEW
hotasSere

AudioSource
Surround Decoder
Designed to ease the
upgrading of an audio system
to surround, the AudioSource
SS -Five processor has built-in
amplifiers for center and
surround, as well as a wireless
remote control and an

automatic power control that
turns the unit on and off with
your TV and VCR. The
surround circuitry, using an
18 -bit chip, has 105 -dB

dynamic range and better than
55 -dB separation. Surround
modes include Dolby Pro Logic,
Hall, and Matrix. Price: $299.95.
For literature, circle No. 102

Esoteric Sound Transcription Turntable

For collectors of old radio
transcriptions, Esoteric
Sound's ATEN handles discs
up to 16 inches in diameter.
Speeds are 33.33, 45, 71.29,
76.59, 78.26, and 80 rpm
(with stroboscopes for 33, 45,

and 78); a pitch control
allows ±8% variation. The
turntable comes with a
magnetic pickup and styli for
both LPs and 78s, an arm,
and a dustcover. Price: $530.
For literature, circle No. 100
Samsung AN Player
The KCD-1 five -disc

carousel changer can play
not only audio and CD+G
titles but also Samsung's new
CD -OK format, which uses the
Musical Instrument Digital
Interface (MIDI) for musical
information, MPEG video

Sunfire Amplifier

From Bob Carver's newest
company comes the Sunfire
amplifier, a load -invariant
design that produces 300 watts
per channel into 8 ohms and
600 watts per channel into
4 ohms. On an interval -limited
basis, it can also produce
1,200 watts per channel into
2 ohms and 2,400 watts per
channel into 1 ohm. Dual
outputs are provided, one

compression for images, and a
proprietary graphics system
for lyrics and cues. A CD -OK
disc can hold up to 3,000 songs
and 4,000 images. The KCD-1
uses dual 18 -bit DACs with
eight -times oversampling.
Price: $1,199.
For literature, circle No. 103

acting as a voltage source, the
other as a current -source
output for sound more typical
of tube amps. The two outputs
can be bi-wired, says Sunfire, to

deliver solid-state sound to
the bass and more tube -like
sound to the midrange and
treble. Both standard and
direct -coupled unbalanced
inputs are available, as are
balanced inputs via gold-plated
XLR connectors. Price: $2,175.
For literature, circle No. 101

Multiwave Innovation
Multiformat CD Player
The MovieWave Station,
from Multiwave Innovation,
plays CDs in six formatsaudio CD, Video CD, CD -I
full -motion video, karaoke CD,
CD+G, and Photo CD. It also

includes built-in surround
decoding. Among its features

AUDIO/MAY 1995
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are microphone inputs, echo,
musical -key shift, and voice
cancellation for karaoke;
zooming for Photo CDs, and
MPEG video and audio
decompression. Both NTSC
and PAL composite video

outputs are provided.
Price: $399.
For literature, circle No. 104

You finally purchased

the big screen TV. And while

Welt,

it sounds good, you know it could
sound incredible if you added

surround sound. But you've been
holding off, because until now

home theater has seemed just too
complicated. Now you'll be glad

you waited.
Introducing Infinity
COMPOSITIONS, a home theater

system that's so simple to installyou just plug it in and listen.
It's engineered with the latest in
speaker driver technology.

It requires a minimal amount of
power to deliver an incredible

sound experience. Its
streamlined design

enhances the decor of a room

where others overpower it. And
because we built in so much of our
leading -edge Infinity technology,

COMPOSITIONS is timeless.

So you'll be able to enjoy your

favorite movies and CDs for a
long time to come. To hear

waited.

and feel a demonstration
visit your Infinity dealer. For more
information call 1-800-508-5588.

Compositions is a registered trademark of Infinity Systems, Inc. H A Harman International Company.

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUDIO

medium for personal communication." A platitude is an utter obvi-

ETC

EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

ousness. Did you know, then, that hi-

fi, post -World War II, began with

SPEAKERS,
SEPARATE
AND OTHERWISE

components? Separate units, we
called them at first, as contrasted
with the long-established "complete" one-piece radios and radiophonos-table, mantelpiece, or console-that were the longtime sonic
standard? And are you aware that in

those heady times a speaker was a
speaker, i.e., a metal frame surrounding a cone with a magnetic driver at

,

its center (an electromagnet or, as
magnetic materials improved, a per-

manent magnet)? Well, of course,
n d obviously. For anyone who was
.around at that time. There aren't too
many of us left.
Interestingly, what we are seeing
now is a modified return to the
, very spirit of that approach,
out of the late '40s, which
was as soon as we could get
started after the end of the war,
and on through the '50s. (More on

t.

that in a later column.) The
speaker -unit -by -itself, indeed,

silent

.41111111P

parts of our audio chain, the most vital

was of immense market significance in the whole development
of hi-fi equipment, because it deter-

mined the very nature of what our
manufacturers produced.

links to the consumer are the

There were no speakers sold al-

After last month's somewhat

transducers at each end, the "lead-

dismal disquisition on the
impermanence of civiliza-

ers -across," to go back to the Latin:
The microphone and the speaker. Of
these two equals, the mike is professionally inclined (in spite of all those
mikes that are

ready built into matched enclosures,
as is the norm today. (Well, almost

tion's present records (which

I hope has generated some
controversy, leading to fur-

none.) You bought your speakers
separately, large or small, multiples

or just one. And you bought just
one enclosure,
for mono, into

ther and constructive thought!), it is
a pleasure to return to what is usually spoken of as the Good Old Days,
specifically in audio. You know they

built into various consumer

WHEN HI-FI BEGAN,

tape recorders,

FIRST YOU BOUGHT YOUR

virtually all the

whereas the

SPEAKER, THEN YOU

cabinets, any

are always simpler, better, more
down-to-earth.
A few years back, I chose the loud-

speaker, the most critical and the
most ubiquitous audio component,
as a taking -off point for some of my

various excursions into our audio
past. It was a good way to get started,

and continues the same. For all of
the incredible, complex, and wonderful technologies involved in the

for example),

which, as in

one of numerBOUGHT YOUR BOX.
speaker (along
ous different
with its sibspeaker modling, the headels could fit. r
phone) is always at the heart of the The enclosure business was an inde- CD
receiving end, out where the public pendent area, pretty far removed
(main reason for our existence) is lis- from the specialized business of I
tening. Or not listening.
speaker manufacture. Completely Y.
Once again, it seems strange to me separate companies, with differently Z'
to find myself uttering platitudes! trained engineers. So help me, this is
Like, say, "The telephone is a useful basically the truth.
AUDIO/MAY 1995
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Even Orson Welles
did sound this real.
t

A new reason to be afraid of the dark.
Crunching footsteps behind you. Laser beams shooting
over your head. Just a typical night at home with Adcom's
home theater GTP-600 tuner/preamplifier. At Adcom's
level of critically acclaimed performance it doesn't just
produce surround
sound. It creates effects
that are out of this
world.
The award -winning
GTP-600 and an Adcom
power amplifier give
you the control to create a sonic experience that surpasses
anything you've ever heard in a movie theater.

...

(

IiI

Award -winning technology takes
you to the outer limits.
Providing switching for up to four video sources
and four audio sources, the GTP-600 gives you
the flexibility to customize your audio/video

eV%

(

brings :he drama of home theater to your fingertips.
Preprogrammed DSP(Digital Signal Processing) modes
such as Concert Hall, Nightclub, Stadium and Five Channel Stereo surround, let you create a variety of custom-tailored, psychoacoustically correct listening environments.
These features couple ideally with the
GTP-600's advanced,
programmable remote
which lets you command up to eight additional system components for complete home theater
control.

of 11)k

Surround yourself now at your Adcom dealer.
Preview the new GTP-600 tuner/preamplifier at your
authorized Adcom dealer today. But be careful, you might
want to leave the lights on.
"Dolby" and "Pro Logic" are registered trade marks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation

/ system for years to come. Composite or
S-video connections provide a high definition
signal path for maximum video quality. And with
features like Adcom's exclusive Cinema Surround
circuitry and Dolby Pro Logic® decoding, the GTP-600

0
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details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130. Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226
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I can hear our younger generation snorting. How stupid! How grossly amateurish
in respect to acoustic design. How could
you have a "universal" enclosure, to take
any old speaker unit? Highly unscientific.
Any old speaker would not do in today's ultra -carefully designed enclosures! How

C M ni4V1011611
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could it have been that way? It just was.

On further thought I'm wondering
about a few deliberately complete units,
speaker -matched to a specific enclosure and

sold mounted inside same. For the life of
me I can't recall any brands, though some
of my contemporaries could possibly pro-

Audio Catalo
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakers
and music systems designed by Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell

them-and components from companies like
Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and othersfactory -direct, with no expensive middlemen.
For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear
speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote
is only $747. Call today and fmd out why

Audio magazine said we may have "the best
value in the world."
Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.

Save hundreds on components and systems
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
Philips, Carver and more.

Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.
30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.

7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.
SoundWorks amplified
subwoofersafellite
speakers,

duce a few. Another odd thought occurs to
me, and is unresolved: Were there cabinets
that via some sort of surround insert would
even take different sizes of speaker? Eight inch, 10 -inch, 12, maybe even 15 -inch?
Seems highly unlikely. My first big speaker,

for instance, was a fat Altec Lansing 15incher; no, not the one with the coaxial
tweeter that wowed everyone in the pre stereo years but its cheaper twin, minus
tweet, all I could afford at the time. What
cabinet did I mount that monster in? I have
not the faintest memory. I know only that it
came by itself, like (almost) all other speaker units.

Bill Machrone
PC Magazine

vow

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers.
CAMBRIDGE

UNRELATED OUTFITS

PRODUCING A SPEAKER
SYSTEM WAS STILTED

AND CLUMSY, BUT IT
WAS ALSO PROGRESS.
few who did the plug -pulling. I'll bet you
never thought of it this way, assuming you
were even around then, which was quite a
long time ago.
What a brilliant new idea! Speakers and
enclosures integrated. They began to come

together. A tremendous innovation, even

though they weren't made by the same

it? what a preposterous restriction-as of
now. Did we think so then? Of course not.
There were a few exceptions-the first of

the great Klipschhorns, enormous exponential -horn enclosures, definitely not oblong, and for excellent reasons. What better
way to achieve real bass, if you didn't mind
taking up an acre or so of floor space. This

zoomed forward horizontally, ever wider
and wider, until you could almost stand in
it. That was okay for many buyers, so long
as stereo held off. But two Klipschhorns??
That nearly undid the man.
I remind you that when Paul Klipsch finally had to come to terms with stereo and
produce "conventional," i.e., oblong, boxes

in pairs, his rueful name for the product
was the Heresy. Betraying his own principles. I loved his honesty.

Now we get back to business. Did Paul
Klipsch, in his first big horns, provide a

311 Needham Street, Suite 104 MAY Newton MA 02164
Tel: 1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

built-in speaker? To the best of my memory,
no. It was, again, a universal -type enclosure
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fi bathtub, leaving a lot of audio people
high and dry. And making fortunes for a

Another platitudinous thought strikes

SOUNDWORKS
©1995 Cambridge SoundWorks.

speaker unit, came separately. You see how
universal, in the new hi-fi area, this system
was. Unthinkable to produce and sell in any
other way. It was what everybody did as a
matter of course.
The whole business of hi-fi was set up for
this mode of manufacture. Until, in a very
short time (and still well before the stereo
revolution), the plug was pulled. The waters
of convention thereupon ran out of the hi-

me. All our speaker enclosures were oblong,
with straight, parallel sides! Can you believe

was definitely not a tower speaker. It
"This is the best $199
you can spend
on yourself and
your computer."

to an extent, as feasible. The driver, the

companies or the same type of designer. It
was for a while a very stilted and clumsy interchange, you can be sure. Unrelated out-

fits producing what amounted to a joint
product. Yet the trend grew irresistible, and
in no time at all the separate enclosure box,
minus driver unit, simply vanished. Of the

hundreds of brands, I don't remember
which died and which shifted gears and survived, but it was mayhem indeed, as a few
survivors will tell you.

But I can tell you about a handful with
whom I worked and, if you will, fraternized
in a journalistic way. Their life and death in

the speaker biz was crucially affected by
what I have described. I've written about

these before, but here's a new slant on
them. The first and original "bookshelf'
speaker system was the R -J, Robbins and
Joseph. Robbins was, of all things, a cartoonist but a lot the unexpected genius as
well; I'm sure R -J was his idea. Joseph (last
name) was a solid audio engineer, with the
know-how to carry out and refine Robbins'

unusual designs. The smallish box they

How Do You Impstove On"...The
BestValue In-Ine World"?
Cambridge SoundWorks
Introduces
New Ensemble,
New Ensemble II and a new member
of the family,
Ensemble III.
Audio magazine once said our Ensemble®
speaker system may be "the best value in the world."
Since then, numerous critics have applauded our
Ensemble and Ensemble 11 systems. Designed by
Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH and Advent),

they kame best sellers by offering quality
construction and accurate, wide -range

music reproduction -at factory direct prices.

We're pleased to introduce new
versions of our Ensemble and
Ensemble ll systems, as well as our
new, ultra -compact Ensemble N.

The New Ensemble
New Ensemble is an improved
version of our original dualsubwoofer/satellite speaker system.
New Ensemble maintains the dual
subwoofer design, which allows for
maximum room placement flexibility.
Placement of bass and high -frequency speakers in
a room (and how those speakers interact with the
room) has more influence on the sound quality of a
music system than just about anything. New
Ensemble's ultra -slim (41/2") subwoofers give you
more placement flexibility tban any system we
know of.

So What's New?
New Ensemble maintains the tonal balance,
frequency range and quality of construction of the
original. There are two basic differences.
1. New Ensemble uses a new 8" woofer with a
very long "throw" for linear cone excursion and
more accurate bass. An integral heat sink provides
improved power handling.

2. New.Ensemble's satellite
speakers use the same
speaker drivers and
crossover as the original, but
with new midrange and high
frequency balance controls.
The midrange control lets you
choose the same output in the key 8001600 Hz octave as in the original, or you
can emphasize that octave by 2 dB. Ensemble
satellites have relatively less output in this range to
avoid the "boxy" sound typical of many speakers.
This results in an "open" sound on large-scale
symphonic works. For small -scaled music, the
higher output position proves a "warmer" sound.
A high frequency control has three positions:
A) The same balance as original Ensemble.
B) A 2 dB high frequency increase. C) A 2 dB high
frequency decrease. The switch can subtly increase
the system's "airiness" (Increase) or it can reduce
any tendency towards
"ec *less" (Decrease).
In terms of "real life"
performance, we believe
our New Ensemble
system competes head-on
with speakers selling
for hundreds
more. Available

speakers are only 4 1/2" x 61/2" x 3"
and its subwoofer is 8" x 8" x 15".
Compared to New Ensemble II,

EnsemblellIgves up a little in
power handling, low bass range, and
efficiency. Unlike the "cube" satellite
speakers you'll find in most similarly priced
systems, Ensemble Ill's satellites are two-way
speakers. Ensemble N's 61/2" woofer uses two
voice coils in a
cabinet with a
flared port for
smoou air flow.
With most
recordings
Ensemble N will
sound virtually
identical to New
Ensemble 11 It
simply won't
play as loud.
Its construction quality is
normally
found only in
much more
expensive speakers.
Factory -direct price, including connecting wire,
cutter/stripper and Hook -Up Guide, is only $329.

with black -

laminate
subwoofers for

$629, or with
vinyl -clad

subwoofers for

$549.

The New Ensemble II
New Ensemble 11 is an improved version of our
best-selling speaker system. It's more affordable
than New Ensemble because it uses one cabinet
to house both subwoofer speakers. New
Ensemble II maintains the tonal balance,
frequency range, power handling and construction quality of the original Ensemble 11. But its
satellite speakers use the same tonal balance
controls as New Ensemble's.
New Ensemble II also uses a new flared
subwoofer port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses
two 6 1/2" long throw woofers mounted in a sealed
"acoustic suspension" chamber. They project into a
second chamber fitted with the flared port, which
provides smoother air flow, eliminating extraneous
noise on strong bass notes,
Stereo Review said the original Ensemble 11
"performs so far beyond its price and size it can be
compared only with much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices." New Ensemble II
carries on this tradition, outperforming other
speakers in its category, including well-known
models for about twice the price. Factory -direct
price, $439.

The Ensemble III
Now you can bring the clear, balanced wide range sound of Ensemble speakers to a small,
crowded room. Our new Ensemble N's satellite
CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

30 Day Home Audition.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed
by a 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. So you

can audition your speaker the light way -in your
home, with no salesman hovering nearby. If within
30 days you're not happy, return your system for a
full refcnd.
Dve acoustic
suspension,
cavio4

Cavity acts

as acous.ic
band-pa:.sfilter.

Flared port.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 Cdifornia Street, Suite 104 MAY. Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
0 199. Cambridge Sound Works. ® Ensemble is a registered trademark of
CarnL-idge Sound Works, Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH, Inc. AR and
Advent are trademarks of International Jensen Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks
is not affiliated with KLH, Advent or AR.

built-later, a number of different models
of various sizes-produced a then -startling

thereby integrating and balancing the surrounding acoustic forces. A very real innovation, and for a time the R -J was a sensation. I got myself so enthusiastically

off, tactfully. The bullfrog bass-wasn't that
R -J's slogan? It's been so long that I am not
entirely sure of the R -J details, but my description of the front loading, I think, will
hold. I remember actually holding the original "bookshelf" box in my hands at an Audio Fair (hi-fi show) demonstration while it
played to an admiring audience; it was after
this episode that the Editor gently put me
on a leash! Correctly so, I admit.
The R -J came before the Acoustic Research (AR) speaker, and it was smaller and

involved that my then -Editor had to call me

produced at least a comparable big bass,

amount of true bass in a then very small enclosure. Briefly, the speaker unit was loaded
out in front with a carefully calculated and
quite curious wavy -looking baffle, mathe-

matically determined, along with, if I re-

member rightly, a port into the inside,

unique for the time. I wonder whether any
of our readers remember it. For, you see, the
R -J died, and quickly. A more profound

sensation hit us in the speaker area-the
AR. Same area. A considerably bigger book-

shelf speaker (too big for any bookshelf,
that one!) with even better bass and a more
fundamental restructuring. The AR and its
successor models had an enormous impact,
and the line has never left the market as far
as I know, though it is sold now as part of
the Jensen interests.

Why this immense difference between
two similar and really fundamental speaker

developments, so close together? Yes, of
course, there were technical contrasts, and

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

TURNED OUR WORLD
UPSIDE DOWN BY

NTRODUCING

MAKING THE DRIVER
A PART OF THE BOX.

a new line and a new lop

the newer AR went further and did things
better. But there could have been room for

both, I think, as differently useful approaches, to a similar concern: Clean bass

in a small space. Why didn't it happen?
Many complicated ancillary business reasons, no doubt. But as I see it, there was one
basic cause. So simple. The R -J people made

a ghastly mistake merely by following the
then -normal procedures. They designed
their boxes to sell without built-in speaker
units. That is what really killed R -J! In this
one respect they stuck to convention, just as
convention was about to go down the drain.

Unfortunate moment! Could they have
converted? More likely, it was too late.

As for Acoustic Research, it turned our
world upside down, and no more so than in
the fact that the speaker unit, the driver, was
not only built in but made an integral part
of the box acoustics (thanks to a limp cone
and a sealed air spring behind it, for stiffness). In a way, this was simply a product of
the design. Nevertheless, it started the land-

LS -9601 Intergrated Amplifier

60 Watts per Channel - Retail Si 999

THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICAL TUBE COMPONENTS... Now, AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

slide-the bathtub drain-that changed

-A-R- -0-N

tin
.

Yakov Aronov Audio Lab, Inc.

Tel 213.653.3045 Fax 213.937.690'

our entire speaker market.
Even today, going on a half -century later,
few speaker drivers outside the professional
fields are sold separately. Revolution? Just a
platitude. But a big one.
A
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No matter where you are, you're there.
Musical truth.

It begins deep in the belly of the passa4e. Thunderous bass, so
powerful you're helpless as you're slowly taken prisoner by the music.
The subwoofers catapult you to the furriest reaches of the soundstage. You
gain a new focus. Your world narrows down as your horizons grow.

See your Energy dealer today. And audition the new EPS- series
Subwoofers. Clean, deep undistorted
bass. Personal. Provocative.

All about you.

c
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L.JUD SPEAK ER.3

Energy EPS-series subwoofers

Sound as a performance ait.
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Advertisement
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Writing in the February 1995 issue

of Stereo Review, Technical
Editor David Ranada said "You'd

have to spend twice as much to get significantly

Many CD Carousels claim to

better than the AV -716's Dolby Pro Logic

rot sacrifice performance for

performance..." In addition to its sound, the

convenience. But they don't have a

review praised the 716 AV Receiver as being one

DC coupled output stage, separan power

of the easiest to operate-an NAD hallmark.

supply regulators for the digital and analog
circuitry or MASH D/A conversion. The NAD
513 does, which is why nationally syndicated
reviewer Harry Somerfield

NAD

said the NAD 5 I

3 -Disc

Carousel "makes little
compromise in terms of

513

sonic sophisticatio-i."

WINNIONNO

"There is a significant difference
in the performance of affordable
hi-fi equipment, and people
that appreciate that difference
invariably choose NAD systems.
NAD products simply deliver
the best sound available for
the money."

-Mark Ashworth
AudioConcepts
Dallas, Texas

eoe

Exceptioiol performance is what you look for in an
audio ccrriponent. Ezcepional service is what you
expect frcm an and 3/video retail specialist. With

mpeccably rel able, NAD
uncle- promises aid over
delivers. The: Ficneered the
build ng bloc'. concept, whici
lets your system grow aong
with you and puts technology
at your service. And, NAD 13
the audiophile's choice, ever
wher he or she is not on a
budget."

NAD, yol. get both.

Every NAD audio and home theater component is

dedicated to bring ng 10.1 the most aav3nced
performar-ce the simplest way possible. Performance
that's not treasured by the money yco spend, but by
the value you receive.

-Charles O'Meara
Aosolute Sound
Vvin:e- Park, Florida

Every NA) retailer is deciccted to hielpMg you build
a home entertainment system that's as much about
tomorrow as it is about tcdcy. Retaile-s who see you
not as a customer, out as a felon.; client.

HERE THE

SO1 D ON

DIAL
RULE
We've prepared a booket pointing out the design

esigred to work v-itfi NAD's renowned
power a-np ifiers, tie 917 combines a full

function pre-arriplifier, Pro Logic
cecoder and AN/FN digital ture- in one component.

The NAD 917 provides a s gnificant

differences in pr3aucts carried Ey authavideo
retail specialists that separates them frcm the
mainstream. It's avcilable from yrcr MD dealer.
Oh, and while you're there y3:eJ also discover you
won't hove to spena mu:h mo-e for NAD high end

components than you woila fcr a mass market,
mid-fi brcnd.

And that'; really exceptiona'.

savings in system
cost

anc

space,

while letting you

For the name of the NAC
retailer nearest you. call
I -800-265-4NAD.

enjoy the benefi:s o= an AV -eceiver with the flexibil-

NAD

ity and high end perormance of separates.
MD OSA
200 Wit limns Crive
Ramsey, t 07446

pure. and simple.
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less information space than do active
scenes. Sony claims that the amount

CURRENTS
JOHN EARGLE

of information on the single -sided
disc is 3.7 gigabytes, roughly five
times the capacity of the audio CD.
The added information capacity results from the use of a shorter laser

THE GREAT
DVD DEBATE

wavelength of 635 nanometers (a red

laser, rather than the infrared laser
used with the standard CD) and a
tighter recording pitch on the disc
(that is, a smaller dis-

tance between successive modulation

The digital videodisc:

Now coming to a screen

The disc can accommodate a 135 -

near you?

minute video program, assuming that
the data -rate requirements av-

erage out to

igh-quality digital video for

the home has been a long

sized digital videodisc
(DVD). In demonstra-

time coming, primarily because the high data rates required for it taxed the avail-

tions for manufacturers
and the press, they went

able consumer media beyond
reasonable limits. The earliest efforts
led to the MPEG-1 Standard, which
was basically intended as an adjunct
to interactive TV, and for which purpose it is more than adequate.
("MPEG" stands for Motion Picture

cal detail about DVD
and conducted split-

Experts Group, a standards board
that has been guiding development
in digital video data reduction for

which the DVD was

several years.)
It has been the development of the

MPEG-2 Standard, with its variable
data rate, that has brought us to the

brink of a wonderful new era in
video, absolutely free of ghosts and

gross color problems. In fact, the
small satellite -dish systems now
available for home digital pickup will
soon be changing over from MPEG-

about 3 megabits per second.
(The instantaneous data
rate here can vary from
1

into considerable techni-

screen demonstrations,
comparing it with VHS
tape, LaserDisc, and the

to 10 megabits per

second.) The target of
135 minutes for play
time was requested by
the motion picture in-

dustry, which stated
1111

)11111111K1111

f4

D-1 uncompressed digital master tape from
made. What we saw was
superb: DVD easily bested VHS, and its color and sharpness

were more than a match for the
LaserDisc. If any observers thought
they saw any visual artifacts, these
artifacts were pretty ephemeral and
quickly out of the way. More to the

point, the DVD really stacked up
well in comparison to its D-1 source.
The DVD is the size of a standard
CD, so minimal changes in manufac-

turing methods will be required for
mass production. Its video informa-

11111,1.111\111

that the vast majority
of films are under that
time length.

The audio

is

5.1

channels (left, center,

right, split surround
channels, and a sub woofer channel). Sony

did not state which standard was
used here, but it would have to be
Dolby AC -3 or the MPEG Musicam
Standard. The data rate for the audio
channels is a modest 384 kilobits per
second.
There is a provision for a variable
high data rate for special video appli-

cations, which yields a 30 -minute
disc at an average data rate of 10

During the recent Winter Con-

tion is encoded via the MPEG-2

megabits per second. Sony also stated that its format is compatible with
a double -layer disc in which the sec-

sumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas,
Sony demonstrated its latest collaborative effort with Philips, a new CD -

Standard; this advanced data -reduc-

ond layer is read by refocusing the

tion technique provides a variable

laser. This future development, using
technology now being developed in

1 to MPEG-2, so the new age is already here!

data rate so that static scenes take up
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Sheryl Crow:
Tuesday Night Music Club

Counting Crows: August
And Everything After

(A&M)

(DGC)

03061

02409

Ace Of Base: The Sign

Green Day: Dookie

(Arista)

(Reprise)

02354

Toni Braxton
(La Face)

00420

The Bonnie Rain
Collection
(Warner Bros.)

00569

02753 *

John Michael
Montgomery:
Kickin' It Up
(Atlantic Nashville) 02402
Yanni:

R.E.M.: Eponymous

Use At The Acropolis

(I.R. S./MCA)

(Private Music)

00701

Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros.)

Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros)

(MCA)

00796

Sarah McLachlan:
Fumbling Towards
Ecstasy (Arista)
02536

Stone Temple Pilots:
00981

Tina Turner: Simply The
Best (Capitol)
01195

James Brown:
20 All -Time Greatest Hits
(Polydor)

01342

Creedence Clearwater
Revival: Chronicle:
20 Greatest Hits
(Fantasy)

01520

Jimi Hendrix:
The Ultimate Experience
(MCA)

01527

Salt -N -Papa:

Very Necessary
(London)

01595

Snoop Doggy Dogg:
Doggystyte
(Interscopel

Heavy D. & The Boyz:
Nuttin' But Love

00713

The Essential Charlie
Parker (Verve)
00902
Core (Atlantic)

01692 *

02525

(MCA)

Crash Test Dummies:
God Shuffled His Feet
(Arista)

02593

All -4 -One (Atlantic)

Storm (MoJazz)

(Windham Hill)

02634

Nine inch Nails:
The Downward Spiral
(Interscope)

Unsaid (Atlantic)

02767 *

(Capitol)

03065

(A&M)

Elton John: Goodbye
Yellow Brick Road
(Polydor)

03076

(MCA) 03399

1969-1973

(A&M) 04393
Dumb &
Dumber Sdtrk.
(RCA: 04842

The Best Of
Woodstock
(Atlantic) 04908
BLACKatreet
(Interscope)

Softy James: Backbone

(Polydor)

(Warner Bros.)

03077

Dazed And Confused Sdtrk.

(Radioactive/MCA)03085 *

(Giant/Warner Bros.)

Above The RIm/Sdtrk.

Ella Fitzgerald: The Best
Of The Songbooks: The
Ballads (Verve)
05713

03156 *

(Atlantic)

03173

(Mercury)

04906

L7: Hungry For Stink
(Reprise Slash)

05795 *

Neil Young & Crazy Horse:

Sleeps With Angels
(Reprise)

05880

Seal (1994)
(Warner Bros !Sire) 05907

Nine

Big Head Todd &
The Monsters: Strategem

R.E.M..

(Giant)

(A&M)

00677

06161

Peter Gabriel:
Shaking The Tree 16 Golden Greats
(Geffen)

11089

The Lion King/Sdtrk.
(Disney)

Ray Charles: The Best
Of The Atlantic Years
05755

05791

iTem Petty:

Aerosmith: Big Ones
(Geffen)

08271

(Warner Bros.) 06280

Eric Clayton: From The

David Ball: Thinkin' Problem Cradle ,Reprise)
(Warner Bros.)

03533

06025

Joshua Redman: Mood

Anita Baker:
Rhythm Of Love

Swing (Warner Bros. I 05845

(Elektra,

Prince: Come

Barry Man low:
Singin' With The Big Bands

Barry White: The Icon Is

(Island)

Love :ABM)

06185

Jason's Lyrictidtrk.

Brooks & Dunn: Wallin' On
Sundown (Arista)
05888

(Arista)

Hiroshima: L.A.
06024

Beverly Hills, 90210-The

George Howard: A Home
Far Away (GRP)
05891

(Novas)

(Warner Bros.)

05879 *

Changing Faces
(Atlantic)

Amy Grant: House Of Love
(A&M)

05902

Weezer (DGC)

05943

Nanci Griffith: Flyer
(Elektra)

05989
05992

Natural Ban Killers Sdtrk.

05982

05994 *

Alabama: Greatest Hits,
Vol. III (RCA)

05996

The Rippingtons: Sahara
(GRP)

06008

Roberta Flack: Roberta
(Atlantic)
060t5

Joe Sample And The Soul
Committee: Did You Feel
That? (Warner Bros.) 05984

Tracy Lawrence: I See It

Gerald Levert: Groove On

Aaron Tippin: Lookin' Back

(East West)

At Myself (RCA,

05986

Now (Atlantic

(Mercury:

(Repose ()west)

Warren Hil Truth

(Interscope
05892

Bon Jovi: Cross Road
05980

06017
06020

06137

Mary J. Blige: My Life
(MCA)

06258

(Mercury)

The Judds:
The Essential Collection
Of Number One Hits
(RCA:

The Cranberries:
No Need to Argue

06183

(MCA)
06268

College Years TV Sdtk.
(Giant)

06168

(Warner Bros

(MCA/GRP)

Tom Jones: The Lead
And How To Swing It

Craig Mack:
Project: Funs Da World
(Bad Boy Arictai
06156

(Interscope)

06173

06261

(Elektrai

Ready To Die
(Bad Boy:Arista)

Skynyrd Frynds
'MCA)

06157

Brandy (Attanns)

06266

06160

Black Sheep:
Non Fiction
(Meru,/ )

06273

r

v

v

(Geffen)

20814 0

Prize 81/92 (A&M) 00895

Dolly (Philips)

Stories (Verve)

(Mercury)

(LaFace/Arista)

int

02565
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U2: Achtung Baby
25174

(Island)

Pretenders: The Singles
33248

(Sire)

Bryan Adams:
So Far So Good
(A&M)

34771

Allman Brothers Band:
A Decade Of Hits
1969-1979
(Polydor)

35031

Melissa Etheridge:
Yes I Am (Island)

35501

U2: The Joshua Tree
(Island)

Phish. Hoist tEiehtr,i, 02724

BMG MUSIC SERVICE
P.O. Box 91001

INDIANAPOLIS IN 46209-9637

53501

Huey Lewis & The News:
Four Chords &
Several Years Ago

Best Of
The Grateful Dead:
Skeletons From
The Closet

(Elektra)

(Warner Bros I

03274

06352

NO POSTAGE
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IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

02390

Soundgarden:
Superunknown
02515

06335

TLC: CrazySexyCool

01451

Tom Petty &
The Heartbreakers:
Greatest Hits

(Mercury)

06330

Vanessa Williams)
The Sweetest Days

SERVICE:SE

01064

James: Laid

06328

Jeff Lorber: West Side

Pavarotti And Friends

:MCA

06314

Silly Ray Cyrus:
Storm In The Heartland

MUSIC

Don Henley:
The End Of The innocence

(London)

06290

3arbra Streisand: In Hello

(Mercury)
06178

Melrose Place-The Music

Pete Rock and C.L. Smooth: (Gant)
The Main Ingedient

The Notoriot s

06396 t

Red Hot Chill Peppers:
Out in L.A. (EMI)
06276

Jeff Foxworthy:
You Might Be A Redneck If...

Phil Perry: Pure Pleasure
06152

06362

Pulp Fiction/Sdtrk.

Aerosmith: Get A Grip

Simple Minds: Glittering

(Geffen)

04944

Everette Harp: Common
Ground (Blue Note)
05768

Dance Naked

UB40: Labour Of Love

04935

Live: Throwing Copper

John Mellencamp:

00150

04922

Elton John: Greatest Hits

Hits From environmentally
concerned artists

1976-1986 (MCA)

03350

Louis Armstrong: All Time
Greatest Hits

03039

The Neville Brothers:
Live On Planet Earth

25th Anniversary

Elton John: Greatest Hits

03309

Jon Secede: Heart, Soul &
A Voice (SBi
03323

Frank Sinatra: Duets

EARTH DAY

00121

03282

Collective Soul: Hints.
Allegations & Things Left

(Rhino)

(Warner Bros.)

Nirvana: Unplugged In
New York (DGC) 06284

03267

Norman Brown: After The

Carpenters:
The Singles

Ray Lynch:
Deep Breakfast

(Interscope)

Automatic For The People

SERVICE

03223

Reba McEntire: Read My
Mind (MCA)
03243

You (MCA)

02555

IA IMO III
MI %Pall

The Who: Tommy

Vince Gill: When Love Finds

The Crow/Sdtrk.

Altornath:m NRO
(Hot ywood/Greenpeace)

05721

Reality BltesfSdtrk.

Black Sabbath:
Master Of Reality
01863

(Arista)

Warren G:
Regulate...G Funk Era
(Violator/Rush)
05796 *

(RCA)

Mazzy Star:
So Tonight That I Might
See (Capitol)
01735

(Warner Bros.)

02477

The Tractors

83892

111.11.11...11111111.11.1.11.11111111111111.11

Stone Temple Pilots:
Purple (Atlantic)
24738

Jimi Hendrix Experience:
Are You Experienced?
25457

(MCA)

George Strait: Lead On
(MCA Nashville)

15841

Hootie & The Blowfish:
Cracked Rear View
Atlantic)

The Steve Miller Band:
Greatest Hits 1974-1978
33199

(Capitol)

34700
34793

10,000 Maniacs:
MTV Unplugged
(Elektra)

35061

Front (Motown)

35210

The Rodgers &
Hammerstein Collection
(MCA)

40015

Motley CrLie: Decade Of
Decadence (Elektra)
40298

Diane Schuur & B.B. King:
Heart To Heart (GRP) 43234
The Best Of The Doobie
Brothers (Warner Bros.) 43738

Enya: Shepherd Moons
(Reprise)

(Nonesuch)

00110 0

Vivaldi Greatest Hits

(Island)

Gershwin Plays Gershwin:
The Plano Rolls
(Elektra/Nonesuch)

Change (RCA)

05960

01675

Opera's Greatest Moments
(RCA Victor Red Seal) 02581 0

Pavarotti: My Heart's
Delight (London)

02953

Beethoven, Symphonies
Nos. 5 & 6 "Pastorale" (DG
4D "Karajan Geld") 03127 (0
The Joy Of Bernstein

Puccini, La Boheme
(London)

05615

Najee: Share My World
(EMI)

Pavarotti:
The Early Years, Vol. I

Cecilia Bartoli: Mozart
Portraits (London)
04923
(RCA Victor Red Seal) 05748

Kronos Quartet: Night
Prayers (Nonesuch) 06084 0
Chance Moore: A Love
Supreme (MCA)
06360

Arthur Fiedler And
The Boston Pops Orchestra:
Salute to Disney (Deutsche

ZZ Top: One Foot in the
Blues (Warner Bros.) 06401

Bryan Adams: Live! Live!
Live! (A&M)

06497

(Motown)

(Blue Note:

11000

Jackson Browne: Running
On Empty (Elektra) 11056

ini!vtertthal

ilaultiyAatNI:uAntee

(Motown)

20671

15600

(Geffen)

53534 0

Hits (Polydor)

Patsy Cline: 12 Greatest
Hits (MCA)
53849

(Elektra)

53702

Andrew Lloyd Webber-

Eric Clapton: Unplugged

The Premiere Collection

(Warner Bros

(MCA)

23690

53868

Whitney Houston:
The Best Of The Beach
Boys (Capitol)
23946 The Bodyguard Sdtrk.
(Arista)

Beastie Boys: HI
Communication

54213

Kenny G: Breathless
24717 *

-9

54317

(Arista)

WITH NOTHING MORE TO BUY, EVER!
The Best Of Aretha Franklin
(Atlantic:

20078

Paul Winter: Wolf EyesA Retrospective
(Living Music)

20401

(Warner Bros.)

20461

Gin Blossoms:
New Miserable Experience

Harry Belatonte,
Greatest Flits (RCA) 54508 0

(MN)

En Vogue: Funky Divas

24884

(East West)

Traffic: The Low Spark
Of High Heeled Boys
(Island)

61717

Megadeth: Countdown To
Extinction (Capitol) 63340

25169

Supertramp: Breakfast In

Yannl: In My Time

America (A&M)

(Private Music)

25246

63900

START SAVING! MAIL THIS POSTAGE -PAID CARD TODAY.

SMG.

O Please accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send my 5 FREE selections as indicated. Under the terms
of this offer, agree to buy just 1 selection at the regular Club price ($14.98 to $15.98 for CDs: $8.98 to $9.98 for
cassettes) within a year. will then receive 3 more choices FREE! That's 9 for the price of 1 with nothing more to buy
ever! understand that a shipping and handling charge will be billed for each selection.

_111111/10w

I

1111171 lb

I

SERVICE.

I

1E)

The John Lennon
Collection (Capitol) 73627

(A&M)

Send my selections on (check Ogg only): EICDs

Li Cassettes

(MCA)

Years (Reprise)

74339

80304

Meat Loaf: Bat Out Of
Hell II: Back Into Hell
(MCA)

Carnegie Hall :Capitol) 01782

The George Benson
Collection
(Warner Bros.)

01858

Windham Hill:
The First Ten Years
(Windham Hill)

02628

The Alligator Reccrds
20th Anniversary Collection

06430:

(Alligator)

83394

(Mercury)
24059 0
Saturday Night Fever;
Sdtrk. (Polydor)
34687 A
Joe Cocker: Mad Dogs &
Englishmen (A&Mi 35176
Madonna: The Immaculate
Collection (Sire)
54164
Prince: The Hits 1

ZZ Top: Greatest Hits

(WB/Paisley Park)

(Warner Bros )

83411

Judy Collins: Judy Sings
Dylan Just Like A Woman

83815

(Geffen)

R. Kelly: 12 -Play
(Jive)

02228 *

01569

Neil Diamond: 12 Greatest
Hits (MCA)
84050

Roy Orbison: The Singles
Collection (1965-1973)

Nirvana: In Utero

Roger Whittaker: Feelings
(And Other Million Selling

90124

Garth Brooks: In Pieces
(Liberty)

93710

The Manhattan Transfer:
Anthology: Down In
Birdland (Rhino) 00146
The Who: Who's Better.
Who's Best (MCA) 00790

Allman Brothers Band:
The Fillmore Concerts
(Polydor)

01159

(Polydor)

02025

Hits) (RCA)

02557

Supertramp: Classics
(14 Greatest Hits)
(A&M)

04891

Soundgarden:
Badmotorfinger
(A&M)

05637

Dave Brubeck Quartet:
Late Night Brube.:k: Live
At The Blue Note
(Telarc)

05665

HERE'S HOW YOUR CLUB WORKS.
Start with our 5.1-3 Rotunda to introduce you to
the Club...and to your savings!
CHOOSE THE MUSIC YOU LOVE.

Pick 5 FREE CDs (or cassettes) right now from
the many great choices in this ad.
Buy jest 1 selection at the regular Club price
(currently $14.98 to $15.98 for CDs; $8.98 to
$9.98 for cassettes) within a year.
Then choose 3 more FREE. That's 9 for the
price of 1 (plus shipping and handling for each
selection) with nothing more to buy, ever!
LISTEN WITH NO RISK.

You may take 10 days to listen to your introductory
selections and look over the accompanying terms
of Club membership.
If you're not completely satisfied, simply return
your selections at our expense -with no further
obligation.
SHOP FROM THE COMFORT OF HOME.

Discover how convenient it is to shop with BMG
Music Service.
You'll get our exclusive Club Catalog about every
three weeks (19 shopping opportunities a year),
filled with hundreds of choices in a variety of
music categories, plus music news, artist interviews
and recommendations from our experts
So easy! Every issue offers a Featured Selection
in your preferred music category. If you want the
Featured Selection, don't do a thing -you'll
receive it automatically.

Your choice! If you want other hits from the
Catalog - or none at all - just return the
Notification Card provided by the specified date.

(indicate by number):

You'll have at least 10 days to decide.

No pressure! If you should have fewer than 10
-

O

The BMG

From day one, every
time you buy a CD or
cassette at the regular
Club price, you're
entitled to buy another
of equal or lesser
value at half price.
With other clubs,
usually you must buy
6 or more at full price

to qualify for

days to reply and receive an unwanted Featured
Selection, simply return it at our expense.

A 2 -CD set (-5-) counts as 2 selections.
I am always free to choose from any category, but I am most interested in the music category checked here
(check one only):

1. UGHT SOUNDS

Music Service
Difference

3. El HARD ROC K

Nan Jackson
Reba McEntire

Buoy Manilow
Frank Sinatra

5. CLASSICALW

2. LI COUNTRY

6

Luciano Pavarotti
James Galway

JAZZ
Pat Metheny
Joshua Redman

Aerosmith
Van Halen

7 n METAL

From day one, for every selection you buy at the
regular Club price, you may choose another of
equal or lesser value at 50% off. But that's not all.
The longer you remain a BMG Music Service
member, the more you save - up to 50%, 60%,
even 70%- with our special sales and discounts.
We're sure you'll enjoy your exclusive Club benefits.
But if you ever want to cancel, just write and tell us.
It's your choice anytime -after you buy your one
regular -Club -price selection. Why wait? Join
BMG Music Service now and start saving.

Sheryl Crow
Sung

B. E ROB. DANCE

Megadeth
Testament

SAVE AGAIN AND AGAIN.

4. El SOFT ROCK & POP

9

Boyz II Men

Mary J Blige

ALTERNATIVE
The Cranbemes
Green Day

CI Mr.

Mrs
Ms.

(PLEASE PRINT)

First Name

Initial

Last Name

If the reply card is missing, please write to:
BMG Music Service
Address

P.O. Box 91001
Indianapolis, IN 46291-0002

Apt.

*

City

State

Zip

Canadian residents mail reply to:

Signature

.41r

HI /4111o*A.

m

m-SERVICEM

L9a.athEt rkr%alCigiseTtartinargratitArVmpany,

Phone Area Code

(1) Members who choose CLASSICAL as their listening interest will be serviced by the BMG Classical Music Service.
We reserve the right to request additional information, reject any application or cancel any membership Limited to
new members. Local taxes, it any. will be added. Offer available in continental USA and under special arrangement in
Alaska and Hawaii. Offer not available in Puerto Rico, APO or FPO. Offer may vary in Canada.

Parental Advisory-Contains
explicit lyrics and/or artwork.

2-GD set (counts as 2 selections)
0 Not available on cassette.

bonus savings.
BMG Music Service
Box 7010
Mississauga ON L5A 4J3

01636

Rush: Chronicles

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise: The Very Good

RUSH ME THESE 5 HITS NOW

50%-0

73924

Steely Dan: Gold

(Geffen)

The Cars: Greatest Hits

23N15

Janet Jackson's Rhythm
Nation 1814 (AMA 72386

Buy ONLY 1 at the
Then get 3
Enjoy 9
regular Club price
more CDs of your
CDs for the
within a year.
choice, FREE!
price of 1!
A shipping and handling charge is added to each selection.

Paul Simon: Negotiations And
Love Songs 1971-86

Nirvana: Nevermind
10930

5 FREE
CDs now.

Chant: The Benedictine
Monks of Santo Domingo
de Silos (Angel)
02957

r

Boyz II Men:
Cooleyhighharmony

(Atlantic)

(Capitol)

Start with

Carreras, Domingo &
Pavarotti: The 3 Tenors In Concert (London) 35078

The Best Of Miles Davis)
The Capitol/Blue Note Years

06141

5

(RCA Victor Gold Seal) 06200

(DG)

Van Cliburn In Moscow

The Very Best of Yes

1971-1975 (Asylum) 23481

James Galway: Wind Of

53521

Eric Clapton:
Timepieces- Greatest
Eagles: Greatest Hits

00956

(RCA)

53190

Bob Marley: Legend
Marvin Gaye:
15 Greatest Hits

64585

Elvis Presley: The Number
One Hits (RCA)
72190

The Police: Every Breath
You Take -The Singles

Lionel Richie: Back To

Gorecki, Symphony No. 3

(Warner Bros.)

Judy Garland: Judy At

(Arista)

The Tribute to Elvis

64291

(Warner Bros.)

34284

34589 0

(MCA)

(Mercury Nashville)
06498

(Atlantic)

(Threshold)

Alan Jackson: Who I Am

It's Now or Never -

64060

Bette Midler: Experience
The Divine -Greatest Hits

Rod Stewart:
The Mercury Anthology
(Mercury)
01161 0
The Band: The Last Waltz
David Bowie: The Singles
1%9-1993 IRykodsc) 01659

B.B. King: Blues Summit

WITH NOTHING
MORE TO
BUY, EVER!

Dave Koz: Lucky Man
(Capitol)

06315 $*

(A&M)

35544

Van Morrison: Moondance

(Atlantic)

FOR THE PRICE OF

(Arista)

Moody Blues: Greatest Hits
John Coltrane: Giant Steps

05872

Woodstock '94

Kenny G: Miracles The Holiday Album

Other trademarks used in the advertisement are

EEDCE

the property ofs Nvocrei

CD

trademarkE, owners.s

Indianapolis IN 46219-1194

©1995 BMG Direct

cooperation with 3M, will increase the

comparisons with standard analog formats

disc's total capacity to 7.4 gigabytes.
By all measures, it looked as if
Sony/Philips had the DVD question neatly
tied up. After all, these are the people who
invented the CD, unquestionably one of the
greatest successes in consumer electronics

as well as with the digital master. And as be-

fore, the system performed superbly. I was
not aware of any substantive differences between these demonstrations and what I had

seen in Las Vegas three weeks earlier. I
imagine that one would have to look very
closely, anc for some time, before the ad-

of all time. Little thought was given to the
rival DVD format proposed by Time Warn-

vantages of the higher data rate would be-

er and Toshiba.

come noticeable.

Three weeks later, on January 24th in
Beverly Hills, Time Warner and Toshiba
held a press conference to announce their

An additional feature of the Time Warner/Toshibr. format is the handling of various aspect ratios for viewing, including full

TREATMENT
tinVANCED CONTACT

)0- Improves Conductivity
Noise & Distortion
70- Reduces
Definition & Clarity
Improves
Dynamic Range
Extends
Surfaces
Seals & Protects
70.

version of the DVD. Their discs are double -

Conditions & Protects
The Only Product that
and their Base Metals!
Paged Surfaces

sided, and each side contains up to 5 giga-

Even he finest equipment cannot guarantee noise and error -tree

bytes of data. The MPEG-2 Standard is
used here for video, with a minimum of

DVD EASILY BESTED VHS,

operatn. One "dirty' connection anywhere iT the signa path can
cause unwanted noise, distortion, signal loss and data erm rs,

Con-

sidering the hundreds (it not thousands) of corrections in electronic

three sets of Dolby AC -3 5.1 -channel audio

AND IN TERMS OF COLOR

(to accommodate foreign languages) and

AND SHARPNESS IT WAS

four subtitle channels. This eases manufac-

Use what the
Manafachirers

MORE THAN A MATCH

Cse!

turing of products intended for sale in
many different markets.

equipment today, it is only a matter of time before they begin to fail.

FOR THE LASERDISC.

From a performance viewpoint, the
biggest difference between the two rival formats is the average video data rate. Both use

screen, letterbox, or the large -format 16 x 9

MPEG-2, so we would reasonably expect
the same picture quality-if the data rate is
the same. While the Sony/Philips format

ratio. There is also provision for parental
lockout to keep children from viewing certain programs. The format, wi:h its total

has an average data rate of about 3 megabits
per second, the Time Warner/Toshiba for-

10 -gigabyte capability, has further uses beyond movies. Various computer and high -

ProGoTO outperforms all other contact cleaners, enhancers and lubri-

mat has an average data rate of 4.94

the bas metals - NQ OTHER PRODUCT DOES THIS. Prolold fills

megabits per second, an increase of more

capacity ROM applications are certainly
possible. Even more to the point, Time

than 60% over the Sony/Philips proposal.

Warner/Toshiba stated that their DVD will

andcurrantflow(conductivity).ProGold

How has this increase in data density

support high -definition television when

Available in Environmentally -Safe Spray, Wipes,
P
Precision Dispensers & Bulk Containers

Hew Does ProGold Actually Work'
Due to its unique properties, it deoxidizes and clears surface

cants.

contamnation, and penetrates plated surfaces and molecularly bonds to

the gaps in the contact surfaces.
increasimg the effective surface area

penetrates the plated surface and
moleculmrly bonds to the base metal to

been accomplished? According to the press
release: "The innovative double -sided disc
is formed by back-to-back bonding of two
0.6 -mm -thick, 5 -inch discs. The bonding
process employs proven techniques derived
from 15 years of industry -wide LaserDisc

blue -laser technology becomes available.

seal anc protect ff. Conduction through

To its credit, the Time Warner/Toshiba
camp has gotten much support from both
hardware and software companies. In addition to Time Warner and Toshiba, the par-

threewrys. First, ProGoldisdisplaced

ticipating companies are Matsushita,

manufacturing experience and does not
add either cost or production time to the

Thomson, Hitachi, Pioneer, MCA, and

persed .y an electrical field. Finally,
conductDn takes place through very

process. The advantage of a 0.6 -mm disc is
that a laser can read data with more preci-

Where dc these developments put Sony
and Philips? I doubt that we will see an allout format war, because the entertainment

film of tnaGold to the other without

industry just won't tolerate it. Richard

Why Use ProGold?

sion through a thinner disc than through a
disc of 1.2 -mm thickness. Additionally, a
greater density of data can be encoded on a
thinner disc than a thicker disc-approximately the difference between 3.7 gigabytes
and 5 gigabytes. Finally, thinner discs permit shorter manufacturing cycle times."

Multiple video monitors in the large

MGM/UA.

a ProGold coated surface occurs in
by electical arc, shock wave or simple
mechaneal pressure and redistributes

itself a nng the surface when the
disturbamce is removed.

thin films of ProGold by means of a
quantum -mechanical

Clancy, a spokesman for Sony, told the Associated Pre;s, "Sony will continue to propose its standard. At least for the time being, our plar s remain unchanged."

There is certainly much room here for

meeting room where the Time War-

give and take, letting all players in the game
save a little bit of face. In any event, we are

ner/Toshiba press conference was held provided everyone a close view of the system in
operation. As with Sony/Philips, there were

looking at a product launch in early 1996,
with players that are targeted for the $500
to $600 rang.
A

Second, a

thin insisting film of ProGold is dis-

called '.unneling.

phenomenon

Simply stated,

electron. travel from one side of a thin
passing hrough (this is the same effect

that gav, the tunnel diode its name).

ProGok increases the performance and reliability of all electrical equipment. h improves conductivity for optimum signal quality, reduces noise

& interfeence, lowers distortion and virtually el minates intennittents.
Unlike oiler products, it also stabilizes connections between similar and

dissimila metals. ProGold provides long-lasting protection (1-'0 years),
on gold, .ilver, rhodium, copper and nickel connect ons. Use P4,Goki on

all correctors & contacts for maximum performance S protection.
CAIG PRODUCTS ...USED BY THOSE WHO DEMAND THY BEST!
Ampex
Boeing

Diebold nc
Dolby Lb.

Federal Express
General Electric
John Fluke Mtg.
Hewlett Packard

Honeywell

Switchcraft

McIntosh Lays
Motorola
Nakemichi

Teicamax

Texas Inst.
Xerox Corp.

18744 West Bemarco Drive

San Dego, CA 921V-1904

TEL: (619)4F-1799
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At one time
you understood how
this worked.
FIVE BLOCKS MADE A COTTAGE, ten a

&vA castle, and a hundred your own private

empire. With Linn components, it's just
that simple. You can start out with the system that's

right for you today and, using our building-block
approach, improve and expand your system over time
in affordable steps. Some
steps will improve the performance of your system,

A SOUND INVESTMENT. At our innovative factory in Scotland, we produce the most advanced and
best sounding hi-fi. Skilled and dedicated people

and our unique single -station -build philosophy
ensure a standard of construction and reliabil-

ity simply not possible

1-:00-LINN HI-FI

music for life'

others will expand your system throughout your home, but each and every step

on a production line.
And, with your Linn retailer on hand to provide

assistance long after
your initial purchase,

PEOPLE NEED MUSIC. Music is important. Explor-

you can expect your hi-fi to last a lifetime. People
who love music have built our business, so we look
after them. MUSIC FOR YOUR LIFE. To learn

ing the world of music in the comfort of your own
home is therapeutic. It will help you relax, stimulate
your imagination, change your mood, and provide
entertainment and pleasure for your whole family.

more about Linn Hi-Fi and the many ways in
which Linn can make music a more important
part of your life, phone Audiophile Systems,
Ltd., our U.S. distributor, at 1-800-546-6443.

has one thing in common. It delivers more music.

Iust what the audio community

MONDO

needed: A smash hit. Given that
even the industry's most
Pollyanna -like naif would have
had a hard time smiling through

the catastrophe that was the
1994 Summer CES, the January
1995 event in Las Vegas seemed like
a miracle. Huge? There are some, in-

KEN KESSLER

THE WINTER SHOW,
A WINNER

cluding me, who believe it might
have been the biggest and best in the
exhibition's history, in marked contrast to last June's non-event.
Statistics hounds are always well

that the book is based on esti-

mates from only 46 companies, over half of which are gi-

served by the Electronic Industries
Association (EIA), and it was only a
matter of weeks before the mailman
delivered the post-mortem press release and the latest edition of Consumer Electronics U.S. Sales, 1990-

gantic Asian or European

1995 est. (only $95 per copy for

minutiae like the Unit Sales of Cellular Telephones in 1991, I can tell

a few technologies that must
surely have acquired "trend"
status: High Definition Compatible Digital (HDCD) hardware and software, home cin-

you that 2,090 brands turned up

ema's forthcoming digital

civilians). Both items make interest-

ing reading. Without lapsing into

concerns and precious few of
which produce hi-fi separates.

The exhibitors at the 1995
Winter CES embraced, almost
universally and unanimously,

Balanced

Audio Technology
Vl<=5 preamp

surround for-

mats, the continu-

conventional players lacking the

ing tube revival, the
continuing survival
of vinyl records, jitter -busting devices,

HDCD chip. The Winter CES was
the first to provide visitors with an
opportunity to hear players incorporating the HDCD- decoding chip
sets, with Spectral Audio-source of

and other mini
Onkyo

Counterpoint's DA -10 D/A converter has been approved by Pacific

kit -building.

Microsonics for HDCD certifica-

TX-SV727 receiver

with a staggering 40,000 products,
and over 1,000,000 square feet of
floor space was needed to accommodate it all. Far more important,
though, is this figure: 103,282 people attended the CES, representing
all aspects of the home entertain-

ment industry. And they arrived
from 109 countries. Sales of everything covered by the Separate Audio

the first official demonstration-

themes like the proliferation of single ended triode amplifiers. Hey, there's even a revival in
HDCD, an encode/decode system

used for reducing distortion in
digital audio
recordings (developed for Pacific Microsonics by Michael

leading the way.

tion, and owners of existing DA -10s
can get an upgrade card costing un-

der $500. The

upgrade also
THE RECENT WCES

includes the

MAY HAVE BEEN

company's

Pflaumer and

THE BEST EVER

Components umbrella come to

Keith Johnson),

IN THE SHOW'S HISTORY.

$1,690,000,000 for the last complete

had its debut a
few years back

year (1993), and the EIA predicts
small but significant increases this
year and the next, in unit sales and
in dollar value. Oh, and this follows
a low point of $1,586,000,000 suffered in 1992. But lest you think that
this tasty sum is shared among the
specialist or high -end brands, note

own new jitter -

reduction cir-

cuitry to improve playback

of all digital

in the form of encoded CDs released
by Reference Recordings. Even without access to HDCD players, numer-

sources, not just HDCD discs. Enlightened Audio Designs' Series III
products feature HDCD in conjunc-

ous Golden Ears who got to audition the first HDCD discs felt that

tion with the Digital Flywheel,

they sounded "better" than their
non-HDCD equivalents, even on
AUDIO/MAY 1995
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EAD's proprietary jitter -reduction
circuitry. Also licensed to produce
HDCD decoders are Adcom, Audio

Martin -Logan
SL3 speaker

Audio Research SDP1 surround
decoder and SDA1 amp

tories and Pioneer have jointly devel-

oped LaserDiscs in which the right
(analog) FM channel is replaced with
the AC -3 bitstream. This digital signal
provides five discrete channels of surround information and an additional
bass channel from a readily available

software format; blessedly, it's fully

compatible with your existing
LaserDisc player.

Alchemy, Glasse Audio, Kinergetics, Madrigal, PS Audio, Sonic Frontiers, Theta Digi-

tal, and other major players, while Pink
Triangle is the first British brand to commit to the new technology. All we need
now are record companies from outside

Among other hi-fi companies showing
more than a passing interest in home cinema was Krell, with prototypes of a multichannel power amp (accepting up to five
100 -watt modules) and a full -function

the audio community (read: major labels)
to incorporate HDCD into their CD man-

home theater preamp in the wings. Apogee
demonstrated a surround sound system for
ribbon lovers, and Magnepan showed the

ufacturing systems.

sound quality of its new

It's hard to say whether or not there's

Magneplanar center -chan-

going to be a battle, let alone a war, to de-

nel speaker by setting up

cide what digital surround sound format
will be chosen by the industry to become
the standard. Then again, the word "Dolby" is not unlike a Good Housekeeping

two of them as main

Seal of Approval, so expect the double -D
logo to continue appearing on processors'

tively called the AV -Gram.
In one glass -fronted enclo-

front panels for a long time to come. I
haven't heard all of the challengers, but it

sure, which looks just like
any cabinet you'd use un-

looks like Dolby AC -3 will win because of

der a large-ish TV moni-

ence retrieval. The company also introduced a four -channel amp, the SDA1, as a
companion to the SDP1. EAD's latest ver-

sion of the TheaterMaster includes both
HDCD D/A conversion for your audio only CDs and true 5.1 -channel surround
decoding, courtesy of the Zoran 38001 decoding computer. EAD believes that it's the
first company on the market with true 5.1
decoding, but they didn't count on Onkyo.
This company launched a pair of new A/V
receivers, the TX-SV525 and TX-SV727,
plus the A-SV620 integrated amp, each featuring a Motorola 56000 DSP for true digital surround decoding.
Meridian again showed a multichannel

system but avoided the use of a normal
video source. (By the way, this year's played -

to -death demo film was Cliffhanger; some
diehards still used the train crash from The
Fugitive.) Meridian used MTV -like corn -

speakers. Mission unveiled
an all -in -one home cinema

"command center," tenta-

tor, Mission fitted five 100 -

THE WINTER CES WAS
THE FIRST TO PROVIDE A
CHANCE TO HEAR PLAYERS

WITH THE HDCD-DECODING
CHIP SETS.

watt channels' worth of
Cyrus power, a surround
processor (final type still to
be decided), a pair of sub Counterpoint DA -10 D/A converter with HDCD
woofers at the sides, a center speaker, a full -function learning remote puter images said to make people more recontrol, an AM/FM radio, and a full -func- ceptive to the music itself. Any thoughts of
tion preamp. Since the system also includes a '60s revival are about a year too late.
rear -channel satellites, all that you add to it to
The home cinema readiness also applied

sheer momentum and the public's general
confidence in (and awareness of) Things
Dolby. At CES, demonstrations took place

complete the package are a TV (up to 35 inches in screen size), your choice of video source,

not just at the Convention Center but at
every show site, with both mass -market

cinema equivalent of the old "radiogram."
Audio Research launched the SDP1 sur-

and high -end makers involved. These included Denon, JBL, Pioneer, Yamaha, and
Kenwood among the majors, while purist
companies like EAD and Perreaux (with
Monitor Audio speakers) held up the spe-

round sound decoder, aimed firmly at
purists: The front (main) channels are
stages to eliminate any possible (main) signal degradation. The SDP1 eschews Dolby

Ci-200QT (which contains a 12 -volt motor

cialist end.

ceiling for play or return it to rest).

For those of you not reading our sister

Pro Logic decoding, using instead matrix
derivations which probably can be traced

publication Sound & Image, Dolby Labora-

back to vintage (and timeless) Hafler ambi-

a noticeable increase in CD changers,

and main speakers. Welcome the home

completely isolated from the processing
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to speakers, like the aforementioned
Apogee and Magnepan systems and the
complete Martin -Logan setup, the first

view of the long-awaited Vandersteen
VSM-1 side -channel speakers (with on wall mounting at $695 per pair), the wild
KEF Ci-130DS (for dipole behavior from
an in -wall design), and KEF's motorized
drive system to tilt the speaker out of the

Returning to two channels, I observed

GIVE $25 TO
Imagine winning the incredible Mitsubishi Montero SR, or second prize, an all expense

A. GREAT CAUSE
paid week for two at the St. Croix Buccaneer, or third prize, a 53" fully loaded Sony Trinitron.

AND

JUST

Simply call Friends In Deed at 1 -800 -996 -LIFE and donate $25. (It's even tax deductible!)

MIGHT TAKE YOU
FOR A RIDE
Your contribution will make a heartfelt difference for those of us living with AIDS or cancer.

FRIENDS

ENTER NOW BY CALLING

1_800 -996 -LIFE

qp
IN DEED

Friends In Deed is a not -for-profit organization providing emotional, psychological and spiritual support to people
affected by life -threatening illness. If you do not wish to make a contribution, but would like to enter the sweepstakes, you may write to Friends In
Deed, at the below address, for a free entry form and include a self-addressed stamped envelope. Limit one request per envelope and each entry
must be mailed separately. All requests for a free entry must be received no later than May 1, 1995. All entries, whether by telephone orby mail, must
be received no later than 5:00 PM E.S.T., May 15, 1995. Odds of winning depend on the number of eligible entries received. Open to all U.S. residents
who are 18 years or older. For a winners list, send a stamped self-addressed envelope to Friends In Deed, 594 Broadway, New York, NY 10012.
Subject to official rules which are available from Friends In Deed. All three prizes are provided courtesy of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc. with a
special thanks to Mitsubishi Motor Sales USA.

evidence of the increased demand for convenience and the continued growth of multiroom/install systems. Onkyo contributed
C320 and DX -C220, for $300 to $330, but

board power supply, a Pioneer Stable Platter mechanism, and inverted disc playback.
Among heavyweight CD transport makers, Jadis issued the JD2 at $8,000, 25% less
expensive than the awe-inspiring JD1. The

the move to the $450 to $600 category

company used the same transport but a

means 100 -disc changers for the price of
last year's five -disc carousels. Aiwa and
Kenwood have low-cost 100 -disc players,

different laser and a less sophisticated suspension. Up in the Ferrari class is Barclay's

a couple of six -disc machines, the DX -

Technics has a 50 -CD machine, and a
forthcoming model from Harman's Citation line will accept 150 discs. Pioneer's
PD -F1004, at $599, adds remote -control
programming through a graphic user interface (GUI) and has on -screen display.
For the specialist high -end D/A convert-

ers and CD spinners, it was top -loaders
and jitter -busters. Genesis demonstrated
the Digital Lens ($1,500), promising jitter

X1000, which weighs 100 pounds and is
machined from a solid billet of aluminum.
The X1000 uses the company's proprietary
drive mechanism with a "tonearm" and a
swing arm; drive is via belt and a heavyduty moving -coil motor. There's a three -

Trends among the speaker builders?
There's a mini revival in electrostatics, with

Electrostatic Research showing the compact Model III. Mea-

so low, if I heard it
correctly, that I won't
repeat it out of super-

stition. Audiostatic
introduced a couple of ported baby hy-

reduction below 20 pS, through the use of
a temperature -compensated oscillator. The
Digital Lens will show with constant realtime analysis the number of errors in the

brids, including the ESH 50 (about 5 feet
high) and the ESH 100 (about 6 feet high).
Martin -Logan upgraded the Sequel, now

transport's timing via a front -panel display.
Two new D/A converters were added to PS

called the SL3. It's still a hybrid, but apparently everything's changed: The curvilinear

Audio's acclaimed lineup-the DL Three,
with 20 -bit architecture and Burr -Brown
DACs, and the SL Three, with HDCD.
HDCD also features in Mark Levinson's

electrostatic element now operates from

No. 30.5 and No. 36 converters.
Audio Alchemy's third -generation jitter

compensation technology eliminates the
need for tone shaping with an insertion
loss crossover, and it's still the prettiest

keys, 18 -bit resolution, a one -bit DAC, and
remote control; the DDS -Pro adds an out -

THERE MAY BE A BATTLE,

OR EVEN A WAR, OVER
WHAT DIGITAL SURROUND
FORMAT WILL BE CHOSEN
BY THE INDUSTRY.

doesn't require a puck.

12 inches wide, and
11 inches deep, it's a
hybrid with a 6 -inch
woofer crossing over
at 400 Hz. Price was

reducer is the DTI -Plus, while the regular
DTI now exists as the v2.0. The company's
HDCD-compatible converter is the Digital
Decoding Engine v3.0, and there's an absurdly inexpensive, entry-level converter
called DAC-MAN. This cigarette -pack sized decoder, which uses Crystal converters housed in a custom extrusion, has inputs for both Toslink and coaxial signal.
And all for only $159. New players from
AA include the DDS III with an all -new
Sony -made mechanism and "soft -touch"

Platinum's Solo is a gorgeous little
curved -front, two-way monitor measuring
8 inches wide, 13 inches deep, and 133A

bearing spindle, and this top -loader

suring 48 inches high,

Yamaha RX-V2090 receiver

Ribbon Monitor is rated at 87 dB/1 watt/1
meter, handles up to 200 watts, and will retail in the U.S. for under $1,000 per pair.

250 Hz to 24 kHz; vapor deposit is used to
apply the 20 -angstrom -thick conductive
surface. Mechanical/acoustical pressure -

speaker in town.

Downsizing, too, was a hot topic.
Apogee's first mini is the Ribbon Monitor;
it's about 161/2 inches high, 9 inches wide,
and 111/2 inches deep. The lower frequencies are handled by a 61/2 -inch woofer with
a 11/2 -inch high -power voice -coil and large

shielded magnet, while the high frequencies, from 2 kHz on up, are the concern of
the 4 -inch classic Apogee corrugated ribbon. Mounted within a square frame, the
ribbon can be turned 90° to allow for vertical or horizontal speaker positioning. The
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inches high. It's available in all sorts of sexy
finishes, two ports fire out of the back, and

it can be bi-wired. Dzurko Acoustics featured the slope -baffled Jaguar, bearing a
11/2 -inch, hand -doped, Ferrofluid-cooled
tweeter and 67/8 -inch fiber -coned woofer.
Bass loading can be modified with the op-

tional Environmental Adaptor Module
(EAM), which installs in a tape loop or between preamps and power amps. The EAM

"allows precise adjustment of bass and
mid/treble balance" to match the room.
Totem's latest two-way is even smaller than

its existing, highly rated miniature predecessors. The Mite measures about 105/8
inches high, 6 inches wide, and 9 inches

deep, with internals of 5.6 liters, yet it

sounds big enough-on a good, rigid
stand-to fool you into thinking that it
must measure 2 gallons, at least.
On the amp front, it really was tube -mania, with three particular models earning a

disproportionate number of lustful sighs.
From Italy, there was the simply breathtaking Pathos Twin Towers. This tube/solidstate hybrid is an integrated amplifier pro-

ducing Class -A 30 watts/channel. The
volume control is a true stepped attenuator, the chassis is a low -profile mix of
chrome and wood, the two towers are
befinned active stages for maximum cooling (aided by whisper fans), and the tubes

are positioned in cages at the front. But
that Italian styling-molto bello!
From Australia came the heart -stopping

Micrex range, four components that I
wanted to take home. The L-1 is a luscious
integrated amp good for 75 watts from its
Golden Dragon EL34s, the P-1 is the power -

amp -only version, and there's also the R-1

preamp. For the hard-core, there's the M-1

monoblock, good for 90 watts from the
oft -cited Russki army tube, the 6C33C-B.

" Grade A....I Prefer it to all But Some Active
Processors Carrying A Price Tag Of $3 000

All Micrex units share no -compromise
build quality, elegant styling, real wood
chassis, and stunning performance.
And then there's Balanced Audio Technology, probably the show's most -talked about brand. The VK-5 line -stage preamp,
built to battleship standards, features no -

John Sunier, Audio 12/94
HTS-1 Playback Report
HTS-1 FIVE CHANNEL HOME THEATER DECODER

-.
RLC-1 REMOTE LINE CONTROLLER

compromise componentry, dual -mono
topology, a complete absence of relays or
switches in the signal path, and eight of the
very fashionable 6922 tubes and a couple
of 5881s. Fully balanced in and out, zero
global feedback, soft switch-on-it's aimed

at the top of the heap. And it was heard
driving the company's positively debonair
VK-60 power amps: 60 watts/channel in
stereo or 120 watts in mono, the power derived from super -macho Russki military
glassware. All -triode, zero feedback, single-

ended-this is one to covet.
There were also new tubes at CES. VAIC
showed the VV30B, that new substitute for

.,.!iii"YAL!=?I:'..,

UPGRADE YOUR CURRENT STEREO SYSTEM
TO WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL AND FIVE CHANNEL
HOME THEATER WITH THESE AFFORDABLE, AWARD
WINNING PRODUCTS FROM CHASE TECHNOLOGIES
Add Five Channel Home Theater with the critically acclaimed HTS-1 Passive
Matrix Decoder with 5 discrete outputs. It will give you all the performance of
a prologic system, without the high cost, noise, or distortion. If you own an
older stereo receiver, pre amp or powered sub woofer and want the
convenience of wireless remote control, the proprietary RLC-1 is the only
product on the market today that will allow you lo upgrade, rather than replace
your current system.

Both are available at better audio stores,
the best catalogs, and at selected
locations of....

the 300B, along with the VV50B and

4-FI-C-,1-11\1,

an hip Intemcd

VV52B. Golden Dragon announced a new
KT90 based on Telefunken's EL156, available in deluxe form with titanium anodes
as the KT90 LX; Quad II owners will be
pleased to know that it can be purchased
with KT66 characteristics as the KT66 Super. The biggest news of all? Western Electric will be reissuing the coveted 300B. For
details, and to prove I haven't made it up,

111

I

C ,C :IF
company.

Second Ave N.E., Suite 700k St. Petersburg FL 33701
800 531-0631 FAX 813 896-7899

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

call 404/874-4400, East Coast business
hours, or fax 404/874-4415.

Most "thought -provoking" new item?
No question: The NEST (Naturally Enhanced Sound Transmission) from Bio-Innergy Systems. This is a 69 -inch -high geo-

Sound this big from a radio?

-iagt

desic frame with four small speakers
situated in the upper corners, some cush-

ions, and a subwoofer. It's made from
large -diameter aluminum tubing, and listening to music while inside this frame is
supposed to... I'm not quite sure. Its benefits include M.I.N.D. (for Music Interacting

with Natural Dynamics). And there's
MINDSONG circuitry, which allows you to

"create your own music through
Sensor/Processor control. No music lesson

is needed!" And A.N.D.I., the Analog
Neural Digital Interface talk function to
help you develop a relationship with your
sensor. All yours for just under $9,000.
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Not just big, but full, rich, and lifelike. Introducing the Bose® Wave®
radio. Small enough to fit almost anywhere, yet its patented acoustic
waveguide speaker technology helps it fill the room with big stereo
sound. You literally have to hear it to believe it. Available directly
from Bose, the Wave® radio even has a remote control. Call toll free
or write for our free information kit. And
i 74 g ral .--7'
find out how big a radio can sound.
Better sound through research

-

(

MR./MRS.:MS.
NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

CITY

)

(

DAYTIME TELEPHONE

STATE

Call 1-800-845-BOSE, ext. R251

)

EVENING TELEPHONE

ZIP

Or mail to: Bose Corporation, Dept. CDD-R.251
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168.

ROAD
IVAN BERGER

DIRECTIONS FROM
THE DASHBOARD
Sony's
CD -based
NVX-F 160.

mike. If you get lost anyway, drive
until you find a landmark, give the
system your new location, and ask
for directions anew. Some versions,

such as Kenwood's and Alpine's,
could also be hooked up to GPS for
more exact positioning-at a higher

price. (For that matter, Pioneer's
GPS system has voice output, too).
Voice systems have the advantages
of not taking the driver's eyes off the

road and of making sure he knows
when a turn's coming. And because

spoken announcements don't require as much data as graphic maps,
voice -only systems can download the

information for your trip from a
CD-ROM map and store it in memory, leaving the CD transport free to
play music while you drive.

Since both navigation and music
systems use CDs, they will probably

GPS-based

be integrated whenever possible.
Blaupunkt's Berlin RCM 303A, a
multifaceted system that includes

TelePath 100

GPS plus dead -reckoning navigation

uses plug-in
maps (to right of

that compensates for road noise, and

tape slot) and
shows directions
in the radio's
display.

video), is now selling in Europe for
about $5,000 and may become available here. Alpine's flagship CD Max

DeIca's

(not to mention digital amps, DSP

interfaces for cellular phones and

CDA-7939 in -dash CD player, Ken -

wood's KDC-8003, and Eclipse's
ECD-416 all interface with navigation systems.
While having a CD player

Sony; Hertz and Avis are also begin-

Towns, streets, and highways
aren't the only things these naviga-

in the car can get you lost
in the music, some of the
new players can keep you

ning to offer them in some cities.
In January, at

from getting lost on the

Electronics

YOUR CAR'S CD PLAYER

road. Car CD players will
soon start dishing out advice as well

Show, Clarion,

as music-advice like: "Turn left at
Main Street, one-half mile ahead."
Car navigation systems, already on
sale in Japan, are finally hitting the

and Kenwood

MAY SOON DO DOUBLE
DUTY, PLAYING MUSIC
AND HELPING YOU
FIND YOUR WAY.

United States market.

no display but
gives spoken advice. The system

The automobile navigation systems now available in Japan use the
Global Positioning System (GPS) to

determine a car's position from
satellite data and then shows it on a

map screen. Similar systems have
been announced here by Kenwood,
GM-Delco, Panasonic, Pioneer, and

tion systems

the Consumer

Eclipse, Alpine,

showed a navi-

gation system

that requires

(from Amerigon, of Monrovia, Cal.)

relies on stored instructions rather
than GPS or dead reckoning. You
start by telling it where you are and
where you want to go, and then it
feeds you directions whenever you
call for them through a hands -free
AUDIO/MAY 1995
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will help you
find. Most of
them include

points of interest, gas stations, places to

eat, and other
information in
their databases.

For the time being, much of the
country will not appear on most of
these systems' maps. Virtually every
system will have maps of California
and nearby states when they hit the

market, to be followed by maps of
the Sunbelt states and at least portions of the Boston -to -Washington

work, but I frequently drive it to the rail-

Meanwhile, I've found the move has

road station.) And at last I am able to tinker
with my car's system for myself, spreading
my tools in my own driveway and moving

changed my in -car listening habits. As a

operations into the garage when it rainsEx -Urbanite's Confession

the normal stuff.
I already have some ideas on how to use

which let me listen long enough to hear
classical works in their entirety. In the
'burbs, I mostly do short trips and there-

Until recently, one of the advantages I

this new freedom for future articles and

fore listen more to shorter jazz or country

found in writing about car stereo was that it
gave me a good excuse to have a car. Most
Americans don't need excuses. But for 30
years I lived in New York City, where other
transport options are plentiful and parking
is wickedly expensive. Nonetheless, there
are enough car nuts like me and enough car

columns. I'll get to them as soon as I'm unpacked enough to keep from shuddering at

and western selections. And for the first few

corridor. However, maps of pretty much all
areas of the United States should be available by the end of this year, at least for some
of the navigation systems.

commuters (not to mention commercial
traffic) to clog the streets by day or night.
Even in my little side street, which went
from nowhere to nowhere, I could never

park outside my door-and double-parking to unload the car got me cursed by the
hundred cars and cabs that then had to slow
down to squeeze past.
Working on my own car stereo was just
about impossible. Assuming I could find a
nearby parking spot, I had to keep an eye on

New Yorker, I mostly used my car for long

trips to the country or to other cities,

warm again-assuming that the lawn

hectic weeks when I had no chance to set
up my home music systems, the car was
the only place where I could hear music

doesn't need mowing very often. We'll see.

at all.

all the boxes and the weather has turned

Introducing THIEL speakers

tailored for Home Theater

No alterations required
Alain weaker pair-the THIEL model CS3.6. Rear and center :tunnel speakers-the THIEL model SCS.

The best speakers for music are also the best speakers for video sound
THE EXCITEMENT OF MOVIES IS MORE THAN

the movie soundtrack, so spatial

my tools and equipment all the time as

VISUAL. It lies in the emotion of

hundreds of strangers streamed by. Going
inside for a drink of water or a part that I
forgot involved locking everything back in-

involving musical soundtracks and in
the sonic impact of spectacular special
effects that transport you from your living

THIEL's exceptionally uniform tonal
balance allows voices to sound natural

side the car, waiting for an elevator to go up

room and immerse you in the action.

and authentic. Subtle details are easily

to my apartment, getting what I needed,

THIEL speakers are an excellent choice

information is accurately reproduced for
realistic, three-dimensional sound.

heard because of THIEL speakers'

waiting for another elevator, and unlocking
and unpacking my car again.
Radio reception in the city is no picnic,

for delivering all there is to hear and feel in

unusually high degree of clarity. From

home theater. Because they are designed

the impact of explosions to the quiet

to accurately and completely reproduce

rustling of a leaf, THIEL speakers' wide

what with all the noise and multipath.

the incoming signal, THIEL speakers

dynamic range fills the senses with

When testing radios, I long had to drive out

deliver all the realism, dynamics, and

extraordinary realism.

to the suburbs, where radio reception is

spatial dimensions of a movie soundtrack
in the same way they accurately and

speaker models priced from $1,350 to

more typical of America at large.
Now I've finally entered the great American traffic jam . . . er, mainstream. I have
moved to the suburbs, where car ownership
requires no excuse. (I don't drive my car to
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naturally reproduce music -only recordings.
THIEL's Coherent Source® designs

preserve the time and phase information in

THIEL offers seven sonically matched

$12,300 per pair-all suitable for home
theater applications. Visit your nearest
THIEL dealer for just the right fit.

Call or write for literature, review reprints, and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
THIEL 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky 40511 Telephone: 606-254-9427 Fax: 606-254-0075
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AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Getting That Commercial Sound
QI have a modest recording studio, the
heart of which is a four -track cassette
recorder. I also have a variety of guitars, keyboards, drum machines, etc. My recordings
usually sound very good; they have low noise,
good dynamics, and flat frequency response.

Yet it is a different "good" than that which I
hear on prerecorded materials played through
the same system. What is that elusive, subtle
something I hear on these prerecorded tapes
but is missing in my own recordings? I really
do not believe the fault lies with my recording
equipment, because my own recordings sound
remarkably like the original sound sources. I
know it's not a matter of room acoustics, because most of my instruments are plugged directly into my mixer, with reverb added as
needed. I know that many pro musicians use
this same technique.
Is there a piece of processing gear missing
from my studio that might help me achieve
this commercial sound? And conversely, is this

sound that I am trying to achieve actually
considered to be undesirable by serious audiophiles? Maybe, after years of listening to

prerecorded material, I have been brainwashed into thinking that this sound is cor-

rect when, in fact, it is not-Joshua Meredith, Portland, Ore.
AAs it happens, I am an amateur keyboard man, and since two of Audio's
editors have home studios, what follows incorporates their thoughts as well.

Commercial studios tend to have many
different sound processors, such as equaliz-

ers, reverb systems, and harmonic enhancers like those made by Aphex, BBE, and
others. Studios also often process each track

of their recordings individually. Few home
studios can afford to do all of this, though it
helps that some very good all -in -one digital
signal processors are now available at reasonable cost.

But there are also differences in technique. In addition to direct feeds, commercial studios use close miking of instrument
amps and more distant miking that makes
use of room acoustics. There are also such
questions as how you program your drum

machine and synthesizers: Do you set them
so every beat and pattern sound identical,
or do you program in variations like those
you'd hear from a live musician?

Probably the most versatile processor

magnetizing a crossover network or interconnects. I am unable to imagine how they
would be magnetized in the first place.
In short, unless I'm missing something, I
see no valid point to this technology. About
all I can say is that I have occasionally had
to retract something I originally wrote as

"truth." Who knows? Maybe I'll see the
light and have to do it again.

Speaker Enclosure Materials

you could get would be an equalizer. I find
that it sometimes helps to equalize in a peak
between 2 and 3 kHz, to add "punch" to the
sound and so that the recordings will sound

medium -density fiberboard (MDF)
used to build loudspeaker enclosures, and

acceptably good when played on modest

ered. Many people have told me that, al-

equipment. You'll doubtless find other

though it is expensive, the best material to use
is MDF. I am concerned about cabinet resonance. Which is the best material to use for a

boosts or cuts that help you get that "commercial" sound. You can use a third -octave
equalizer, but a parametric is better, as it lets
you control the width and center frequency
of your adjustments.
Your recorder may be a factor, too. Most

studios use either 15-ips (or faster) openreel tape or some digital format; these have
greater fidelity than four -track cassette. You
might consider saving up for an ADAT system, which would give you eight tracks of
digital recording for less than $3,000.

But remember, the fact that the sound
you're getting is different from what you

hear on commercial recordings doesn't
mean it's wrong. Many producers have
made names for themselves by coming up
with a new and different sound.

Demagnetizing by CD
QI have seen ads for CDs that claim to
have special tracks which are used to
demagnetize all (or specific) audio system
components. How do various sweep tones encoded on a CD work to demagnetize such
components as moving -coil phono cartridges,
cable interconnects, and even crossover net-

QI have seen everything from plastic to

there may be others that I have not yet discov-

loudspeaker enclosure? Can the human ear
really hear resonance of the loudspeaker enclosure?-Rick Wang, Irvine, Cal.
AAs far as I am concerned, medium density fiberboard really does minimize cabinet resonances. It is important to

keep such resonances to a minimum, because you definitely can hear them.
When you listen to a speaker, you're supposed to hear only sound waves generated

by the driver, either directly from the diaphragm or via ports or horns. But because
drivers move the air behind them as well as
the air in front of them, an enclosed woofer
moves air within the cabinet, exerting pressure on all the cabinet's walls. The walls will
vibrate under this fluctuating pressure, and
they will also act as diaphragms, radiating
sound of their own. In addition, there is di-

rect transmission of vibration from the
speaker to the cabinet walls via the surround. This secondary radiation muddies
the sound, not to mention the coloration
imposed by the cabinet's own resonances.
You would be surprised at how little motion

works?-S. Campanile, Laguna Niguel, Cal.
AI can't imagine how tones recorded
on a CD can demagnetize various au-

of the cabinet's walls it takes to produce

dio components. You wouldn't even want
to demagnetize a moving -coil phonograph

sists producing these vibrations, and the

cartridge, because any reduction in its magnetic strength would reduce its output signal level. Considering that these cartridges
already produce relatively low output level,
a further decrease in output would only re-

sult in a decreased S/N ratio. Also, I can't
immediately see any justification for deAUDIO/MAY 1995
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sufficient sound to be easily heard as undesired coloration. The more the cabinet remore quickly it damps them, the less it will
If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All

letters are answered. In the event that your letter
is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audio clinic, please indicate if your name and/or ad-

dress should be withheld. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Movie Theatre Performance with Flexibility
The Bryston 8B THX® Amplifier

B ryston is pleased to announce our

new 8B THX

four channel audio power amplifier. With today,'s interest in
quality home theatre the 8B THX amplifier provides state-of-the-art perform ance with the

unquestioned quality, value and Reliability for which Bryston has gained an international

reputation. All Lucasfilm Home THX certification parameters are easily met for its'
intended use within a multi -channel audio/video installation. The 8B THX is an extreme-

ly versatile and flexible amplifier designed for all Your THX theatre installations. The
amplifier can be instantly connected to provide 2 channel, (400 watt output), 3 channel,
(two @ 120W plus 1 @ 400W), or 4 channels at 120 watts output. This provides extreme
ease in integrating the power requirements for any THX Home Theatre system. The THX

stipulation for separate center channel, left and right main speakers, decorrolated dipole
surround channels and one or two subwoofers, is provided in a Simple elegant package.

Among the 8B's notable features is the use of four independent power supplies, one for
each channel, to prevent any signal interaction among the individual channels. This provides a sonic soundstage with images locked in position with an almost holographic effect.

Other features include both balanced XLR, 1/4" and unbalanced RCA input connectors to
allow for flexibility in a wide variety of installations. All connectors throughout the amplifier are gold plated to provide freedom from corrosion, assuring perfect signal integrity for

many years to come. Tri-colored LEDs glow green for power -on, yellow for short-term
transient clipping and red to indicate continuous overload or any departure from linearity,

including shortened -output or strong out -of -band information like RF or DC.
Obviously, the goal of all this technology is to transport you to the scene of the movie.

Experiencing all the drama, excitement and emotions as if you were right there in the
show. We feel we have accomplished this with all the New Bryston THX amplifiers.
Experience the movie as intended and audition the Bryston 8B THX today.

For more information contact:
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308
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adversely affect the sound. Cabinets of

linearize the cone's surround. I did burn

cost of output tubes these days, they're likely

MDF do this well and inexpensively.

loudspeakers in when I was manufacturing

to be worth more than the amp!-William
Luginbuhl, Bluffton, Ohio

them, feeding them a 20 -Hz signal for

Burning -In Cables and Speakers
QSome companies sell test CDs to be
used for calibration and "burn -in" of
loudspeakers and cables. Is burning in really
a

legitimate technique?-Joseph Krisocki,

Belleville, N.J.

AManufacturers often burn in equipment by operating it for a length of

time. Their purpose is to eliminate or at
least reduce the possibility of equipment
failing before it reaches you. The CDs you
mention contain signals which are claimed
to help you do this at home.

I see no need to burn in cables. Cable
characteristics are very stable, especially in
the short term. Connectors can oxidize, but
this is accelerated by atmospheric contaminants, not use, and will take far longer than
any likely burn -in time.
As for burning in loudspeakers, the way
they are constructed would generally seem
to rule out changes in characteristics over a
short burn -in period. Some current makers
do burn in their cone -type speakers so as to

about 8 hours, with the woofer in free air.
(But I did this only to be sure there were no
structural weaknesses in the voice -coil. This

process did lower the cone's resonant fre-

quency somewhat, but most of today's
speakers have more supple surrounds, and I
have been unable to repeat this effect with

more modern speakers.) I would caution
consumers against burning in loudspeakers

this way because of the risk of using too
much power, damaging the loudspeaker
and the amplifier driving it.
Electronic equipment, if it fails, will usually do so quickly after installation. For this
reason, I suggest that anyone purchasing a

AThat glowing tube might mean
something-or it might not. There is
always a certain amount of residual gas
within the tube, despite its maker's best efforts to remove it. Amplifier makers sometimes push output tubes to their maximum
ratings to obtain as much power output as
possible. When this is the case, some of this
vestigial gas may ionize and you then see
the glow. I have operated amplifiers with

such tubes for very long periods, and the

new device should use it frequently for a

tubes didn't fail prematurely.
Sometimes, however, glowing is caused
by a problem in the amplifier. You should
check for such a possibility any time you see
a suspicious glow. It is best to check things

while. Thus, if it fails, it will do so within its
warranty period.

out and find nothing amiss than to leave
them and later find your output tubes failing prematurely.

Glowing Output Tubes

I have seen two conditions cause these

QI have tube power amplifiers dating

failures. One is produced by leaky coupling

from the 1960s. I sometimes see a blue

capacitors feeding the grids of the output

or a purple color in some output tubes. Is this

tubes. The d.c. forced onto the grids by such
a capacitor will decrease or even eliminate

a harbinger of shorter tube life? Given the

ty of equipment failure of some kind. I

in the bias supply, can also affect the

think that 90° is too high; I don't like to see

amount of grid bias. The cure is sometimes
as simple as readjusting a bias potentiome-

more than 80°. If you must power up all

Bluffton, Ohio
AAll that "digital ready" means is that

IF YOUR TUBES

the equipment in question can take
full advantage of the frequency range and
dynamics of digital sources-at least, in the

HAVE A REDDISH GLOW

manufacturers' opinion. By the time the

ter on the chassis. (A dirty potentiometer
can cause this problem. Clean the pot before attempting to adjust operating bias.) If
the pot does not have any significant effect,
check other elements of the bias supply, including selenium rectifiers and filter capacitors. In the case of a selenium rectifier, re-

place it with a silicon diode having the

atures as high as 90°. Are my components

Is Old Gear Digital Ready?

the negative grid bias. The tubes will then
draw excessive plate and screen current, resulting in a glow. If that glow is reddish,
shut the unit down and check the situation
out immediately!
The second condition, aging components

running too hot? Do I need to provide forced air cooling?-Bill Duff, Mukilteo, Wash.
AAs you realize, the higher the ambient

temperature, the greater the possibili-

the chain. It all sounds fine, but is this old
gear "digital ready"?-William Luginbuhl,

OR SCREEN CURRENT,

SHUT DOWN THE UNIT!

overload your preamp's input, the sound

Equipment Ventilation
QMy stereo setup includes seven fullsized components stacked on several
shelves in a modified china cabinet. None of
the components are power amplifiers, but
they do generate some heat. I usually measure
temperatures between 75° and 80° F, but if all
components are powered up, I'll find temper-

your equipment simultaneously, then definitely use forced -air cooling. The fan for
this purpose can be mounted to the back of
the cabinet, into which you will drill holes
to permit air to be sucked in; mount the fan
on rubber so that its vibrations won't make

should be at least as good as it is with analog
sources, and probably better. Digital players
do have higher output voltages than analog

the cabinet's back buzz. Keep the doors
open when running the equipment, even

ers can play as loud as you like and don't
add enough noise to obscure low-level de-

with the fan running.

tails, their dynamic range is adequate.

You may be surprised to find the
Canon name on a line of high performance loudspeakers. But what you'll find
truly surprising is revolutionary sound
that will actually change the way you
listen to music or movies.

0 1995 (anon UA.

Fisher tube preamp and amp from the
'60s. I use AR loudspeakers as the final link in

signal feeds the inputs of conventional audio gear, the digital information is converted into good old analog.
As long as the analog output from your
CD player or other digital source doesn't

FROM EXCESSIVE PLATE

requisite voltage rating.

SV-15

QI listen to my CD player through a

Our S-35 and S-30 speakers, for
example, project sound onto a specially
designed acoustic mirror for truly unique
wide dispersion sound. We call it Wide
Imaging Stereo' and with it you get a stereo
sweet spot up to six times larger than you
ever had before. Which means everyone
hears the same perfect stereo
image
i
whether you're one
person or a roomful
of people.
If you're
looking for
wide dispersion
SV-15s with S -B20 Sub -Bass
sound that gives
you a wide range of options, we offer our

All Canon speakers are designed and manufactured in the U.K.

ones, but a level control on the player or
preamp can correct for that.
As long as your preamp, amp, and speak-

SV-15s. Hook
them up to
your stereo or
make them
part of a full
annel
s -C10 Centre
home theater system.
They even come with their own integral
mounting brackets so how you place them
is just as much your choice as how you
CONVENTIONAL
CANONS WIDE WIG
play them.
STEREO SPEAKERS
At the
center of it all

Frl
Box Speakers offer only

a small stereo hot spot
where true stereo sound
can be enjoyed.

Wide Imaging Stereo
broadens the stereo sweet
spot up to six times larger

is our S -C10
Centre Chan nel Speaker.

It's two way
design makes it perfect for dialogue reproduction. Combine all this with our S -B20
Sub -Bass and you've got a complete home
theater system with sound imaging so
lifelike you could sell tickets.
For a brochure or the location of your
nearest Canon dealer; call 1-800-828-4040.
Because if all you know is our name, you
haven't heard anything yet.

Ca -non

A

tracking force, or incorrect anti -skating
force, or anything else. The analog tapes

SIGNALS & NOISE

were distorted! It sounded that way 30 years

ago, and it sure sounds that way on these
discs. The digital domain wasn't responsible for spoiling the analog sound; just be-

All Things Digital

recently to record a seminar series in which

cause it's analog doesn't mean it's great.

Dear Editor:

the lecturers fielded audience questions.

From the purely digital camp, listen to
the opening drums in Copland's "Fanfare
for the Common Man" from an album entitled America, the Dream Goes On with

Anthony H. Cordesman's review of the
Sony DTC-2000ES DAT recorder (January)

contains the best testimonial I've read on
the virtues and cautions of that format. I
was saying "Amen" to myself all the way
through. I felt that Tim de Paravicini's critique of DAT (in the same issue) was a bit
more severe than is actually the case. But
editing a DAT in a manner like the splicing

methods of analog tape is virtually out of
the question. Here, the weakness of DAT is
most apparent, and an affordable approach
is sorely needed, which was not anticipated
by DAT designers.

The review and subsequent letters on
Sony's TCD-D7 portable DAT recorder

Some 30 to 40 people were seated around a
long conference table, and I was at the end
near the lecturers. All questioners could be
heard and understood clearly, regardless of

their location in the room. Even traffic
noise coming through an open window was
controlled sufficiently so that the conversation remained intelligible above the din.
To get around the low -frequency attenuation Sony built into the mike inputs on the

9-V batteries), which I think work quite

cause it's been recently recorded doesn't

well with this machine.

mean it's great stuff either.
I've done my share of amateur recording
in both the analog and digital domains, and

racy (the January issue in particular) reminded me again that both sides of the ana-

log -versus -digital debate are right and
wrong, but for different reasons. As a friend

of mine likes to say, "Choose your distortion!" You're going to have some, no matter
what.

eral other good reasons for using this remarkable machine.
In long -play mode, it will record for four
hours continuously. This turns out to be a

great boon to taking notes in long lecture
courses my college -age son sits throughno clumsy cassette changes every 45 minutes or so, and no disruptive noises to irritate some professors.

Furthermore, you can easily insert ID
markers while the tape is recording and
quickly skip to those locations while re-

viewing the lecture at a later time-no
more fooling around with tape counters
that are never accurate anyway.
Finally, the "Speech" limiter/compressor

circuit very effectively controls gain and
suppresses transients. I used the TCD-D7

1984, when digital was still a newcomer. But

phantom power supplies (all operated from

TCD-D7, you must use an external mike
preamp and go through the line inputs instead. I've built several "one -chip" balanced -input mike preamps complete with

noise, sampling rate, and digitization accu-

ences with the unit, but I'd like to offer sev-

412 627-2). Granted, this was recorded in
the decaying drum sound, not the attack of
the mallets, has a sizzle like frying bacon.
Perhaps we've learned a lot in the meantime about dither, A/D and D/A linearization, oversampling, anti-aliasing filters, and
the like. But the problem is not the playback
equipment. You can hear this grungy sound
on any CD system, even at low levels or on
headphones. It's gotta be the CD! Just be-

The latest spate of letters about digital

(June, November, and December 1994)
have confirmed some of my own experi-

John Williams and the Boston Pops (Philips

Here are two examples, one from each
camp. BMG has released a two -CD set
called Christmas with The Robert Shaw
Chorale (RCA Special Products DMC21217). Included are songs from three LPs
originally issued in the late '50s and early
'60s: Christmas Hymns and Carols, Vols. 1
and 2 and a Britten collection featuring "A
Ceremony of Carols," "Festival Te Deum,"
and "Rejoice in the Lamb." The CD liner
notes state that remastering was done "directly from the original RCA Victor Red
Seal master tapes. Except for some inter modular microphone distortion and equipment hum that was present on a few tracks
of the stereo tapes, we found the masters to
be in surprisingly excellent ... condition." I

I know that great sound can be gotten in
each. They both need coddling, but I find
digital to be more reliable and less finicky
than analog. I look forward, however, to an
inexpensive digital editing console. I kind
of miss the old razor blade and splicing tape
of the good old analog days.
Edwin A. Karlow
Riverside, Cal.

Another Short -Wave Fan
Dear Editor:

James Boyk's comments ("Signals &
Noise," December 1994) about the dearth

of consumer high -frequency, or shortwave, receivers for cars are exactly on the
mark. While HF by design cannot have the

same quality as that of even a local AM
broadcast, the variety of programming
available is indeed wonderful.
Until recently, synchronous detection us-

ing phase -locked -loop reconstruction of
the AM carrier wave that is lost to multi path fading (the primary cause of the peri-

don't know what "intermodular microphone distortion" is, but this CD reissue
makes clear to me that what I remember

odic fade distortion in sky -wave reception)

hearing from the LPs so many years ago was

try hobby -magazine construction projects.
Even my prized military R-390 receiver, the

not a worn needle, or too much/too little
AUDIO/MAY 1995
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was far beyond the pocketbooks of most
folks, except those adventurous enough to

1.4

Last year no one showed. Not BMW.
Mazda. Acura. Porsche. No- one maker of sports
cars could step up to Pontiac Firebird' Formula's
challenge to match our standard river any.
front passenger airbags ar ti -lock disc brakes
and 75 -horsepower engine,...and do it all for
almost twice our price.*
To lead the world's sports cars in this

important combination of safety and performance is impressive. To do it for
is unprecedented. The Pontiac(' Firebird sets
the standard for how sports cars will be judged
from now on.
Call 1-800-2PONTIAC for complete
information.

VPONTIAC
!FIREBIRD

WE ARE DRIVING EXCITEMENT

PONTIAC CARES with a 3-year/36,000-raile no -deductible bumper -to -bumper
limited warranty, plus free 24 -hour Roadside -Assistance and Courtesy Transportation.
See your dealer for details. 'Excludes other GM vehicles. f Si 9,844 MSRP (1/3/95) including dealer prep anc
destination charge. Tax, license and optional equipment extra. Prices higher in NY and CA.
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top HF receiver from the tube days, lacks
this important feature as built.
As to mobile HF operation: Go to Los
Angeles International Airport, hop on Singapore Airlines, and go to the end of the line.
There you will find stores full of car radios,

boom boxes, home "hi-fi" systems, and
even pocket radios, all with HF capability to

various degrees. You see, in most Asian
countries, the local broadcast stations are
owned and operated by the government.
Since these monopolies do not wish to repeat themselves, it is not unusual to find
fewer than six (sometimes as few as two)
choices on the entire FM or AM band (during the day). The net result is an incredible
market for alternative sources of entertainment and news. My point here is that there

There are some quality portable radios
available in the U.S., mostly in travel stores,

such as the Sony ICF-2010 mentioned by
Mr. Boyk. But for cars, few options exist. I
don't recommend converters for standard
car radios; my experience with them has
been mixed, and they all depend on the car
radio's i.f. circuits, which are definitely not
optimized for HF reception.
I do have an idea. If some enterprising
entrepreneur out there would set up a distribution agreement with some of the Asian

suppliers, they could offer HF products
through mail-order ads in Audio and other
related publications.
Richard Lee
Centerville, Ohio

Kudos to Mitsubishi

gramming makes HF of little use to the av-

in the fall of 1993. In the fall of 1994, the
unit developed some mechanical problems
that required a trip to a service center. Unfortunately, the six-month labor warranty
had long since expired, and the one-year
parts warranty had ended only a week be-

however, synchronous detectors are rare, as
this raises the price a bit, and we are talking
about commodity products in areas of limited disposable income.

mance of the VCR, I decided to invest approximately $100 to get the unit repaired.
On a whim, I contacted Mitsubishi regarding potential reimbursement for a portion of the repair cost since the parts warranty had just expired. Mitsubishi responded
by covering the entire repair bill.
Considering this gesture, I can assure you

that I will definitely be purchasing more
Mitsubishi products in the future, and I
would encourage other readers to do the
same. I want to again extend my thanks and
appreciation to Mitsubishi for standing behind its products.
Dan Erni
Menomonee Falls, Wisc.

is a large inventory of off -the -shelf HF
products in the world-but not here in the
U.S., where our wide variety of local proerage consumer. Even in other countries,

fore the problems appeared. Since I had
been extremely pleased with the perfor-

Dear Editor:
I purchased a Mitsubishi VHS Hi-Fi VCR

Erratum
In Bascom H. King's review of the Audio Alchemy DTIPRO jitter reducer and

resolution enhancer (February), the first

words in the caption for Fig. 2 should
have read, "THD spectra for 1 -kHz signals at 0 dBfs," not -90 dBfs.
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eakers come in
beautiful lacquers or
elegant wood veneers.
Surround yourself with
an outstanding

Monitor Audio's

Monitor Audio home

crossovers, Gold DomeTM

theater system... relax
and enjoy the
performance.

tweeters, and metal alloy
woofers ensure that your

MONITOR AUDIO HOME THEATER SPEAKERS
MONITOR AUDIO USA

P.O. Box 1355. Buffalo. NY 14205-1355

902 Mckay Rd., Pickering, Ontario L1W 3X8

Tel: 905 428-2800 Fax: 905 428-0004

If you appreciate the natural sounding reproduction of music
made possible by vacuum -tube

technology-but were afraid of
the hassles and the prohibitive
price- have we got news for
you. Audio Research, the 25 year leader in vacuum -tube technology dedicated to music
reproduction, has made a
vacuum -tube music system more

affordable than ever. It's the
New LS7 stereo line preamplifier
and VT60 stereo power amplifier,
both featuring new, all -tube
circuits that deliver rich, satisfying sound and world-renowned
Audio Research construction.
Two down-to-earth audio components that are capable of truly
out -of -this -world performance.

audio research

MODEL L57

audio research

HIGH DEFINITIONg
5740 Green Circle Drive / Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343-4424 / Phone: 612-939-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604
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most auto -sound buyers probably do not realize the degree of

testing that goes into a car stereo
product before it reaches
them. Readers of hi-fi
magazines naturally see a lot
of data reflecting electronic testingi.e., sensitivity, distortion, selectivity, capture ratio, and so on. They probably suspect that some sort of additional field test
is conducted in the design process, but they
may think it goes no further than "picking
up weak stations."
Some auto -sound companies with very
small staffs do rely completely on conventional specifications and a spin around the

block by the sales staff. For many years,
however, Blaupunkt has done extensive

road testing of its car radios-tests designed to reflect actual performance problems a typical or even a more esoteric listener may encounter. And of course, if a
radio performs well under highly stressful
listening conditions, it will definitely perform as well or better under typical ideal
test conditions.

On the Road
Blaupunkt's tests are performed in a
specially outfitted van. The overall sound
system is good but not exotic, with a suitable power amplifier and a number of typical automotive antennas. Virtually all test-

reception (capture ratio). Now, that sounds

simple. It isn't. The test for weak -signal
performance, for example, actually involves factors other than sensitivity, including selectivity, capture ratio, and limiting.

Furthermore, a station chosen for weak signal testing must be minimally affected
by adjacent and co -channel stations. Although ideal test stations are almost impossible to find, nonetheless we are able to
minimize complicating factors.
we have carefully chosen some
test locations where reception
-

ITOW

of a desired signal is heavily compromised.
(This applies not only to FM but to AM as

well.) In these locations, a preponderant
amount of radio interference is from a specific source. We do want some degree of interference to affect virtually all the test radios, but never enough that it will entirely
obliterate reception.

The Scoring System
Much of what we call car radio testing is
subjective evaluation, based on relatively
objective criteria for rating reception per-

formance. Often, we have to make judgment calls. If one radio produces a squeal,
is it worse than another that produces a

Plaupu

-

adios

buzz or a loud hiss? If an adjacent -channel

ing is carried out with the ordinary
antenna that came with the van.

rovision is made for multiple
radios. Critical to the testing
are reference units-very good radios, very
bad ones, or both. Radios under test are in-

dividually switched in and connected to
the same antenna.
We perform a variety of road tests that
correspond to lab tests, such as weak -signal
performance (sensitivity) and co -channel

UN[RS IN
station produces objectionable interference, is that as bad as the tuned station just
fading away?

Here's a simplification of Blaupunkt's
scoring system:

Mike Stosich, senior design engineer for

Blaupunkt Auto Radio in Broadview,
Ill., is also active in live sound recording

0-2: Bad. Spoken words barely under-

and vintage sound restoration, and he
frequently provides restoration services
for projects of the Chicago Museum of

standable.
2-4: Poor/Usable. Spoken words understandable, but music not tolerable.
4-6: Fair. Some interference; music and
speech listenable.

Broadcast Communications.
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6-8: Good. Slight or occasional interference; music only moderately affected.

8-10: Excellent. No significant problems observed.

IIIIA n average score is calculated,
to rate the radio's overall
performance under stressful conditions.
If a new design fails to meet the performance of an old design, red flags go up.

FM and the Real World
The problems of reception are more
severe with car radios than with home
tuners. We do not have the option of directional antennas, and reception conditions in the car are constantly changing,
sometimes dramatically.

Among the most important areas of
FM tuner performance in a car radio are
weak -signal performance, selectivity, intermodulation, AGC (automatic gain control) blocking, co -channel reception,
multipath distortion, and ignition -noise
reduction. Now, what exactly are these

factors? How do they relate to specs?
And what do they mean to you?

Weak -signal performance is somewhat self-explanatory, and as mentioned
before, sensitivity is the characteristic of
primary concern. Typical lab measurements for FM sensitivity range from 10
to 25 dBf. In the real world, many of the
radio's other characteristics more significantly limit weak -signal reception. For

a road test to be most meaningful, the
test station should not have a significant

co- channel partner and its frequency
should not be close to that of another
strong station.

From this, you might conclude that sensitivity measured in the lab could be more useful to
rural listeners than to urban listeners; in
rural areas, most stations are weak and
widely spaced. This is not always truefor instance, if your favorite sta-

tion is far away and a
nearby station is on
an adjacent channel. Co -

channel reception may occur in
some rural areas where all stations are
far away; in this case, the radio's capture

ratio can be of primary interest (more
about that later). It is not in the specifications, however, but in the listening

where the real performance is determined.
Stereo signals are difficult to
receive because radios typically are 20
dB worse in stereo S/N ratio than in mono
S/N. For this reason, quality radios gradual-

ly reduce separation at weak signals. An
abrupt switchover may be noticeable in
some reception areas where signal intensity
varies radically. Therefore, we specify a particular switching slope to minimize listener
awareness.
A radio's selectivity is a measurement of
its ability to receive only the tuned channel
while rejecting stations on nearby frequencies. Most problems occur when you want
to listen to a weak station that is adjacent to

a strong local station-that is, 200 kHz
away. Normally, specs are available for alter-

nate -channel selectivity (stations 400 kHz
apart), which is a larger value but of relatively little importance to the listener. Adja-

formula is: fi (interference) = 2f, (frequency
of a local station) -f2 (frequency of another
local station).
In one of Blaupunkt's road test locations,
we use two stations that are at frequencies

tion. A 1.5 -dB capture ratio means that
when one of the stations is as little as 1.5 dB

stronger than the other, you will hear just
the stronger station. Unfortunately, about

where at least five pairs of undesired stations can produce IM. Rejection of inter modulation is rarely specified, and when
lab measurements do show differences of

the only time you will experience co -channel reception is when receiving very weak
signals-and the present test for capture ratio is performed at a much higher level. At
real -world reception levels, the capture ra-

many dB between radios, the real -world results

tio of all those 1.5 -dB tuners would be

often are opposite. You can help your radio
by reducing the length of the auto antenna
while driving in the troublesome area.

about 5 or 6 dB. Such a ratio would mean
you would have to be a lot closer to the desired station to avoid interference. Regardless of specified capture ratio, most radios
tend to perform similarly in co -channel situations. A very low capture ratio, however,
can only help.

nother phenomenon that occurs when you are close to an
undesired station is AGC blocking. Only
one station is necessary to produce the interference, which, in this case, takes the
form of fading. The nearby station fools the

Multipath distortion is one of the most
offensive of interference effects, a distortion

radio into thinking that it is tuned to a
much stronger station than the one actually
being received. The radio's AGC circuit responds by lowering the gain of the r.f. circuits, resulting in fading and, in some cases,
muting. There is no IEEE/IHFM or EIA lab
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cent -channel selectivity usually
results in measurements from 10
to 30 dB. While a spec like 15 dB

or greater is preferred, there are

laupunkt's

high -quality tuners with selectivi-

test van holds

ties of 10 dB or less; this is because a low FM selectivity often

radios under

results in low distortion and,
sometimes, low capture ratio.

test, reference

Therefore, if you are interested
primarily in very high -quality

radios, and

sound with high multipath rejec-

switching

tion and low distortion from
strong, local stations, then high
selectivity may not be the most
important factor for you.

ntermodulation (or
I IM), often described

for antennas

and audio
monitoring.

as "front-end overload," is com-

mon in a listening area where
there is a multiplicity of FM and TV trans-

mitters in close proximity, such as the
downtown district of a large city. The radio's input circuitry is literally overloaded,
and you hear a mixture of surrounding stations that obliterates reception or at least
produces varying amounts of interfering
hiss. This occurs when the tuned station's
frequency is also a sum or difference frequency of two undesired stations. The exact

spec for this phenomenon. Only road testing can reveal the actual behavior of radios
in response to this interference.
A radio subjected to co -channel reception may produce the sound of one of two

that is largely uncorrelated with the modulation's harmonics and is usually worse the

stations or both, depending on which is

pfft" sounds. It is caused by the radio receiving both the original signal from the
transmitter and a reflected signal. When

stronger. This is closely related to the measurement of capture ratio. The smaller the
radio's capture ratio, the better its ability to
receive only the signal of the stronger sta-
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louder and more treble -filled the music.
Sometimes referred to as "picket fencing,"
multipath swishes in and out, making "pfft-

these two signals arrive at the antenna,
summation and subtraction of the signal

I

produces the undesired effects, especially
with stereo decoders.
There are no standard lab specs for mul-

tipath distortion, but a good capture ratio
indicates that a radio may tend to reject undesired reflections. Since this phenomenon

circuitry that eliminates ignition and pulse type noise is that it tends to attack desired

modulation as if it, too, were noise. This
usually affects high -frequency, percussive
music and the consonant sounds of spoken
words. Many times, listeners think they are

hearing multipath distor-

What mailers most is not
specs

Li how

we

a,

radio

tion when, in fact, a misbehaving pulse -noise circuit
is the culprit. Conventional
lab tests usually do not reveal this distortion; careful
listening is the best way to

detect it. The effect of

pulse -noise circuits becomes quite apparent when

is suited to go-ur aired.

we drive the test van into
rural areas, where signals
all tend to be weak.

N

RANSI
is less offensive with mono signals, some ra-

dios may produce less multipath distortion
when tuned to weak signals, owing to the

previously mentioned stereo -to -mono
switching. A radio with high stereo sensitiv-

ity will tend to have a low stereo/mono
threshold. In fact, the stereo threshold will
usually define the stereo sensitivity. Therefore, excellent stereo sensitivity may corre-

late to poor multipath performance in
weak -signal areas. If the radio can be manually switched to mono operation, this can
alleviate the situation in particularly bad reception areas.
Locations that are prone to multipath distortion are most often
those where large buildings block the original signal and produce the reflected signals.
For road test purposes, I choose areas that
are close to the transmitter as well as others
that are far away from it, and I average the
results. Using the more distant location allow for the beneficial effects of stereo/mono
switching.
There's a belief that whereas AM radio is
prone to ignition noise, FM is not. Actually,
most high -quality FM tuners for the car re-

quire sophisticated circuitry to keep such
interference in check. The problem with

Don't Forget AM
Most of the factors relating to FM tuner
performance are similar in AM reception,
but there are some differences. Co -channel
reception does not apply, as you will almost
always hear an interfering AM station that
is anywhere near the strength of the desired
station. Multipath distortion is not a factor
either, and ignition -noise suppressors have
not found their way into AM tuners to any
significant degree (though future AMAX certified radios may employ them). Weak signal performance, selectivity, and AGC

atively weak AM station and you are driving

near the transmitter of a strong local station, then you will hear the local station in
the background.

n a final AM note, listeners in

downtown urban areas think
the awful performance they experience is
primarily due to the blocking effects of tall
buildings. We all know that AM is inherently inferior to FM and that AM fades under
such conditions-don't we? In fact, because
the downtown area is typically the site of a

city's FM and TV transmitters, what often
happens is that the AM tuner is sensitive to
interference from the VHF frequencies of
those many close transmitters. The differences in performance between radios can
be quite dramatic. As with intermodulation
in AM reception, there are no standard tests
for this phenomenon, and little attention is
paid to it.

Strategies for the Buyer
While many car stereo buyers tend to
base their judgments on published specs
and magazine lab measurements, those figures are often only a small part of the pic-

ture. You should keep your primary dri-

ving/listening area in mind when you
consider specs; differences of a few dB in a
measurement will not always guarantee the
expected performance. Only an actual road

test can determine whether a radio is ap-

blocking all affect AM and FM in very similar ways.

propriate for your area.
You should make a list of performance

On the other hand, intermodulation in
AM is most often exhibited in a different
form. The traditional two -signal interfer-

characteristics that you don't like in your

ence can occur, but the most common form
of IM with AM tuners is reception of a sta-

that apply, but don't forget my caveats.

tion operating on half the tuned frequen-

cy-for instance, when you are tuned to
1,440 kHz, a station operating on 720 kHz.
This problem has become more common in
recent years because of the introduction of
solid-state tuning devices that are necessary

present radio and try to correlate them with
published specs; there may be some specs
Dealers and friends who have the radios being considered may also be able to provide

information on the products' road performance. The reputations of the manufacturers should also be considered.

As we have seen, there are no standard

for digital tuner operation. There are no

lab tests for many common reception problems. Still, the customer is often protected

standard lab tests for this IM phenomenon,

from these and other problems

and very little attention is paid to it in

through careful road tests

common literature.

lation of one station is superimposed on

that empirically check
the performance of a radio.
Choosing a car radio based merely
on its specs being a dB or two better than
another's may be about as useful as throw-

that of another. If you are listening to a rel-

ing a dart at their lists of specifications.

C

rossmodulation interference,
usually not an FM problem,

can occur with AM tuners. Here, the modu-

A
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nyy
well,

tortunatel man audioare unaware of how

realism, projects a believable image,
and literally engulfs you in the music.

a good car audio installation can meet home audio

from the basic "20 -to -20,000" system

standards. Just as unfortu-

with umpteen speakers and lots of

nate,hilesmany

(and installers!) are unaware of the
techniques needed to get that high

watts? First of all, the dominant component in the design of an "emotional" system must be the car itself. Any

level of sonic performance in the car.

attempt to overcome the car's influ-

Why is such a system different

car stereo buyers

In the car, as in
the home, it's not
really enough for

ence with brute force technology

an audio system

with disappoint-

just to let you rec-

ment. If musical re-

ognize voices or
instruments and

will surely be met

V 0 1111

alism is the goal,
then there is simply

hear them without
noticeable distor-

no component, or
series of compo-

tion: Audio only

nents, that can guarantee results.

reaches its highest

level when it reproduces the full

1110

hearing demand that
we obey certain ba-

emotional experience of the recording. Such a system

is so good that it
creates a sense of

The psychology
and physiology of

INTO IT

sic, unchangeable
rules. If we really ex-

pect to achieve any

Richard Clark and David Navone own Autosound 2000, a test lab and technical -newsletter
publisher in Burlington, N.C. Clark, an audio engineer for over 25 years, has won several
national auto -sound championships. Navone, a writer, founded Rolling Sounds Car Stereo,
in Stockton, Cal., which he owned and ran for 10 years, and has taught physics at the university level.
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semblance of a natural perspective of the

home speaker systems wouldn't provide

musical image, we must always consider the

speaker positions. In a home system we take
for granted that we can sit in an ideal loca-

much in the way of realistic stereo imaging.
So the practice of filling the car doors full
of speakers, and then sitting in close proximity to one door, is doomed from the start.
In a car, speaker locations that allow somewhat equal path lengths between the listeners and the loudspeakers are an absolute requirement. Electronic signal manipulation,
using simple delays or even complex digital
signal processing, cannot possibly compen-

tion-if we sat a foot or two from one

sate for poor loudspeaker placement. Of

speaker, as we do in the car, even the best

course, optimum placement may require a
little ingenuity on the part of the installer.
In a home system we can simply rearrange
the furniture until we are satisfied-not so
easy in a car. We could ask our mechanic to
relocate the steering wheel to the car's cen-

listening environment-we cannot arbitrarily ignore the interaction between the
components and the car.
1101111(1 Of TE
The first interaction we must address is

the way the car governs our choice of

100

ter, but then we would have to sit on the

90

console.

80

It is obvious to anyone who has tried to
deal with the problem of speaker placement
that integrating loudspeakers into a car is a

70

60

compromise, at best. We must, however,
FREQUENCY -Mr

make every effort possible to minimize left to -right path -length differences. Unfortunately, all the good spots for speakers seem

500

to be occupied by items of no musical importance, such as computers, speedometers,
and brake pedals. Remember, we didn't say
this is going to be easy; we just said that it
can be worth the effort.
Our next basic requirement is to design
the system with as few speakers as is necessary to do the job properly. As in home systems, using more than one speaker to cover
a similar bandwidth leads to adverse loudspeaker interactions. These interactions often result in comb filtering and other undesirable effects. (Examine Fig. 1 to see how
two identical loudspeakers interact when
separated by only 6 inches.) Add this to the
unequal left/right path lengths, and you'll
soon see why most car audio systems sound
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so bad.
In home systems, we usually purchase an
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C

ne

TS-MIRS midrange driver, mounted
flat baffle outside of car (A) and
mounted in car (B), plus response of
such drivers mounted 6 inches apart
car door (C).

assembled speaker system whose performance is primarily determined by its designer. The designer usually spends many
weeks or months on the design, and has ac-

cess to lots of test equipment to help him
refine it. The systems' drivers are usually
mounted in line on the baffle, to control

dispersion and imaging. The resulting
speaker's component drivers, mounting
baffle, and enclosure all function comfort-
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ably together, synergistically, to reproduce a
single coherent wave.
Trying to produce this effect in the car is

difficult, because we lack the luxury of a
single, in -line mounting baffle and have
problems caused by the spacing between

multiple speakers and the car's uneven
mounting surfaces. Plus, the greater the
number of speakers that must work together, the more difficult the task becomes, as
seen in Fig. 1. An absolute requirement for a
quality car audio system is that the number
of midrange and tweeter assemblies be kept

low and that the midrange and tweeter of
each channel be closely spaced.

DINISION (OCR
Another area of difference between home
and car audio is tweeter selection and aiming. In the home, where listeners sit roughly
equidistant from the speakers, loudspeaker
designers look for tweeters with the broadest possible dispersion. The designers then
aim those tweeters more or less directly at
the listeners. In the car, aiming is different.
We actually want tweeters whose response
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falls off rapidly the farther the listener is off

ing a place for woofers, we usually have few

axis, i.e., tweeters that beam. But since
beaming has negative connotations, let's
just call it "controlled dispersion." In a

choices except for the rear parcel shelf or
behind the rear seat. Luckily, our ability to
tell where very low -frequency sounds are
coming from is not nearly as acute as with

highly reflective environment, controlled
dispersion enables us to direct the energy
where we need it and helps us to minimize

the higher frequencies. Thus, if we have established a solid stereo image up front, we

unwanted reflections.

can get the low frequencies to blend into

For example, let's say that we want the
car's audio system to image for both driver
and passenger. We can take advantage of
controlled dispersion by aiming the speak-

the front soundstage.

ers on the driver's side of the car, directly at
the passenger. This places the driver off the
tweeter's axis, reducing the high -frequency
level he'll hear from the nearer channel. It
also helps compensate for the fact that sitting closer to that channel tends to make its
highs sound stronger, because they would

tave below 100 Hz), a low -distort -on woofer

Creating the illusion that the bass is up
front can get quite complex. Mainly, it requires a good crossover (at least 12 dB/ocsystem, and a quiet, rattle -free subwoofer
installation. The more sound a woofer produces above 100 Hz-including the signal,
rattles, and distortion products-the easier
it will be for you to tell where it is.

otherwise be a trifle louder and because
they would arrive a trifle sooner than the
highs from the opposite side of the car.

Even with all speakers installed as optimally as possible, you will likely still have

Similarly, the speakers on the passenger side

unacceptable response abnormalities. A

of the car can be aimed at the driver's ear,

home speaker can be configured and sold as

placing the passenger off axis.
Remember that even though we can't position the listeners in a car in ideal locations

a system, with very pre-

for good stereo imaging (equidistant from
both the left and right speakers), at least we
know the location of each listener's head.
Ultimately, our goal is to use both time and
intensity cues to achieve a reasonable balance between the two channels as they arrive at each listener's ears. Therefore, we see
that the aiming direction of our car's high frequency drivers can be used to our advantage, especially if the speakers have somewhat controlled dispersion.
Our "emotional" system will rarely allow
for midrange and high -frequency speakers

to be placed where they will detract from

the front soundstage, which means not
placing speakers all over the car. We place

our home speakers in front of us, not behind us; why should a quality car audio system be any different? Until a program for-

mat with multichannel capability

is

available, there is simply no reason to have
speakers in the rear of the car, provided realism is the goal. However, there is an exception in car audio: Subwoofers.

KOOK flOONAUTIZ

dominant
component
in the
design of
a car audio

dictable performance.
However, the raw -component approach used in
car audio leaves a lot of
room for all kinds of performance variables. Due
to component mismatching and adverse interactions, almost all car audio
systems will benefit from

the proper use of an
equalizer.
But since we have large
and small cars, vans, pick-

ups, et al., the responses vary wildly between vehicles. The typical cars acoustics
are a morass of very early reflection-reflections from the windows, dashboard,
headliner, and other body panels near the
loudspeakers. Due to the close proximity of
these reflecting surfaces, the reflections are
grouped very closely (typically less than 3
mS apart and sometimes as little as 1 mS or
less) and occur at equally short intervals after the original sound.
Temporal fusing of the very early reflections can make listeners perceive the spec-

Once we have done our best to create a

tral response of a car to be different from
that of a home system whose measured re-

good stereo image, it is time to consider the
subwoofer system. When it comes to find-

sponse is similar. If the direct and reflected
sounds are separated by longer intervals (10

1116114 T411(11.

he

system
must be
the car
itself.

finding

optimum
placements

mS or more, as in a home audio system),

peting, upholstery, and other absorptive

our hearing mechanism functions quite differently. Energy arriving significantly later
than the direct sound is perceived more in a
spatial sense than as spectral energy. You

surfaces, our best description of this environment is an oxymoron: The car is a re-

can see the difference between car and

nonexistent (refer back to Fig. 2), and the

room reverberation by comparing Figs. 2
and 3. Figure 2 shows the energy/time re-

speakers, except for the woofers, are almost

sponse of a speaker, measured in a car. The
curve shows a dense but rapidly decaying
series of reflections (including one reflection that's stronger than the direct sound!).
Figure 3 shows the same speaker's

that the average car system usually requires
unusually high amplifier power. Typical re-

energy/time response in a home listening
room; the reflection series now becomes
more even and extended. (For each measurement, the microphone

you want to consider overcoming the
higher ambient noise level of a moving
vehicle (caused by things like road, wind,
and traffic noise), then the power requirements can far exceed even those of large

Dynamic range poses yet another car specific problem. There's a limit to how
much we can increase usable dynamic
range by adding more power; that limit is

the car.)

At the lowest frequen-

cies, tuning a car audio
system's response becomes even more subjective, because we're sealed

inside a small chamber

set by the maximum sound level we can listen to comfortably and safely. If our back-

ground noise level is too high, it can ruin
the fidelity of the reproduction. For example, using 105 dB SPL as our peak listening

level in a moving car whose background

small space. As a result, a slight rise is some-

noise level is 65 dB SPL (quieter than most
cars), we'd achieve a dynamic range of only
40 dB. This could literally mean getting the
same dynamic range from a Compact Disc
as from an AM radio station!
For this reason, it is important to consider the car itself as part of the audio system.

times required in the low -frequency re-

When it comes to quality reproduction,

sponse of a car audio system, as opposed to
the flatter system response desired in a large
listening room. This requirement is further
strengthened by the necessity to boost low -

some cars simply are better than others. If
replacing your car is not an option, there
are still things you can do. Adding damping
material, replacing worn weatherstripping,

frequency energy to compensate for the

and installing new mufflers can all con-

masking effects of all the ambient noise in

tribute to improving the listening environment of the car.
Of course, the few basic guidelines discussed in this article are not all there is to a
good car audio system. Although quality ;

along with our loudspeak-

of the
installer.

home systems in very large rooms. And if

home systems.

but only about 2.4 feet for

ingenuity
on the part

quirements can easily surpass those for

from the speaker as a lis-

the room measurement

may require

always small and inefficient. This means

was placed about as far
tener would be: 9.6 feet for

for car
speakers

flective anechoic chamber.
The reverberant field in a car is virtually

ers. From testing numerous subjects, we have learned that the ear's
sensitivity to very low -frequency sounds is
diminished when we are enclosed in a very

a moving car. Fortunately, the effect of
the listeners being in a small sealed enclosure with the subwoofers gives even
the most modest system extremely good
low -frequency response. It is not uncommon to see a pair of 6 -inch woofers actually yield decent response down to frequen-

components certainly have their impor-

cies of 20 Hz or below.

ogy or expenditure of money can overcome

AMMON, illniallfiT1011, AHD tritm

the problems rooted in flawed system design. But a good car stereo system can be a
great way to extend your musical enjoy-

While car audio systems gain efficiency
at very low frequencies, the opposite is usually true at the higher frequencies. Because
the typical car is both small and full of carAUDIO/MAY 1995
42

tance, the basic laws of physics cannot be
ignored. Remember, no amount of technol-

ment from just the hours you spend at
home to the many hours you spend in your
car as well.
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KICKER
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and the extra cable required to connect
them greatly reduces potential noise
problems like ground loops and RF
interference. It also simplifies
installation.
KICKER offers four si-series

Amp/Module Concept
Simplifies System Design and
Installation
KICKER® Amplifiers and Active
Signal Processing Modules

Amplifiers and two X -series

represent a significant advance in the
art of car audio system design.
With KICKER amps and modules
(which plug into a port on the connector
panel of the amps), users can create
even the most sophisticated multi -amp
systems without using external
processors and/or splitter boxes.
Eliminating costly external components

Amplifiers. Modules include
24d/octave crossovers, centerchannel/rear-fill, EQ, remote
amp gain, and the Active
Electronic Endosure, which simulates
sealed enclosure performance with
infinite -baffle -mounted KICKER FreeairTM

woofers. Call 1 800 256 5425
Circle No. 68 on Reader Service Card
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Competition Power

The Precision Power
E

is a two -channel amplifier

Eclipse car audio proves that even the most critical audio

enthusiasts can be happy in their car. The Eclipse ECD416 CD tuner has ample output voltage and, more impor-

tantly, very low impedance enabling the most musical
listening experience in car audio. ESN theft deterrent
technology even guarantees the ECD-416 against theft.
Hearing the ECD-416 through the 8051 two-way speaker
system completes a truly exquisite listening experience.
These matched components and a unique crossover (no resistors), all designed by and exclusive to Eclipse, insffe that

all of the music produced by the ECD-416 is experienced
by the listener. Call 1 800 233 2216 for more information.
Circle No. 65 on Reader Service Card
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with an integrated
two-way crossover.
This fully adjustable crossover

features a set of
RCA line -level outputs that can send
either a low-pass or hvgh-pass

signal to another amplifier. The

200iX produces a minimum of 50
watts -per -channel with a four -Ohm stereo

load, 90 watts -per -channel into a two-Ohn
load, or 180 watts in a lour -Ohm mono configuration with less
than .08% THD. The 200iX, one of six amplifiers in the
Sedona Series line, is available in either designer white
or classic black finish, and has a suggested retail
price of $399 with a three year limited warranty.
Call 1 800 07 POWER
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Sedona Series 200iX
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Circle No. 67 on Reader
Service Card

MOBILE SOUND PRODUCTS WITH A DIFFERENCE
Nakamichi's reputation for excellence in music reproduction is well
known to autosound audiophiles. Our

latest system, Project 1000, extends
the legacy of uncompromised sonic
performance in the automobile. The

multi -channel power amplifier
($1,400). Each component incorporates sophisticated engineering features that mitigate the effects of noise

($2,800), the 1000mb a trunk -mount-

and vibration on s)und quality. Project 1000 makes it possible to create
car audio systems of rare caliber,
with music being reproduced with a
purity, transparency, and intimacy

ed MusicBank 7 -disc CD Changer

that has to be heard to be believed.

($2,200), the 1000dac a separate D/A

Phone 310 538 8150

converter ($1,400), and the 1000pa

Circle No. 66 on Reader Service Card

lineup comprises four models --the
1000td in -dash tuner/cassette deck

automatically be heard when you're listen-

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

ing to that station's regular programming-or even to a CD, if you leave the
tuner set to that station. This sounds complex, but it does let you choose whether or
not to let traffic announcements interrupt
your listening. When the DCT-950R is receiving a traffic -announcement station, the
volume automatically returns to the level
it was at when you last received a traffic

DENON DCT-950R
CAR STEREO

DENON ORD.S

FM -AM RECEIVER/COMPACT MSC PLAYER OCT-950R
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f memory serves me well, Denon was
the first supporter of the Radio Data
System (RDS) in the U.S., so I'm not
surprised to see RDS included in the
DCT-950R, a flexible, expandable, and
quite competent FM/AM receiver and
CD player. I'll leave it to Ivan Berger, Audio's Technical Editor, to describe how well
RDS functioned on the road, since I couldn't test that in my lab. Suffice it to say that,
on FM stations equipped with the necessary
RDS paraphernalia, the DCT-950R displays
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letters. (Pressing "Mute/DISP" for 2 sec-

announcement. If the traffic stations are

onds cycles the display to frequency, "PTY,"

not strong enough for adequate reception,

and then back to station ID.) If there's an
RDS station of the desired genre in one of

the DTC-950R beeps a warning. Emergency
alerts are detected if the radio is tuned to an

the presets, you can bypass the round-robin
program selection by calling up that station

THE DENON'S

RDS station that's broadcasting one; if
you're playing a CD at the time, the DTC950R automatically switches to the tuner
and ramps up the volume to an attention getting level.

transmit emergency alerts, independent of
the current official Emergency Broadcast
System administered by the FCC, and traf-

with the preset and seeking another of the

Yet another RDS goodie is the "AF," or
Alternative Frequency, function. In some
areas of the country (and in many parts of
Europe), identical programs are transmitted by a number of low -power stations. If
these are RDS stations, the DCT-950R can
be asked to automatically find the next one
(based on a frequency list transmitted by

same persuasion by pressing "RDS/Seek."

the original station) when the signal

fic alerts.
You can tune for RDS stations broadcast-

ing a specific program genre by pressing
"AF/PTY" twice and holding it for 2 seconds. This causes the display to flash with

ments even more directly than other programming by pressing "TA/PS" and then
"RDS/Seek." This will find any stations in
the area that broadcast traffic announcements (TAs), even if they're not broadcast-

the current program type. Pressing either of
the first two station presets cycles through
more than 20 possible choices of program

ing them at the time. When you find such a
station, a "TP" (traffic programming) icon
shows on the display. You can then monitor

genres. When you see what you want,

for these announcements by pressing

"RDS/Seek" tunes in an RDS station of that

"TA/PS" again, which puts a "TA" next to
the "TP" on the display. Once you've done
that, any incoming traffic information will

the station name (the "PS," or Program
Service name function) and its primary
program genre (the "PTY," or Program
Type function). In addition, stations can

ilk, and the display switches from station
frequency to the station's ID, usually its call

AM SECTION IS HOT,
AND ITS FM RECEPTION
IS EVEN HOTTER.

You can search for traffic announce-
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strength of the current station weakens below a threshold.
The Denon's clock display can set itself,
using signals from RDS stations that broadcast clock time (CT) signals. This includes
automatic adjustments for daylight-saving
time and the ability to update the clock as
you cross time zones.
The "RDS/Seek," "AF/PTY," and
"TA/PS" buttons are aligned above the six
station presets. Also in the upper row are
the "LOC/MON" button (which changes
the seek threshold to exclude weak stations

SPECS

and switches to mono reception)
and "CLK" (clock) set. These five

FM TUNER SECTION
Mono Usable Sensitivity: 11.4 dBf (1
µV at 75 ohms).
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: 20.3 dBf
(2.8 µV at 75 ohms).

rectangular buttons are a bit smaller than the presets, to help identify
them by touch. The up/down seek
buttons (which double as the track
advance/repeat and, when held, as
fast -scanning buttons in CD mode)
are round. The "Mute/DISP" but-

Alternate -Channel Selectivity: 100

ton also is round but a good bit

dB.

S/N: 70 dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB at 1 kHz.
Capture Ratio: 2.5 dB.

AM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity: 30 µV for 20 -dB S/N.
CD SECTION
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20 kHz,
±1 dB.
Dynamic Range: 96 dB.
S/N: 96 dB.
Harmonic Distortion: 0.005%.

Wow and Flutter: Below measurable
level.

FM anetIng WWI
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the same knob. Each brief press ad-

Fig. 1-FM quieting

vances through the choices, with
"Volume" as the time-out default.
Pressing the knob for more than 2

characteristics and stereo
crosstalk.

Fa TH0.100 vs frapvency(621 at 65 dar
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"Tuner/Band" also serves as power
on/off, while "CD" switches to disc

\`
STEREO CROSSTALK

balance adjustments are made by

"Tuner/Band" and "CD" buttons
are above the control knob.
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Ap

AUDIO OUTPUT (STEREO)

smaller than the seek pair.
Volume, bass, treble, fader, and

seconds toggles the loudness compensation on and off. The

FIF Level WO

v5

0

0
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MONO

playback. Each successive tap on
"Tuner/Band" advances to the next

0.1

50

six-pack of presets-three banks

lk

100

20k

10k

FREOUENCY - Hz

(18 stations) for FM, two banks (12
AMPLIFIER SECTION

Power Output: 14 watts x 4 at 1 kHz
with 10% THD, 10 watts x 4 from
20 Hz to 20 kHz with 0.8% THD.

Output Voltage and Impedance,
Preamp Level: 2.2 V/10 kilohms.

Bass -Control Range: ±12 dB at 40
Hz.

Treble -Control Range: ±12 dB at 15
kHz.

Loudness Compensation with
Volume at -30 dB: +8 dB at 100 Hz
and at 10 kHz.

stations) for AM. To the right of
the CD slot is the panel -detach

Remote Output: 12 V, 300 mA
maximum.

+15

they must be accessed one way or
another. (A wireless remote control

+10

The DCT-950R is compatible
with DIN "E" and ISO mounts,
and is quite expandable. In addition to its four -channel internal
power amp (with a 4 -ohm wide THD and a rating at 1 kHz of 14
watts x 4 at 10% THD), there are

LOUdnSS
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LOUDNESS
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Fig. 3-Tone-control range
and loudness contour.

fader -controlled front and rear pre -

mA maximum.
Dimensions: Chassis, 71/2 in. W x 2 in.
H x 67/8 in. D (17.8 cm x 5 cm x 17.2
cm); panel, 73/s in. W x 21/2 in. H x

use with a cellular phone, a power
antenna control line, and a dash light dimmer lead to adjust night
illumination. You can also use the
DCT-950R as the controller for a

Parsippany, N.J. 07054.
For literature, circle No. 90

r.quency

BASS

is available as an option.)

amp outputs, a muting input for

Company Address: 222 New Rd.,

cno, 66,660. -

an assortment of features-and

Power Antenna Output: 12 V, 300

7/8 in. D (18.7 cm x 5.9 cm x 2.3 cm).
Weight: 43/8 lbs. (2 kg).
Price: $499.

frequency, FM section.

button. The panel is pretty crowded, but the DCT-950R offers quite

band rating of 10 watts x 4 at 0.8%
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Fig. 2-THD + N vs.

Denon DCH-700, DCH-600, or
DCH-500 CD changer. Its internal
player features a three -beam laser
pickup and dual 18 -bit D/A converters fed by an eight -times -over -

sampled, 20 -bit digital filter and
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Fig. 4-Frequency
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typical. With 4 -ohm loads, I measured 13 watts per channel at clip-
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mately 1% THD.
The FM tuner missed its IHF us-
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able sensitivity rating of 11.4 dBf
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by a couple of dB; I measured 13.4

0.001

20

100

1k

10k

20%

dBf. However, this is a rather
meaningless specification because

FREQUENCY - Hz

no one listens to stations that

Fig. 5-THD + N vs.
frequency, CD section.

noisy. The more significant 50 -dB

mono quieting sensitivity mea-

t

greater than 25 dB from 25 Hz to 5 kHz and
even better in the opposite direction.
Figure 3 shows the tuner's frequency response in stereo. (The slight turn -up at 15

kHz was not present in the mono curves,
which are not shown.) I've superimposed
curves showing the range of the bass and
treble controls and included a curve for the
loudness contour. The loudness curve was
taken with the volume at 20 (corresponding
to a gain reduction of about 20 dB), since
there was no effect with the volume set at

sured 3.4 dB better than spec -16.9

maximum (30). I've scaled the loudness
curve accordingly, so the 3.3 -dB offset at 1

86

dBf (measured) versus 20.3 dBf
(specified). The mono and stereo

90

quieting characteristics, along with
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stereo separation at 1 kHz, are

FM stereo response is within ±0.75 dB from

shown in Fig. 1. As you can see, the

30 Hz to 15 kHz and is -1.3 dB at 20 Hz.
The response of the two channels was the
same; only the left is shown. Bass -control

tuner remains in mono more or

RECORDED LEVEL - dB

less to 45 dBf and doesn't reach full

Fig. 6-THD + N vs. level,

kHz does indeed occur as you switch the
loudness in and out. With all controls flat,

stereo until 65 dBf. Thus, the

CD section.

stereo -broadcast noise floor reCO 00000 lintto Eff0100/

[Noon OCT-OSOR
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dBf-even though reception is
mono, not stereo. As a result,
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mains essentially constant (below
-50 dB) for all r.f. levels above 22

eeeee 1001.

there's no meaningful figure for
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50 -dB stereo quieting. The S/N ratio at 65 dBf is a reasonably good
68.7 dB in mono but only 57.3 dB
in stereo.

RECORDED LEVEL -dB

Fig. 7-Deviation from
linearity.

Figure 2 shows THD + N for
Deno, OCT-OSO -

mono and stereo reception with a
65-dBf input. At the standard test
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Fig. 8-Fade-to-noise test.

noise shaper. On the feature front, you have
intro scan, track repeat, and random play of
the single disc (or of all discs in the changer
if one is connected).

Measurements
I made most of my measurements to the

front preamp outputs, because I felt that
many users will want to augment the internal power amps with more powerful add-

-60

RDS HELPS YOU FIND

THE PROGRAMS YOU WANT
NO MATTER HOW FAR

FROM HOME YOU GO.

range at 100 Hz is +11.0, -11.5 dB (+11.4,
-12.1 dB at 50 Hz), while that of the treble
control is +11.4, -10.9 dB at 10 kHz. After
accounting for the 3.3 -dB offset at 1 kHz,
the loudness circuit boosts the bass by 4.6
dB at 50 Hz and boosts the treble by 5 dB at

tively, 0.58%, 0.32%, and 0.45%; in
stereo, the results are 1.07%,

10 kHz.

0.58%, and 1.81% at these test
points. For a car head unit, the

course, i.e., nothing to rave about. Referenced to 400 Hz, the response was within
+0.2, -3 dB from 40 Hz to 1.5 kHz, with a

The AM tuner's response was par for the

mono figures are quite impressive,
and it's normal for stereo figures to
be a good bit higher.
There is a trade-off between selectivity,

-6 dB point at 3 kHz. The AM tuner is quite
sensitive and reached 20 dB of S/N with a
signal input of 3.0 µV.

on the one hand, and distortion and capture ratio, on the other. Considering the

The CD player was rather slow when
asked to skip tracks but otherwise per-

DCT-950R's unusually high adjacent -channel selectivity (14.2 dB) and an alternate channel selectivity greater than I could de-

formed well. Figure 4 shows the left -chan-

termine (certainly better than 71 dB), the
relatively poor capture ratio (3.0 dB) and
stereo distortion figures are quite under-

ons. Yet if you decide to use the Denon
DCT-950R straight out of the box, you'll

standable. Image rejection (which indicates
front-end selectivity rather than i.f. selectivity) was 49.3 dB, and AM rejection was 63.5

find it delivers a shade more power than is

dB. Left/right channel separation was
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nel response (the right was identical); it's
within ±0.20 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The
CD section's THD + N (in percent) versus
frequency (at 0 dB) is shown in Fig. 5, and
THD + N (in relative dB) versus recorded
level (at 1 kHz) is shown in Fig. 6. In each

case, I've shown both channels, although
they're really quite similar. These curves
were taken with the volume at 28, because

NEED A" SOUND" REASON

/ fow about a choice of "sound" reasons. Choose the

To BUY A

AM/FM Stereo CD radb with Premium Sound. Or choose

NEW FORD CONTOUR?

the dealer -installed CI) player or trunk -mounted 10 disc

CD changer. Any of these
options enables you to take
your home CD library with you

and enjoy the same high -qual-

ity music that you are accus-

10 disc Mawr

tomed to hearing at home.
Ford Electronics engineers

have designed audio system
components to complement
each other and deliver a "live"

performance sound bringing
you more enjoyment per
mile. So when you

purchase your new
Ford Contour, make

sure you ask for the
4%110 Ford Contour

THINK OF IT AS
YOUR HOME CD SYSTEM...
AWAY FROM HOME.

AM/FM stereo CD radio with Premium Sound or a
dealer -installed CD player... it's worth every decibel.

the output amplifier operated close to its
limits at maximum setting (30) and distor-

tion approached 0.1%. With the reduced
volume setting, THD + N at 0 -dB recorded
level is under 0.03% from 20 Hz to 16 kHz
and reaches a peak of 0.09% at 18 kHz. The
THD + N (in relative dB) versus recorded
level at 1 kHz remains below -90 dB from
about -10 to -90 dB and is -84 dB at the 0dB level.

"Talk," and "Rock." This wasn't telling me
much, because I already knew these stations
and their formats and had two of them already programmed into presets. The DCT-

950R didn't show whether these stations'
RDS text channels named the selection being played. (A later check, using Denon's
TU-380RD home RDS tuner, showed they
did not.)

But the worth of RDS became obvious

Linearity error, with and without dither,

is shown in Fig. 7. The maximum error
with an undithered signal is quite low, no

more than 1.1 dB at -90 dB on the left

the next morning, when I drove to Philadelphia. As New York's classical stations faded
out, I pressed the button for the one classical RDS station in New York, pressed "PTY"

channel and only 0.23 dB at -80 dB on the

right. With the dithered track, the maximum error is rather greater -2.1 dB for the
left channel and 1.3 dB for the right at -90
dB, rising to 4.6 and 3.8 dB, respectively, at
-100 dB. The fade -to -noise error, however,
is not nearly so impressive. I've shown the
left -channel plot in Fig. 8; the data taken on
the right was quite similar.
The Denon's A -weighted S/N for an in-

ALL TOLD, THE DCT-950R

LOOKED GOOD,
SOUNDED GOOD,
AND WAS A PLEASURE
TO OPERATE.

finity -zero track was 94.3 dB on the left

and held it down 2 seconds, and then

channel and 94.1 dB on the right. Dynamic
range clocked in at about 92.5 dB on either
channel on an A -weighted (EIAJ) basis and
about 90.7 dB, unweighted. Quantization

pressed "RDS." The radio scanned until it

found another RDS classical station,
WFLN-FM at 95.7 MHz.

modes by pressing the knob itself. The buttons have large markings and slant slightly
upward, toward you. The five buttons in the
top row are alternately concave and convex
and are well marked, which made finding
the one I wanted much easier. The tuning

buttons and the small "Mute/DISP" stud
are distinctively shaped and placed. While
the six memory preset buttons are all in a

row, the angling of the sixth one and the
placement of the first made finding the
right button fairly easy-as long as I didn't
forget that first button, which is hard to see
because it's tucked under the knob. About
the only major function that's not reasonably obvious is switch -off, accomplished by
holding the "Tuner/Band" button down for
a few seconds. The tuner's up/down station
buttons also switch CD tracks. The detachable face is easy to remove and replace, and

is reasonably light. Illumination is good,
but though the display's black -on -green
characters are large, they're not as easy to
read as the shorter, fatter, light -on -dark
characters of my Alpine's display. I did not
have the optional remote control; judging
from the drawings in the manual, it should
be easy to use without looking.
Overall, the Denon's sound was good, on

noise was 94.6 dB below a 0 -dB signal.

In the two weeks that I drove with the
DCT-950R, I never caught an RDS traffic

Channel separation was truly superb,

announcement, though I had the unit

CD. I liked the sound better with loudness

greater than 67.6 dB (worst case) from 125
Hz to 16 kHz.
Output level was adequate: 1.48 V from a
100% modulated mono FM broadcast, 0.43

poised to receive any that were on. I did not
try "AF," which finds other stations broad-

compensation on; even before I saw the

V from a 30% modulated AM broadcast,
and 2.42 V from a 0 -dB CD. Because line

The day he installed the Denon, Tony
made some improvements on my antenna
setup that noticeably improved AM reception on my reference Alpine. But with the

output impedance was low (480 ohms), the

DCT-950R should present no problem
when driving a remote power amp.
Edward J. Foster

Behind the Wheel
The night Tony Igel of Stratford Mobile

casting the same program, because there
never seem to be any in my area.

Denon, AM came through over a much
longer range than with the Alpine-this
AM section is hot! And the FM section

a par with my Alpine's, both on FM and

loudness curve, I knew it was a gentle one.
It's nice to have the "Mute" button on the
panel instead of just on the remote. But the
muting indicator is so high up on the display that I couldn't see it. The same is true

of the loudness and stereo/mono indicators' placement.
Having so many station -preset banks is
great for the traveller. For the stay-at-home,
however, there are too many banks to scroll
through when switching between AM and

Sound slipped the Denon DCT-950R into
my dash, I loaded my favorite stations into

proved even hotter, picking up far more stations clearly than the Alpine did.
The CD section took the bumps of New
York City's frost -heaved and traffic -worn

its memory and then pressed the "RDS

Hudson Street in stride, even though the

when you're trying to turn the unit off.
All told, the Denon looked good, sound-

Scan" button. In the New York area, the De non found four RDS stations, which its dis-

traffic was moving with unusual briskness.

ed good, and was a pleasure to operate. I

Since this was the first RDS radio I'd

was impressed by its quiet competence and

play showed as "Jazz 88," "WNYC-FM,"
"WFME-FM," and "WNEW-FM." Then,

used, it took me a few minutes to learn how

almost cuddly air of doing anything to

to work the Denon's unfamiliar features;
good ergonomics and a more than decent
manual helped. The multipurpose audio
control (volume, bass, treble, balance, and
fader) is a knob (which I still consider the
best kind for the job), and you change its

please, its way of consistently doing darn
near everything just right. The RDS feature

after I pressed the "AF/PTY" button once to

set the mode and held it down briefly, the
Denon showed me that these four stations'
program types were, respectively, "Jazz,"

"Classicl" (shortened to fit the display),
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FM-especially if you don't hold the
"Tuner/Band" switch down long enough

showed its worth almost the first time I

used it-and it will only become more
valuable as more stations start using the
system. Nice job. Very nice.

Ivan Berger

CUTTING -EDGE BASS: APERIODIC SYSTEMS

Digital
m System
Defines

Amplification

,acy and
ass in a '93
iherbird

t used to be simple. You had a car. It came with a radio.
You listened. Period.
Now you've got options. So many options, it's easy
to get blown away just trying to find components that

ogether-and fit your budget too.
So what do you do when it's time to upgrade your
stereo?

evaluations. Reviews of the hottest, state-of-the-art equipment. A do-it-yourself course on instalation. And there's a
bonus: the most complete, up-to-date buyer's guide available
anywhere in the world.
So, if you're ready to treat your ears to great sound at a
price that's nght for you, check out CAR STEREO REVIEW.

Send for your FREE ISSUE!

Tune in to CAR STEREO REVIEW!
ether you like your sounds big and boomy or tight and
II controlled
whether you own 3 Ferrari or a Hyundai,
.

R STEREO REVIEW lets you dri\ e away with a system

t's custom built for the way you like to listen.
You'll get head -to -head comparisons of CD players and
ngers, cassette decks, ampliiers, crossovers, speakers,
alizers, security systems, cellular phones, and more, in
ry price range.
Plus, every issue bnngs you complete test reports. User's

It's easy-just fill out and mail the attached postage -paid card
for your free sample issue. it you're delighted with CAR
STEREO REVIEW, you'll receive 5 more issues (for a total of 6
issues -1 year) and be biked for $997 If not, simply write
"cancel" on your bill and owe nothing. The free issue is yours
to keep.

Don't delay-make tracks for the best possible audio
system by sending for your free issue of CAR STEREO
REVIEW. Do it todatl

At the far left are "Audio Control" pads,
which default to setting volume. Pressing
the "AUD" (audio) button above the pads

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

KENWOOD

sequentially shifts their function to controlling bass, treble, balance, fader, and level for
the "non -fading" line output. (This player

KDC-PS900

has front and rear line output pairs con-

CAR STEREO

trolled by the fader, and a third output pair
not affected by it.) The function being con-

trolled is named in the display. If you
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lab tests, I see no reason to disagree-it's a fine head unit, laying
claim to a number of design elements not
often found on pedestrian car stereos, plus
it's easy to use and competent. And if you
confine yourself to Kenwood add-ons, its
proprietary K -Bus digital control system
permits adding other elements, such as a remote CD or MD changer, quite simply.
The tuner offers auto -seek, manual, and
preset tuning, with presets arranged in one

aligned with the "Tune/Track" up/down

"ATT" legend blinks continuously when the

tracks, and, if the pad is held, conduct a fast

attenuator is on and muting the output. As
received, the attenuator causes a level drop
of 20 dB. Turning the power off, holding
down presets 2 and 6, and turning the power back on will change the preset attenuation to 60 dB. The "ATT" pad also toggles
the display's color between green and amber when held for more than a second.
The power switch is to the right of the
"Audio Control" rocker. (I'd rather it were

THE KDC-PS900 WAS
ONE OF THE FINEST

CAR HEAD UNITS
TO CROSS MY BENCH

IN SOME TIME.

11

Reception System Circuit),

where the "AUD" pad is.) This switch,
marked "SRC," also serves as
the source selector; to turn the
a
system off, you must hold it
e

seettwee-facaL,...

The control panel is attractive, but I
found the layout left something to be desired. (Technical Editor Ivan Berger will
have more to say on that, I'm sure.) The
faceplate "Release" is at the right edge,

NAME SET

during manual tuning, skip through CD

MEP

path interference and adjust the
tuner's stereo separation to reduce its audible effect, is defeatable; environmental factors in some areas can trigger it falsely.

BEEPAUTO

would be easy to press it accidentally. The
"Tune/Track" pads start the auto seek when
that mode is active, step through stations

access to stations by entering the

which is said to detect multi -

Oi.SF,

haven't elicited a change in 5 seconds, the
"Audio Control" pads revert to volume.
Beneath the pads is an "ATT" button that
toggles the attenuator. "ATT ON" or "ATT
OFF" appears briefly in the display, and an

pads and shaped so similarly I think it

AM and three FM banks of six -24 in all.
The supplied remote control permits direct

frequency via the keypad, and
direct access to CD tracks in a
like manner. The CRSC (Clear

LOUD

K

CLOCK

Henwood's newest top -of -the -line
CD player/tuner, the KDC-PS900,
is said to offer "auto -sound competition -level quality." Based on my

.7 F. LEA,

WWI

14.11

-

i

=.11.3

4

search through the current track in either
direction. In random play (activated by
pressing preset 6 when playing a CD), the
"up" pad randomly chooses another track.
These pads also are used, in conjunction
with others, to store the names of up to 10
discs in the player-a novelty I've seldom
found worth the bother.
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down for a few seconds. Beneath
the selector is "DEF," which de-

feats the tone controls, a nicety

all too rare in car head units.
Tone -control settings are stored separately
for each source and automatically recalled

when you return to that source, another
nicety I much appreciate.
The tuner -band pads ("AM" and "FM")

and the six presets are arranged along the
bottom edge of the panel. Each tap of "FM"
advances to the next FM bank. Stations are

SPECS

preset, as usual, by pressing a preset

FM TUNER SECTION
Mono Usable Sensitivity: 9.3 dBf (0.8
V at 75 ohms).
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: 15.2 dBf
(1.6 µV at 75 ohms).

Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15

continuously.
Sandwiched between the "Tune/

AM TUNER SECTION
Usable Sensitivity: 28 dB (30 µV).
CD SECTION
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20 kHz,
±1 dB.
THD at 1 kHz, with Tone Defeat: For
2-V output setting, 0.004%; for 4-V
output setting, 0.002%.
S/N: Without tone defeat, 96 dB; with
tone defeat, 102 dB.
Dynamic Range: 98 dB.
Channel Separation: 90 dB.
Wow and Flutter: Unmeasurable.

-40

.,LSTEREO CROSSTALK -

STEREO NOISE
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BO

0

Bass -Control Range: ±10 dB at 100

play from track time, to total

kHz.

Preamp Output: 2 or 4 V rms
(switchable) into 10 kilohms.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Operating Voltage: 14.4 V nominal,
11 to 16 V permissible.

Current Consumption: 0.9 ampere.
Operating Temperature: 14° to 122° F
(-10° to +50° C).
Mounting Dimensions: 71/2 in. W x
21/2 in. H x 61/2 in. D (18.2 cm x 5.2
cm x 15.5 cm).
Weight: 3.3 lbs. (1.6 kg).
Price: $600.

Company Address: P.O. Box 22745,
Long Beach, Cal. 90801.
For literature, circle No. 91
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auto -seek and manual tuning. Each
tap on the last button, "DISP," toggles the display, in tuner mode, beclock; in CD mode, it cycles the dis-

loo
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Fig. 1-FM quieting

Lcuaness C Tone Control flange

tween station frequency and the

Treble -Control Range: ±10 dB at 10

60

characteristi:s and stereo
crosstalk.

ables) a beeper that will produce an

AMPLIFIER SECTION
Hz.

40

20

R.F.INPUT-dBf

and off. If it's pressed for more
than a second, it enables (or disaudible signal when you change
settings. The third round button,
"LOUD," activates the loudness
circuit and, when held for more
than a second, toggles between

AUDIO OUTPUT (STEREO)

20 *iv

is off, an "MC" legend appears

round buttons. The one closest to
the display, "NON -FAD," toggles
the non -fading preamp output on
and off and, when held down, permits you to set the clock with the
"Audio Control" pads. The next
button to the right, "Light,"
switches the panel illumination on

SL

-

Ap

I

I

more than 2 seconds; "CRSC ON"
and "CRSC OFF" appear briefly in
the display, and, when the CRSC

Track" and "Release" pads and
presets 5 and 6 are four small,

FM OuletIngWES1 vs RF Levelldifl

I

recalled with a single tap. The Clear
Reception System Circuit is toggled

by pressing the "FM" button for

kHz, ±3 dB.
S/N: 73 dB.
Selectivity: 100 dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB.
Image Rejection: 70 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 120 dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB at 1 kHz.

Kensood XOC-9S900 -

button for a few seconds; they're

- OCL

B AS S

elapsed disc time, to remaining
time on the disc, to CD name (ifit
was preset), and back to time.
lk

Holding this button for a second or

so enters the disc -naming mode.
The CD stop/eject button is on top,
just to the right of the loading slot.
When a disc is playing, preset 3 activates track repeat, preset 4 scans
through tracks (playing 10 seconds
of each), and preset 6 selects random play.
The small, thin remote provided
with the KDC-PS900 has a 10 -key
numeric pad to access stations and
CD tracks. Direct station access is
requested by pressing the "Direct"
pad before entering the frequency;
otherwise, the first six number keys

serve to select the corresponding
presets. The remote allows you to
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Fig. 3-Tone-control range
and loudness contour.
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improves. By 60 dBf, the tuner is in full

and choose among four

player sold only in Japan), "CD,"

stereo and has excellent separation, 45 dB.
Since the tuner remains in mono until quieting is well over 50 dB, there's no mean-

and "CD CH" (CD changer). In

ingful 50 -dB stereo quieting figure. The S/N

CD mode, left/right skip pads per-

at 65 dBf measures 72.1 dB in mono but

mit you to advance through the

only 60.3 dB in stereo.
Considering the tuner's superb selectivity (25.1 dB adjacent -channel, greater than

sources-"Tuner," "Tape" (for a

0

'ztj

control volume, access the attenua-

tor,

Ap

10k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 5-Frequency

disc, track by track, if you wish; in
tuner mode, these pads increase or

response, CD section.

decrease station frequency. A
Kenweed KOC-PS000 -

CO Pleven TO40.1,0

handy pause/play control also is on
the remote; many car players offer

at 0 dB

vs FreduenCy Wel

0.1

no means of pausing playback,
short of stopping the disc.

You can change the tuning in-

001

crement from 200 kHz on FM and

I-

10 kHz on AM (the default settings, appropriate for the United
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Fig. 6-THD + N vs.
frequency, CD section.
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and powering the unit. You can
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change nominal output level from
2 V (the factory setting) to 4 V by
turning off power, pressing presets
2 and 4, and powering up.

kHz
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In addition to the three sets of

RIGHT

-100

-80

States) to 50 kHz (FM) and 9 kHz
(AM). You do this by turning off
the power, pressing presets 1 and 5,

-40

-60

-20

analog line outputs, there's a digital output connector on the back, a
jack for the wiring harness, and an-

0

RECORDED LEVEL - dB

Fig. 7-THD + N vs. level,

tenna and K -Bus connectors on
umbilical cords. The wiring provides automatic power -antenna

CD section.

control, a separate line for controlKen.. KOC-1.3900
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ling amplifier power, and a third
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line to connect with the car's lighting switch.
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Fig. 8-Deviation from
linearity.

The Kenwood's
wafer-thin remote
is hard to read
and easy to lose,
but it has several
useful features not
on the front panel.

0-

Measurements
With mono signals, as you can
see in Fig. 1, the FM tuner reaches
50 -dB quieting with a 15.5-dBf input, very close to Kenwood's 15.2dBf specification. Oddly, IHF usable sensitivity was worse than this
(18.5 dBf), which suggests higher
distortion and noise on weak modulated carriers. (I tested stereo quieting with the CRSC both on and
off. There was virtually no difference between the two sets of data,

so I used the "on" setting for all

other measurements.) With a
stereo carrier, the tuner remains in
mono to 35 dBf and its separation
gradually increases as signal level
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94 dB alternate -channel), its capture ratio
of 2.0 dB is unusually good, even if it doesn't quite meet the 1.5 -dB spec. Image rejection clocked in at 50.2 dB and AM rejection
at 61 dB. Channel separation was superb:
Better than 35 dB from 65 Hz to 7 kHz and
better than 30 dB from 35 Hz to 15 kHz,
worst case.

Distortion (Fig. 2) is rather low for a car
head unit: Under 0.5% in mono from 20 Hz
to 15 kHz and no more than 0.73% from 20
Hz to 1 kHz in stereo, rising to 2.47% at the
6 -kHz benchmark.
Figure 3 shows the FM mono frequency
response, tone -control range, and loudness
contour. Basic response is within +0.8, -0.5

dB from 20 Hz to 15 kHz. In stereo (not
shown), response turned up by 1.7 dB at 15
kHz and had a 0.4 -dB channel imbalance.
Bass -control range is ±5.5 dB at 100 Hz,
just slightly more at 50 Hz. The treble control manages +7.2 dB, -5.6 dB at 10 kHz.

Both spreads are substantially narrower
than spec-but that doesn't concern me,
since I'm not a tone -control freak. The
loudness characteristic was measured with
a volume setting of -30 (all other tests were
performed with the volume advanced fully), and I've shifted the curve correspondingly. (By the way, the Kenwood's volume

indications are quite accurate, generally
within a fraction of a dB of the displayed
value.) Punching in loudness compensation
raises 1 -kHz response by 1.75 dB and

boosts 100 -Hz and 10 -kHz response by
10.5 dB, 15 -kHz response by 12.4 dB, and
50 -Hz response by 12.9 dB.
The AM response (Fig. 4) is within +0.8,

-3 dB from 165 Hz to 3.6 kHz and is 6 dB
down at 110 Hz and 4.1 kHz. The AM tuner
achieved 20 dB S+N/N with a 3.9-µV input.

I used the 2-V factory output setting
when making most measurements. Under
these conditions the KDC-PS900 delivered
1.14 V rms from a 100% -modulated mono
FM broadcast, 0.42 V rms from a 30% modulated AM broadcast, and 2.24 V rms

THE MOST CONVINCING ARGUMENT FOR A HOME THEATER IS RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU-

ou've waited in the rain, paid your seven bucks, bought your real buttery -flavor popcorn and snagged the best seat in the

house. When somebody decides to sit in the second best seat in the house. You know, of course, the solution is to create

the ultimate theater in your home. And as anyone will tell you, a truly moving theater experience is built around sound even
more than the picture. But not just any sound. Parasound You see, we've built our company around

the notion that a person shouldn't have to spend a fortune to hear the finest that technology has

to offer. And now that we've applied that principle to home theater, the cinematic experience
will never be the same. Just look at our remarkable new Dolby Pro Logic' Surround Processor It

P/SP -1000 Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Processor. This is what the home theater
world has been waiting for. The latest in
surround technology using the very finest
audio components and circuitry.

combines a high -end preamplifier with all the features that even the most fervent audiophile
turned movie buff could ever want. We also offer the widest variety of THV-certified and six
channel amplifiers available, as well as the most powerful and most accurate subwoofer on the
HCA-1206. With a total of 1200 watts
on six channels, it's one of the most powerful
THX-certified home cinema amp made.
Sensitive enough to move your soul, but
powerful enough to move your foundation.

planet. So to hear audio that's well above the crowd, head to your nearest Parasound dealer or
authorized custom installer. And let someone else deal with the spud with the big head.

PARASOUN D
affordable audio for the critical listener

Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 415.397-7100 Fax 415-397-0144
Dolby Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. TH X is a registered trademark of Lacasfilm, Ltd.
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direct selection of tuner frequency or CD
track number, that aren't on the front pan-

can recall seeing in a car head
unit-even better than in most

it doesn't turn the system on or off. You
can't aim this remote as sloppily as those

home decks: It's a whopping 94.3

kHz, separation is almost 77 dB
from left to right and 88 dB from

from some other companies.
I never use extreme tone settings, so the
limited ranges of the bass and treble controls increased those controls' utility, as far

right to left.

as I was concerned, by letting me make

finer adjustments. Having separately

about the panel layout, and the

stored tone settings for AM, FM, and CD
was also useful. The loudness button, how-

tone -control range is rather modest, but overall I consider the Ken wood KDC-PS900 to be one of the
finest head units to have crossed
my bench in some time.
Edward J. Foster

Behind the Wheel
Like Ed Foster, I felt the panel layout of

the KDC-PS900 left something to be desired. The tuning controls are too far from
the driver. The marker bumps on the "Audio Control" rocker are too sharp, not finger -friendly. And the "SRC" selector's "All
Off" position was just one more thing to go

with the right -channel output 0.11 dB

below -80.2 dB on the right, from 0 to -90

THE KENWOOD KDC-PS900
IS A SUPERB HEAD UNIT,
WITH DESIGN ELEMENTS
NOT OFTEN FOUND

dB. These figures are a bit worse than I

ON CAR STEREOS.

kHz. The 1 -kHz THD + N versus level (Fig.
7) is below -80.4 dB on the left channel and

would hope for, and may be related to the
strong sampling -rate component of 44.1
kHz in the output: A spectrum analysis (not
shown) of the -60 dB, 1 -kHz track of the
CBS CD -1 disc had a sampling component
only 3 dB below the tone. The sampling
component apparently varies with level; on
the digital -zero track, it was -68.6 dB.

Converter linearity error with dithered
and undithered signals is shown in Fig. 8.
On the undithered track, maximum non linearity at -80 dB is -2.1 dB on the left
channel and -1.4 dB on the right. At -90
dB, the error is +4.2 dB on the left channel
and +4.6 dB on the right. On the dithered

track, the -80 dB data is essentially unchanged while the -90 dB error lessens to
+3.3 and +3.7 dB for left and right, respectively. At -100 dB, the error is +4.4 dB (left)

ever, added far too much treble for my taste.

In auto -tuning mode, the Kenwood
stopped at every station near the beginning
and end of the dial in FM, but worked fairly
well on AM (a surprise, since most car radios have this problem more on AM than

on FM). I'd have liked to have scan, and
possibly preset -scan and auto -memory
tuning facilities, but I don't consider them
as useful as the functions that the Kenwood

does have. I could find no station where
CRSC made an audible difference, but I did

not have a chance to test the KDC-PS900
where there would be enough multipath to
activate it.

above the left. The THD + N at 0 dB (Fig. 6)

is no more than 0.021% from 20 Hz to 16
kHz and reaches a peak of 0.076% at 18

el. But it's hard to read and easy to lose, and

I may have some reservations

CD section.

from a 0 -dB test CD. In the high -output (4V) position, the levels were 1.91 V, 0.69 V,
and 3.65 V, respectively. Source impedance
was an admirably low 715 ohms, and the attenuator cut output level by 20.7 dB (as received) or 59.0 dB (alternate setting).
The CD player's response (Fig. 5) is flat
within +0.0, -0.6 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz,

The remote was useful, especially because it has features, such as CD pause and

the data for the poorer channel is
shown in Fig. 9. Channel separation for CD (Fig. 10) is the best I

dB at 1 kHz, worst case. Even at 16

c0 Slayer OvSs Ca. OM vs SvairenCy WS)
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and +4.2 dB (right). Fade -to -noise
tests revealed corresponding data;

The display was easy to read, even in
bright sunlight, especially when switched to
amber illumination. I could not figure out,
however, why Kenwood put in a switch to
shut the illumination off completely, unless

it's to keep the little lights that outline the
CD slot from glaring up into the driver's
eyes. Removing the faceplate will automati-

through when cycling between sourcesnot to mention the fact that it could make
the unwary think they'd turned the power
off when they hadn't.

cally eject the CD, if one is loaded-a nice
touch. I could not get the LED on the front
of the chassis to blink when the panel was
off; it just glowed.

On FM, the Kenwood was marginally

On the other hand, I liked having one

better than my reference Alpine in bringing

single button to cycle through all available
sources (it automatically skips any sources
not in use, such as CD if no disc is loaded),
so I didn't have to remember which source selection button was which. I appreciated
having a separate "AM" button so I didn't
have to cycle through unused FM bands to
jump between AM and FM. I also liked the
inclusion of a muting ("ATT") button on
the faceplate as well as on the remote. And
the position of the "Release" button gave
me no problems.

in clear stations, and on AM it was better
still. Sound quality on FM and CD was almost exactly like my reference, though on
AM the treble was more rolled off.
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All in all, the Kenwood KDC-PS900 gave

me good performance and I had no substantial complaints, but it failed to really
grab my enthusiasm. Maybe I would have
been have been more impressed if I had
tried it with Kenwood's new KCA-R7ST remote, which fits on the steering wheel; alas,
it wasn't available in time.
Ivan Berger

M
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Lansing A-7 "Voice of the Theater" components. His knowledge of Altec systems came

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

PHASE TECHNOLOGY
PC 10.5 SPEAKER

from his involvement in developing Cinemascope stereo technology for movies in
the same time period. United Speaker Sys-

tems has flourished mostly by being an
original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
for other companies, not by selling its own
brand of speakers.
Hecht has been somewhat of an unrecognized pioneer in the audio field because of

his early involvement with loudspeakers
and because of the patents he has received,
including ones for the soft -dome midrange

and tweeter and for a solid -piston flat
woofer and midrange. He works with his
son, Ken, and United is one of the few fam-

ily -owned and -operated speaker companies that have been around for as long as 40
years (maybe the only one).
Phase Technology is United's own brand
of loudspeakers, which have been sold since
1981. The PC 10.5 is the top model in a line

of nine Phase Coherent (PC) hi-fi and
home theater loudspeakers. There are 21
systems sold under Phase Technology's
name.
The "PC" designation of Phase Technol-

ogy's line is due to a number of features
that help "launch a uniform primary wave front over the full operating range" of the

system, according to a company back grounder. These features include methods

to minimize unwanted and uncontrolled
reflections with the use of acoustic foam
around the tweeter, and the use of solid flat piston midrange and woofer drivers.

The PC 10.5 is a tall, floor -standing,
three-way system with a distinctive rounded -corner look. The cabinet is finished on
all exposed sides. When the grille is off, the
flat -faced woofer and midrange are immediately apparent. A large port (4 inches in
diameter and 10 inches deep) is just below
the woofer.

Company officials believe that United has
designed and manufactured more than 90
different types of soft -dome tweeters, 60

Attention is drawn to the tweeter, at the
top of the cabinet, because it is surrounded
by an inch -thick, rectangular piece of foam
that has a circular depression in the center.
The depression forms what appears to be a
short, wide-angle conical horn around the

Bogen, Dynaco (including the acclaimed A-25), Electro-Voice, Fisher (the

types of soft -dome midranges, and 200

tweeter. The foam is said to act not as a

woofer formats for their clients.

waveguide but as an absorber of diffractive

XP -1), IMF, JVC, Kenwood, McIntosh, MCS

United was founded by engineer Bill

(JC Penney), Pioneer, Sony, and Yamaha.
United Speaker Systems has manufactured

Hecht in the mid -'50s to manufacture and
sell an improved corner horn using Altec

United Speaker Systems estimates
they've manufactured more than
three million loudspeakers since
1955. You've never heard of United
Speaker Systems? Try these brands:

complete speaker systems as well as compo-

nents for these companies and others.
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sound energy that "gradually stops sound
waves as they emerge from the driver" and
makes the tweeter "think" it is operating in

free air, according to the PC 10.5 brochure.
Also, the tweeter's acoustic treatment is said
to minimize cabinet and grille -frame dif-

fractions, thereby reducing frequency response anomalies and improving imaging
capabilities.

The flat, solid -piston midrange and
woofer cones are extremely rigid and are
said to avoid the break-up distortions that
traditional cones exhibit. The flat radiating
surfaces of the drivers are said to launch all
frequencies from the same plane, thus min-

imizing phase anomalies and diffraction
from the drivers' edges. The midrange and
bass drivers are solid, flat -fronted cones
molded of Rigid Polymer Foam (RPF). This
foam, which has the lowest stored energy of

own separate sealed enclosure. The very
long -throw woofer, which has a large 38 ounce magnet, is mounted in a vented enclosure and tuned low (to the region of 20
to 30 Hz). All drivers are matched to a tolerance of ±1.0 dB.
The cabinet of the PC 10.5 is well braced.
The sides and rear are constructed of inch -

thick, medium -density fiberboard; the

A RIGID FOAM FILLING
TURNS THE WOOFER AND
MIDRANGE CONES
INTO FLAT -FRONTED,

SOLID PISTONS.

any material that Phase Technology has
tested, is said to contribute to the PC 10.5's
clean, smooth, and undistorted sound.
All drivers of the PC 10.5 are manufactured by Phase Technology. The tweeter is a
soft -dome design, covered by the company's own patent, and the dome is very thin
and of low mass. The midrange, which is

ers are made with push -on clips using 16 gauge, silver-plated, Teflon -coated wire. Input connections are via a pair of gold-plated, five -way binding posts on the bottom of
the cabinet. Large cable, up to 0.2 inch in
diameter (AWG 6 or smaller), is handled by
the posts. A cutout on the cabinet's bottom

rear allows the speaker cable to exit. Biwiring is supported.

Measurements
Measurements of the PC 10.5's on -axis
anechoic frequency response were taken 2

meters from the front of the cabinet, at a
point halfway between the midrange and
tweeter. A voltage of 5.66 V rms was applied
(equivalent to 8 watts into the rated 4 -ohm
impedance) and referred back to a 1 -meter

distance with an input of 2.83 V rms
front baffle is made of very thick, 2 -inch
MDF (it appears to be two inch -thick pan-

(equivalent to 2 watts into 4 ohms). I used a
combination of ground -plane and elevated

els bonded together). The inside of the cabinet is acoustically damped with fiberglass.
The grille, of half -inch -thick MDF, is cov-

free -field measurements to derive the
curves, which are shown in Fig. 1.

material and attaches to the front panel

Without the grille, the on -axis curve is
reasonably flat and fits a tight, 4 -dB window (±2 dB, referenced to 1 kHz) over the

with plastic pegs. The grille is designed to

wide bandwidth from 40 Hz to 20 kHz.

SPECS

enclose the rectangular foam piece surrounding the tweeter so that a seamless,

Type: Three-way, floor -standing,

grille is attached. Threaded inserts on the

This on -axis response meets Phase Tech's
axial response rating except for the approximately third -octave higher bass limit (40
Hz rather than 30 Hz). In a listening room,

vented -box system.
Drivers: 10 -in. piston woofer, 51/4 -in.

bottom of the cabinet allow you to use

the response should easily meet Phase

spikes or feet.

piston midrange, and 1 -in. soft -

The PC 10.5's crossover is constructed

Tech's spec.
Averaged from 250 Hz to 4 kHz, sensitiv-

encapsulated in Kevlar, is mounted in its

dome tweeter.

Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 20
kHz, ±2 dB.

Sensitivity: 89 dB at 1 meter, 2.83 V
rms applied.
Crossover Frequencies: 250 Hz and
2.2 kHz.

Impedance: 4 ohms, nominal.
Minimum Amplifier Power: 50 watts
per channel.
Dimensions: 391/2 in. H x 13 in. W x
113A in. D (100.3 cm x 33 cm x 29.8
cm).
Weight: 100 lbs. (45.4 kg) each.

Price: $2,200 per pair in dark or
black oak, $2,900 per pair in black
lacquer.

Company Address: 6400 Youngerman Circle, Jacksonville, Fla.
32244.
For literature, circle No. 92

ered by an acoustically transparent black

low -diffraction surface is formed when the

point-to-point on three separate boards
mounted behind the woofer. Each board
contains the circuitry for one driver. Separate mounting minimizes electromagnetic

interactions between the sections of the
crossover; in addition, each inductor is
mounted at right angles to its nearest inductive neighbor, to further reduce interac-

tions. In critical areas, polypropylene capacitors are used. All of the nonpolarized
electrolytics are bypassed with polypropylene capacitors of low value.
The crossover contains 36 components:
Five resistors, seven inductors, and 24 capacitors (nine capacitors, not counting paralleled units). Electrically, these parts make
up a fourth -order low-pass for the woofer, a
sixth -order bandpass for the midrange, and

a third -order high-pass for the tweeter
(with impedance compensation). All dri-

vers are connected in positive polarity.
Connections between crossover and speak-
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ity measured 87.1 dB, only 1.9 dB below
Phase Tech's 89 -dB rating. The right and
left speakers matched within a close ±1 dB
from 100 Hz to 20 kHz. The grille causes
moderate response changes; the greatest
change is a 2.5 -dB dip at 2.6 kHz.

Bottom terminals

and an exit
notch help
keep cables
nconspicuous.

Figure 2 shows the phase and

100

group -delay responses, referenced
90

J

to the tweeter's arrival time. The
phase curve is well behaved, with

80

no major anomalies, but decreases
230° between 1 and 20 kHz. The
group -delay curve indicates that

70

60 20
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Fig. 1-One-meter,

on -axis

frequency response.
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Fig. 2-On-axis

phase
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Fig. 3Energy/time
response.
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kHz (not clearly seen in the graph). In general, the vertical off -axis responses are quite
well behaved.
In Fig. 6, the PC 10.5's impedance, note

whether waveshapes will be pre-

the very energetic nature of the curve. A

served in specific frequency ranges
(see page 53 in the April issue). The

PC 10.5's waveform phase indicates that waveshapes will not be

high subsonic peak of 70 ohms occurs at 9
Hz, and a low minimum of 3.1 ohms occurs
at 140 Hz. Above 20 Hz, a maximum impedance of 19 ohms is reached at 33 Hz.

preserved in any frequency range,

Also note the elevated impedance in the

because the values continually

bass range below 50 Hz. The minimum impedance at the 24 -Hz vented -box tuning
frequency is a high 7.9 ohms. Curiously, the

2k

over any frequency band. The system is clearly not phase coherent,
as Phase Technology's literature in-

impedance at this tuning point is more

dicates, assuming that phase co-

I TESTED AT 200 WATTS

herency means accurate waveform
reproduction. Phase Technology is

apparently associating phase coherency with even coverage, low
diffraction, and smooth frequency
response rather than reproduction
of accurate waveforms. It must be
said, however, that studies show
the former qualities have a more
direct effect on how good a loud-

60

speaker sounds.
Figure 3 shows the PC 10.5's energy/time response. The test para-

meters accentuate the response
from 1 to 10 kHz, which includes

the upper crossover region. The

20k

main arrival, at 3 mS, is reasonably

FREQUENCY -Hz

compact but is followed by a response down about 20 dB and de-

Fig. 4-Horizontal off -axis
frequency responses.

layed by about 0.65 mS.

Figure 4 illustrates the horizon-

tal off -axis responses of the PC
10.5; the bold curve at the rear of
°, 10 dB

-90 BELOW
-45
OFF
FRONT Axis_
DEGREES

90 ABOVE

270

2k
FREQUENCY -Hz

Fig. 5-Vertical off -axis
frequency responses.

20k

axis, a dip developed in the response in the

upper crossover region, between 2 and 3

do not stay at or near 0° or 180°

TEF

axis, the curves are very uniform. Below

about 400 µS.
Also shown in Fig. 2 is my new

change as frequency increases and

response, group delay, and
waveform phase.

700 and 800 Hz were an artifact of my using
a ground -plane measurement technique. In
the main listening window, 0° to 15° above

the midrange lags the tweeter by

phase measurement, waveform
phase, which directly indicates

720

rear) is on -axis response. The sharp peak
and dip in the off -axis responses between

the graph is the on -axis response.
The off -axis horizontal responses
are quite uniform, all the way to 20
kHz, although some narrowing is

(NOT MY USUAL 100)
BECAUSE THE PC 10.5

SOUNDED QUITE CLEAN,
EVEN AT THIS LEVEL.

than twice the minimum exhibited at higher frequencies. This means that Phase Tech
could potentially gain some 3 dB of addi-

tional bass by lowering the speaker's impedance in the bass range.
The PC 10.5's max/min impedance variation of about 6.1 to 1 (19 divided by 3.1)
means that cable series resistance should be
limited to a maximum of about 0.043 ohm
to keep cable -drop effects from causing response peaks and dips greater than 0.1 dB.

For a typical run of about 10 feet, you
should use 14 -gauge (or larger diameter),
low -inductance cable.

Figure 7 shows the complex impedance,
plotted over the frequency range from 5 Hz
to 30 kHz. The plot is dominated by a large,

subsonic impedance loop. At higher frequencies, the rest of the system's complex

evident above 12 kHz.
The vertical off -axis curves are

impedance variation occurs much closer to
the origin, in a series of four smaller loops
that are well behaved. A very small loop ex-

shown in Fig. 5; the bold curve in

ists between 400 Hz and 1 kHz, near the

the center of the graph (front to

complex point of 4.8 ohms on the resistive
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THERE'S A REVOLUTION TAKING PLACE
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS

power. The PA450

Advent° Mobile Audio

with Inductive Coupling
Technology (ICT) has

become the talk of the car
audio world. And the sound.
A big, clear sound, in fact. In
speakers so compact they hide
ingeniously behind virtually any
original equipment grille.
Advent Mobile is the only car
audio company in the U.S. with
ICT-a patented technology
which allows us to offer a true
point source driver for great
sound in less space.
Now, four newcomers to
the line add even more excitement: The new

The APX7000 signal processor offers

/2 -band equalization, 5 in the front and
7 in the rear, as well as BBE II sound restoration.

with LED power meters
may be run in 4, 3 or
2 channel modes for the
utmost flexibility. And
for reliability, all Advent
Mobile amps have gold-plated
connectors.
Advent Mobile is fast becoming one of the most popular
I

Inductive Coupling Technology (ICT) enables
Advent Mobile speakers to keep a low profile
inside virtually any vehicle door.

three high performance amplifiers, beautifully streamlined
with metallic gold graphics.
The half -DIN APX7000

has four signal

processors and includes
graphic equalizer, dual
active crossovers, and separate

front and rear equalization. Its
patented BBE II sound restoration system separates the music
frequencies into bands
and compares them to
reference points for a
natural sound with full
harmonic content.
Our top of the line PA450

The unique heat sink design of Advent Mobile
bridgeable amplifiers (PA450 shown here)
hides and protects input and output connectors.

car audio product lines on the
road today. If you didn't realize
that, it's probably because
our "stealth" installations are
tucked away discreetly behind
car doors and inside trunks.

APX7000 Signal Processor with

bridgeable amplifier features

1f you'd like to know more, call

BBE II® sound restoration and

four channels of 50 Watts RMS

1-800-284-7234.

7:41

© 1994 Advent is a registered trademark of International Jensen Inc

/a Is a trademark of Goodmans Londe)

a k rs Limited. In Canada, call SCL Products 604-273-1095 (B.C.) 416-890-0298 (ONT.).

MOBILE AUDIO

Imagine.
A muscular 600 watt amp with the soul of a 9 watt triode.
Current output:

Voltage output:

O
O
O

Presenting the new Sunfire stereo amp by Bob Carver.
It's not a 9 watt triode of course, and we wouldn't want
it to be, but it does share a very important characteristic
with one. It incorporates the current -source (high output
impedance) properties of a triode. This enables you, when
you choose the current -source output connections for
your system, to have a sumptuous high end, together with a
midrange that positively glows.

At the same time, the new Sunfire amp, with its uncanny
tracking downconverter, has the ability to raise goose bumps
with its awesome power. Using 12 herculean International
Rectifier Hexfets, it can drive any load to any rationally
usable current or voltage level.

A choice of outputs.
You can connect most speakers to the voltage -source output,
with its near zero impedance, to experience the powerful
dynamics and tight bass you've always wanted more of.

Or let's say you own electrostatic, planar magnetic or ribbon
speakers, then connecting the higher impedance current -source

output can coax forth a sensuous, delicately detailed musical
voice associated with low powered classic tube amplifiers.

Or if you're able to bi-wire, you may just arrive at the best
possible interface: voltage output to woofer for incredible

bass whack, current output to midrange and treble for the
subtle cues of reality. Your options even indude gold RCA
standard or XLR balanced inputs.

Each choice will reveal the delicate musical soul that complements this amp's astonishing muscle and control. And
each will lead to a multilayered soundstage so deep and
wide and three-dimensional it'll take your breath away.

Performance that's difficult
to believe.
The basis for all this is designer Bob Carver's versatility. He's
worked successfully with both tube and solid state designs, as
the path towards musical truth dictates.

For the new Sunfire, he insisted on an enormous 138 ampere
peak -to -peak output current capability with 600 watts rms
per channel continuously into 4 ohms* and 2400 watts rms
into one ohm on a time -limited basis. Courtesy of 24 massive
Motorola triple -diffused output devices, each capable of
20 amperes without taxing current reserves.

Imagine all that in a single amp. Or better yet, visit a
Sunfire dealer. That's where you'll hear for yourself how
it all comes together.

*F.T.C.: 300 watts continuous per channel, both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.5% THE

Price: $ 2,175.

Sunfire Corporation
from the mind & soul of Bob Carver

Dealer inquires invited. (206) 335-4748 Ask for Bob Carver.
For more information on the Sunfire, and especially the uncanny tracking
downconverter, use the reader service card or write to:
Sunfire Corporation,PO Box 1589, Snohomish, WA 98290

scale and +0.3 ohm on the reactive scale
(it's so small it is not clearly seen in the

ranging from 0.2 to 200 watts

graph!).
A high-level sine -wave sweep revealed a

load). The 200 -watt maximum
power level was chosen because

quite rigid cabinet, except for some minor

the PC 10.5 sounded quite clean,
even at this high level. The second

front- and side -wall activity at and near 210
and 335 Hz. The 10 -inch woofer has an ex-

(28.3 V rms into the rated 4 -ohm

third attains a somewhat lower
6.3%. At full power, higher harmonics are 3.1% fourth, 1.3%

dynamic offset distortion was evident, however. Substantial net outward displacement
of the cone was noted when it was driven at
14 V rms and higher in the ranges of 18 to

fifth, and 1.2% sixth. At 1 meter in

24 Hz and 45 to 90 Hz. The second -harmonic distortion increased significantly
when the cone moved out. Fortunately, bass

Figure 10 shows the A2 (110 Hz) bass harmonic -distortion data
with a 200 -watt power limit. The

second -harmonic distortion is quite be-

predominant distortion is a low

nign, subjectively.

3.3% second and 6.0% third.

The vented cabinet works very well and

cussed in prior reviews, I prefer to identify
the vented -box tuning frequency by using

into the rated 4 -ohm load), be-

Figure 8 shows the 3 -meter room response of the PC 10.5, with both raw and
sixth -octave smoothed data. The speaker
was in the right-hand stereo position and
aimed at the test microphone, which was
placed at ear height (36 inches) at the listener's position on the sofa. The system was
driven with a swept sine -wave signal of 2.83

3 S OHMS

20k

FREQUENCY -Hz

Fig. 6-Impedance.

(not shown) was run at a lower,

cause the midrange failed at higher
power levels. At 50 watts, the distortion rose only to the low levels
of 0.49% second and 0.44% third;
higher harmonics were below the
noise floor of my measuring gear.
In the process of testing at high-

er power levels, I smoked one
midrange at the 200 -watt level and
the other at 100 watts! A pair of replacement midranges worked just
fine up to the 50 -watt level. Phase
Technology told me that although

they have not had any midranges
fail in the field, they are working
on a Ferrofluid-cooled version of

TEF
H

j20
0

1

-j20

.j100
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RESISTANCE - OHMS

Fig. 7-Complex
impedance.
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10k

20k

FREQUENCY -Hz

Fig. 8-Three-meter room
response.

the midrange that can handle

V rms (corresponding to 2 watts into the

higher power.

e 100 -

rated 4 -ohm impedance). The direct sound
and 13 mS of the room's reverberation are
included.
Overall, the averaged curve in Fig. 8 is
well behaved; it's reasonably flat and fits a
fairly tight, 13 -dB window. Above 450 Hz,
the curve fits a tighter window of about 8

The IM distortion (not shown),
created by tones of 440 Hz (A4)
and 41.2 Hz (E1) of equal power
and over the range from 0.1 to 100
watts, rose only to the low level of

z
0

dB. Higher deviations are evident in the

put and output capabilities of the

room -effect range of 100 to 450 Hz.
Figure 9 shows the Ei (41.2 -Hz) bass har-

PC 10.5 are shown in Fig. 11. The
peak input power was calculated by
assuming that the measured peak

monic -distortion data with input power

10k

1k

100

10

Higher harmonics are negligible,
at 0.6% or less. With an input of
200 watts, the PC 10.5 reaches a

50 -watt, power level (14.14 V rms

tion -reduction capability of the vented box.
The PC 10.5's port wind noise was very low
at high power in the bass range.

a.

+ j40

minimum impedance at 24 Hz. As dis-

small -signal criterion. The large -signal
method correlates better with the distor-

8.9 OFIW.

10

dB SPL at 41.2 Hz.

very loud 111 dB SPL at 110 Hz.
The A4 (440 -Hz) distortion data

woofer excursion at high input level rather
than using minimum impedance, which is a

0

free space with a 200 -watt input,
the speaker generates a loud 108

about one-third, comparing port covered to
uncovered. Minimum woofer excursion occurred at 27 Hz, somewhat higher than the

the large -signal criterion of minimum

TEF

to

harmonic reaches 13.8%, while the

tremely long travel capability of about 1
inch, peak to peak, and makes no harsh
sounds when it is overdriven. Significant

reduces the cone excursion at box resonance quite significantly, by a factor of

100

0.9% at full power.
The short-term, peak -power in-
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MAXIMUM POWER, 200 WATTS
%

3rd, 5.3%

4th, 3.1%

O

5th, 1.3%

6th, 12%

0 1.0
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2.0 0.2
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FREQUENCY -Hz

Fig. 9-Harmonic distortion
for Ei (41.2 Az).

200
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100 -

Use and Listening Tests

MAXIMUM POWER 200 WATTS

z
0
CC

My review systems were finished
in black lacquer and were quite gorgeous. Finish and attention to detail

10- 2nd, 3.3 %0 3rd' 6 °%
4th, 0.5% 5th, 0.6%

1.0 200 -

12 dB

T

20 POWER WATTS

2.0 0.2
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Fig. 10-Harmonic
distortion for A, (110 Hz).
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Fig. 11-Maximum peak
input power and sound
output.
voltage was applied across the speaker's rated 4 -ohm impedance. The peak input pow-

er starts high, at about 160 watts at 20 Hz,
rises to 1,000 watts at 32 Hz, falls to about
300 watts at 50 Hz, climbs to a plateau of
about 1,500 watts between 100 and 250 Hz,
and then rises above 5 kW at higher frequencies. After a droop to about 5 kW just
before the upper crossover, the peak input
power ascends to 12.1 kW (a swing of ±220

V into the rated 4 ohms) at 3 kHz and
above! The power reductions at and near
200 Hz and 1.5 kHz were due to my test
amplifier running out of gas into the low
impedance, rather than the PC 10.5 limit-

rock.

these speakers was a chore; I had to
place them on their sides to connect

For my first listening, I selected an incredible new CD of guitar and mandolin
duets of American and bluegrass music
performed with a series of 32 different in-

ciently clever and your cable has a
double -banana plug, it can be inserted blind, by tilting the speaker

over with one hand (it's heavy!)
and reaching under it with the other. Without spikes, the PC 10.5 can
be moved easily by one person, by
rocking it.

struments: Tone Poems: The Sounds of the

Great Vintage Guitars and Mandolins
(Acoustic Disc ACD 10). This minimalist
recording, played by David Grisman and
Tony Rice, is very clean and has a very quiet
background. The PC 10.5s did an excellent

page booklet, is well written. Topics

job re-creating the presence and "you are
there" quality on this disc. The crisp sound
of the strings being plucked was rendered

covered include connections and

very realistically.

The owner's manual, a seven -

cabling, bi-wiring, speaker placement, floor

Full-scale symphonic classical music

spikes, choice of amplifiers, and service.
Phase Technology recommends placing

with pipe organ was re-created very powerfully and cleanly on organist Jean Guillou's
recording of the Saint -Satins Symphony No.
3, "Organ" (Dorian DOR-90200). The or-

THE 10.5'S ROBUST

gan pedals' underpinning in the second

LOW -FREQUENCY OUTPUT

of intermodulation of the higher frequen-

IS AMONG THE BEST

cies by the powerful organ pedals.
The Phase Technology speakers also did
notably well on another Guillou CD, Mussorgsky's very demanding Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian DOR-90117). Here, the PC
10.5s were bested only slightly by the 801s
on the very difficult organ pedal notes. On

OF SPEAKERS I'VE TESTED.

these speakers 6 to 8 feet apart and 3 feet or

more from the side and rear walls. The
company also suggests that you angle the
speakers in, toward your listening position.
Listening was done with gear that includ-

output SPL of the PC 10.5 starts at a healthy
106 dB at 20 Hz, rises rapidly to 118 dB at

latter speakers have a slight tendency to

tom of the cabinet, connecting

ment of the woofer cone was noted at the

With room gain, the maximum peak

ferred the PC 10.5s to the 801s because the

of shiny lacquer. However, because
the input terminals are on the bot-

ing the power! Significant net outward move-

third -octave centers at 20, 25, 50, 63, and 80
Hz, due to dynamic offset distortion.

on highs. On male speaking voice, I pre-

tubbiness in my listening room. The Phase
Technology systems could also be played as
loudly and cleanly as the B & Ws, which
means that they can do justice to program
material that needs to be played loudly for
good effect, such as club dance music and

the input cables. If you are suffi-

120
110

650

in cabinet construction were firstclass. The absence of input terminals on the back contributed to the
good looks of the PC 10.5, as the
sides and rear are a single expanse

sensitivity were similar, although the Phase
Technology systems were a touch brighter

ed Onkyo and Rotel CD players, Krell's
KRC preamp and KSA250 power amp,

movement came off very well, with no hint

the downside, however, this material triggered the Phase Technology woofers' dynamic offset problems (significant outward
displacement of the cones) when the disc
was played loudly.

Straight Wire Maestro cabling, and B &
801 Matrix Series 3 speakers as a reference. I
placed the Phase Technology PC 10.5s 8 feet
apart and well away from the rear and side
walls (my customary locations), and aimed
them toward me.

For more sedate classical material, I selected The Sound of Baroque (Gramophone
RPM CD:MISS1, a promotional CD made
for another loudspeaker manufacturer, the

a low 23 Hz and then increases above 120

Initial listening revealed a system that

quite good, with an even and smooth

dB at about 80 Hz. Its robust low -frequency
output places the PC 10.5 near the top of all
speaker systems I have tested.

competed very well with my B & W 801s.
Bass was just as clean and was nearly as extended and powerful. High/low balance and

32 Hz, falls somewhat at 50 Hz, and then
goes up into the mid -120 -dB range above

500 Hz (with some ups and downs). The
peak output crosses the 110 -dB SPL level at
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Mission Group). The PC 10.5s' reproduction of soundstage and depth of field was
midrange.

On some female vocal material, the PC
10.5s did add some emphasis to sibilants

that was not evident on the 801s. The added

emphasis wasn't detrimental and didn't
add any harshness. The slight high -frequency emphasis was also apparent on other material, such as rock or jazz cymbals.
Reproduction of high -frequency percussive
sounds was very satisfying. Overall, the PC
10.5s were somewhat more forward -sounding than my reference speakers.

It Works Wonders.

EPEPAlb

American
Heart
Association

On third -octave band -limited pink
noise, the PC 10.5 generated some usable
bass output at the 20 -Hz band, generated
much more output at 25 Hz, and was very
strong and clean at 32 Hz. Port wind noise,
although evident, was significantly lower

PHASE TECHNOLOGY HAS
DONE AN EXCELLENT JOB

OF BALANCING PRICE,
PERFORMANCE,

AND GOOD LOOKS.
than what the B & W systems produce at
these frequencies. The Phase Technology's

NT11110
MAX® 1000+ Surge Protector

Line Conditioner.

output at higher bands was quite strong
and clean. Significant outward dynamic offset was evident at the 20-, 25-, 50-, 63-, and
80 -Hz bands at high input levels.

With pink noise, the PC 10.5s did extremely well on the stand-up/sit-down test,
exhibiting very little tonal change when I
stood up. They essentially equaled the excellent performance of the 801s on evenness of vertical coverage. Horizontal coverage was also quite even and was broad in
the higher frequencies. Octave -to -octave

Like its award -winning predecessor, the MAX 1000,

which featured sequential start-up and shut -down, power
sensing cord, AC and coaxial protection, the new MAX
1000+ has all these features and more!

spectral balance on pink noise was quite

New design with recessed line voltage LED indicator

good; I detected minimal tonality. The 801s
were somewhat better in their reproduction
of pink noise, but not by a lot.
Phase Technology has done an excellent

Enhance noise filtration for better picture and better sound
Amplified coax signal and dual output

job in providing a good balance between
performance, appearance, and price. The
PC 10.5s provide a significant portion of
the high -end performance of the B & W
801s but at about one-third to one-half the
price (depending on finish). The bass response is notable for extension and power,
while the mids and highs are of equal caliber. Particularly good are the even vertical
and horizontal coverages. Consider the PC
10.5s seriously for your stereo or home theD. B. Keele, Jr.
ater setup.
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LED dimmer
12 volt trigger
Diagnostic lights
This guarantees that your audio/video system will operate at peak
performance. Plus Panamax offers a Lifetime Product and $5,000,000
Connected Equipment Warranty. See actual warranty for details.

THE SURGE STOPS HFPF

PA NA NIAX®
150 Mitchell Blvd., San Rafael, CA 94903 415-499-3900 USA & CANADA 800-472-5555
CIRCLE NO. 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD

with different sources, including some

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

portable CD players, and they all provided
more than adequate output.

SENNHEISER IS 850
DIGITAL INFRARED
EARPHONE
SYSTEM

The S 850 transmitter can be set on a
shelf, using the supplied metal base. A metal bracket is provided for wall mounting. I
plugged the power supply into a short ex-

tension cord from a switched outlet on an
AM/FM receiver; this allowed me to listen

at a distance and control the total audio
system with the receiver's remote control.
Very nice.

The HDI 850 earphones look a little
strange because of the six compartments
attached to the underside of the headband

and the nacelle on top. The two larger
compartments each hold a single AA battery; the other four contain the D/A con-

verters and amplifiers, a power on/off
switch and LED, a volume control, and a
balance control. The nacelle holds the four

infrared detectors-one for each side, so
control, left ar_d

you don't re-

right phone jac,cs
for normal stereo

ally think about

the tethering ac-

analog line input,

tion of an earphone
cord until you have

a phono jack for
coaxial digital input, a

used wireless ear-

move freely without worrying about tangling a cord, knocking things over, or being
restrained by a usual cord length. This free-

dom of movement is the main reason I

input, and a jack for the exter-

nal plug-in power supply (of the kind
that is sometimes called a "wall wart"),
which provides 12 V d.c. at 1 ampere.
If you use the analog line inputs on the S

850 transmitter, a delta -sigma A/D converter (with 64 -times oversampling) converts the signal to digital. If one of the digi-

found the IS 850 a real joy to use. There are
a number of wireless earphones available,
tal inputs is used, the A/D conversion
but the IS 850 brings a
process is bypassed.
new level of quality to
The digital audio sigthe genre.
nal modulates the inTHE SENNHEISER IS 850
The system consists
frared light, which is
IS THE BEST WIRELESS
of the S 850 transmittransmitted via the S

earphones. The trans-

mitter is housed in a

ions are also attached to the underside of
the Sennheiser's plastic headband; these
cushions proved to be very comfortable.
The sliding metal part of the headband has

Toslink jack for optical

phones for a while. In my evaluation of the Sennheiser IS 850 system,
I learned to appreciate the fact that I could

ter and the HDI 850

that the infrared signal can be picked up no
matter which way you are facing.
Four foam -filled, nylon -covered cush-

EARPHONE SYSTEM
I HAVE EVER HEARD.

850's three columns

of bulbs to the infrared detectors on

molded plastic enclo-

the HDI 850 ear-

sure that measures 7

phones; the received
signal is then changed to an analog audio

inches high, 3'/s inches wide, and 31/2 inches deep. The front of the box has three vertical columns of 12 infrared bulbs each; be-

low are LEDs indicating the input
connection that has been selected by
means of a switch on the box's rear panel.
Also on the rear are an analog input level

signal by D/A converters and passed to amplifiers that drive the dynamic earphone element in each earcup. The D/A converters
can handle digital signals at sampling rates
of 32, 44.1, and 48 kHz. Sensitivity is not
specified, but I checked the IS 850 system
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SPECS
EARPHONES
Transducer Design: Dynamic.
Coupling to the Ear: Circumaural.
Frequency Range: 10 Hz to 22 kHz.
Sensitivity: Not specified; see text.
Maximum Output: 115 dB SPL.

Weight: 11.6 oz. (330 grams) with
two AA batteries.

TRANSMITTER
Transmission Mode: Infrared.

Modulation Mode: Pulse -code
modulation (PCM).
Sampling Frequencies: 32, 44.1, and
48 kHz.
Power Input: 12 V d.c.
Weight: 7 oz. (200 grams).

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Price: $1,295.

Company Address: 6 Vista Dr., Old
Lyme, Conn. 06371.
For literature, circle No. 93

E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
SENNHEISER 1451 850 EARPHONES
20 ARE COSINE PULSE

INPUT

frequency, there were some minor peaks
and dips, with the response extending out
to 17 kHz, where it fell gently to 20 kHz.

comparison, and their comments led to the
following conclusions.

Below 200 Hz, response rolled off smooth-

Mann Brothers' Mann to Mann (dmp CD 500), the cymbals were very smooth on the

ly when there was no seal around the
earcup; with a reasonable seal, the response
should extend to well below 40 Hz.

Figure 1 shows the output versus time
response of the IS 850. The acoustical output is excellent, with no "ringing"; this indicates that the system has excellent phase

On "Willow Weep for Me" from The

Sennheiser system, albeit slightly veiled
compared to their sound on the Stax earphones; nevertheless, the drums had good
attack, the bass was very solid, and the timbre of the tenor sax was very realistic. The
overall sound exhibited an excellent sense
of space around the musicians.
"(Sittin' on) The Dock of the Bay," per-

detents and is attached to the earcup yokes
by plastic retainers.
The yokes swivel horizontally to allow

characteristics, with no high -frequency
time delay. The output pulse also has a
positive polarity for a positive input. Although Sennheiser doesn't indicate that
the IS 850 was designed to achieve a dif-

the earphones to rest properly on your

fuse -field response, my subjective reaction

Sheffield/A2TB Test CD (Sheffield Lab
10045-2-T), has a little bit of history: It

head; the earcups swivel as well. The outer
side of each earcup is covered with nylon
cloth over soft foam to keep out dust. On
the inner side, foam earcushions are cov-

was that this is the case. Response of this
type tends to put sound sources back into a

was intended to be included on a direct -to disc album by Mayorga but had to be omit-

ered with velvet; the elliptical opening is

THE SUPERB QUALITY

15/8 inches horizontally and 25/a inches ver-

OF SHEFFIELD/LEINSDORF

Fig. 1-Cosine-pulse test.

formed by Lincoln Mayorga and Distin-

guished Colleagues on My Disc: The

ted because the kick drum caused the LP
groove excursions to, be too extreme! This
selection has wide separation between the
instruments, with guitars at left and center,
electric piano and drums at center, and sax

tically. Although the cushions didn't completely surround my outer ears (but instead
pressed against my earlobes), they still felt

FULLY APPRECIATED

phone Amplifier and Image Processor (see

very comfortable, and they were deep

OVER 'PHONES LIKE THESE.

January) pulls it all together when the

enough to hold the earphones away from
my ears. I was amazed that the earphones,
with their built-in D/A converters, amplifiers, and batteries, could still feel so light!
For some reason, the earcushions made a
"squeaking" noise when the 'phones were
being adjusted or when they slipped slightly during head movements. This could be

annoying, but I became used to it and
didn't find it to be a major problem.
I tried some experiments to see if the infrared system could maintain a good signal
connection between the S 850 transmitter
and the HDI 850 earphones under difficult

conditions. I was able to walk out of a
room and down a hallway without losing
the signal, as long as the door was open;

CAN ONLY BE

at right. The HeadRoom Supreme Head-

realistic acoustic space when a recording
has been made with this intent. The com-

cross -feed circuit is turned on. The sound
of this track was very similar between the
Stax and Sennheiser earphones, with the

Stax having a slight edge in the sense of

ments by my listening panel tended to verify my reaction.
I compared the Sennheiser IS 850 system
to my reference Stax SR -Omega earphones
and was surprised at how close they were.

space around the instruments. (Incidentally, there are six musical selections on My
Disc, along with 80 other useful tracks. The
test CD comes with an 18 -page booklet describing each track and how to use it. The

As is my usual practice, I also had members of the listening panel make the same

disc is definitely worth having.)
Continued on page 72

EARPHONE EVALUATION
PARAMETER

RATING

COMMENTS

Overall Souod

Very good

"Close to reference," "Good sense of space," and

Bass

"Powerful bass'
"Powerfu:," "Fulland rich," and "More than reference"

this was because there was enough infrared
light reflecting from the door. When I en-

Midrange

Excellent
Very good

tered another room, the signal was interrupted and the system shut down. As long

Treble

Very good

"Smooth and extended," "Delicate highs," and

Low
Low
Low
Fair

good transient detail"
"Very litt.e attenuation of outside sounds"
"Low -frequency outside sounds are easily heard"
"Conversation is easy"
"Some reduction of treble sounds"

as there was either a direct line of sight or a

reasonable amount of reflected infrared

"Smooth and :Lear" and "Good articulation on
voice"

Overall Isolation
Bass

Midrange

energy reaching the earphones, the system

Treble

worked fine.
I measured frequency response of the IS
850 system and found it to be very smooth

Comfort

Very good

"Very light feeling," "Easy to adjust," and "Ear -

Value

Good

pads scueak!"
"Excellent wireless earphones at a high price"

from 200 Hz to 3 kHz. There was a gentle
rise to a minor peak at 4.4 kHz; above this

GENERAL COMMENTS: Excellent reproduction 3f complex sounds. Powerful bass. Good articulation of voices. Very good sense of space with binaural recordings. Good value.
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At its worst, the tube cult pro-

AURICLE

overpriced and overstyled
products of uncertain reliability. Audiophiles and reviewers fall in love
with all kinds of highly colored
components that may or may not be
duces

AUDIO RESEARCH
VT150SE MONO AMP,
LS5 MKII PREAMP,
AND BL2 INTERFACE

musical but that do impose their
own character on every signal that
passes through them. Some of these
components are too underpowered

to properly drive or control most
modern speakers, and other examples are simply outrageously overpriced, vying with cult solid-state
electronics for the title of the most
overpriced items in audio-and
winning hands -down in the unreliability sweepstakes.
At another level entirely, there is

tube gear that offers both outstanding accuracy and superior
musicality, providing a level of

sound quality that has advantages
not yet available from any solid-state
equipment I have auditioned. Noteworthy examples of such tube
equipment are now being made by a
number of firms in the U.S., Europe,
Audio Research is, to
some extent, the "father" of all such
designs. Audio Research kept tubes
alive at a time when they threatened
to disappear from the high end, and
for nearly 30 years, the company has
continued to help define the state of
the art.

This mix of accuracy and musicality is immediately apparent when

he debate over tubes versus
transistors is, in one respect,

At its best, the tube cult intro-

you audition the LS5 MKII, BL2,

duces many audiophiles to the reality that a musical -sounding system

and VT150SE, which make up Au-

amp and preamp combination. The
LS5 MKII is an all -balanced line -

However, the advocates of tubes

can often be far more satisfactory
than one that merely sounds accurate. It is amazing how good some
euphonic tube preamps and amps

sometimes take on the character of a

can be if blended with the right pro-

cult, with some reviewers and au-

gram source and speakers. Such

diophiles seeming to spend as much

electronics may be a bit too warm,
have limited bandwidth, and convey
an exaggerated sense of space, but
with far too many CDs and many
newer LPs, these colorations are an
act of mercy. If you have to make
hard choices between accuracy and
musicality, it is better to err on the

similar to the debate over

T

analog

versus

digital:

It

seems likely to continue as
long as there are audiophiles.

time worshipping the soft, warm
glow of tubes as they do actually listening to them.

Company Address: 5470 Green

Circle Dr., Minnetonka,
Minn. 55343.
For literature, circle No. 94

side of musicality.
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dio Research's latest top -of -the -line

stage tube preamp that retails for
$4,995. The BL2 is a solid-state interface device designed to provide
single -ended inputs and switching
for the LS5 MKII, and it retails for
$1,495. The VT150SE is a 130 -watt
mono tube amp that sells for $7,495
each (or, as the VT150, for $5,995
each, without front -panel assembly u
and bias meters).
The LS5 MKII is truly a purist's
preamp. It accepts only balanced
inputs and has a very simple control "§-

L'o.

THE RAVE OF AUDIO INSIDERS,
NOW AT "INSIDER" PRICING.
"Considering their price and

Yes, the audio industry is raving

fine all-around performance,

about DIGITAL PHASE. And for good

the Digital Phase AP- ls

reason.

would be a good addition to

any audiophile's system."
D.B. Keele, jr.

no reason to wait. Call us today with

your order, or just to find out more.

1-800-554-7325

Thanks to the new, patented

DIGITAL

Acousta-ReedTM technology, DIGITAL

PHASE. The rave of audio

insiders, now at "insider" pricing.

PHASE brings bass depth and definition

AUDIO Magazine

4Digilal Phase'

to a level never before realized.

AC OUMA

"The best performance and
value in the marketplace

tweeter of spun titanium,

today, period."

delivers an uncommon freshness and

Maurice Paulsen
Crown International

1,1

I

1,

,

INr

Thanks to the special one-piece
DIGITAL PHASE

sweetness to high frequencies.
And now, thanks to factory -direct

"After 15 years in the speaker

pricing, DIGITAL PHASE makes true

industry, I've heard about a lot

audiophile -quality sound affordable to

of 'major breakthroughs.'

virtually everyone. The DIGITAL PHASE

Digital Phase is truly

AP.5, for example, is just $449 a pair in

innovative. I cannot imagine a

genuine oak cabinetry.

system more accurate. The
AP -2s are now in my home."
Woody Jackson

This is not a close-out of old
technology. This is a factory -direct offer

on the latest, patented technology. And

Audio Industry Consultant

with our 30 -day return policy, you
simply can't lose. So there's absolutely

17-1
Li Send me info as indicated

Place my order as indicated

Pictured, the
AP -1, one of five
DIGITAL PHASE

systems with patented
Acousta-Reed
technology.

AP.5 bookshelf system, $449/pair 0AP.7, $699/pair AP -1, $999/pair
0 AP -2, $1399/pair El AP -4, $2499/pair EIAP.7CC, $399 each
Name
Street Address

City/State/ZIP

Telephone (
Card No.

CIRCLE NO. 11 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mail to:

DIGITAL

)

OVISA MC AMEX Exp.
Signature

PHASE Insiders 2841 Hickory Valley Rd. Chattanooga, TN 37421

layout: Volume, a choice of five inputs, a
choice of 12 or 30 dB of gain, a tape monitor switch, a muting switch, and an off/on
switch. It is not by any means band -limited: Frequency response is specified at ±0.5

dB from 1 Hz to 200 kHz, with a -3 dB
point at 600 kHz. The distortion specifications rival those of the best solid-state pre -

amps, with less than 0.005% at 2 V rms
and less than 0.003% in the midband at
most listening levels.

The LS5 MKII's circuit has too many
features to describe in detail, but its power
supply uses a large low -noise toroidal
transformer, while its gain stages have 10

dual -triode 6922/E88cc tubes, in a fully
differential circuit that operates in Class A.
Two separate gain paths and a special volume control allow true balanced operation
throughout the circuit.
The BL2 interface, a solid-state unit, allows the audiophile who is still dependent
on program sources having single -ended
outputs to provide inputs to the LS5 MKII
with an optimal impedance and signal-tonoise ratio. The BL2 provides five different
sets of single -ended inputs, a separate input switch for tape, and switching for two
tape recorders and a tape monitor loop.
The VT150SE mono amplifier is beautifully engineered, with excellent sound
quality and spectacular styling. It has relatively high power for a tube amp and excellent specs. Power bandwidth is rated as (-3
dB) 12 Hz to 80 kHz, and clipping power is
said to be around 145 watts at 1 kHz. The
damping factor is approximately 16, slew

Research feels this method of output coupling provides relatively high power output
at four times lower than normal operating

The transparency and resolving power of
the LS5 MKII and VT150SE are particularly striking in the upper octaves. I have long

impedances, and all of the benefits of

since given up on generalizations about

Class -A output with none of the problems
in terms of heat and low power. The tube
complement includes four new high -quality Russian 6550 output tubes. A meter and
switch allow proper biasing of each of the

tubes versus transistors, but both the LS5
MKII and the VT150SE have the kind of
upper midrange and highs that are the goal
of all electronics. The upper treble clearly
extends beyond the range of hearing, and
the LS5 MKII and VT150SE do not have
warm or rolled highs in any respect. Their

output tubes. The output transformer has
conventional 4-, 8-, and 16 -ohm output
taps as well as 1-, 2-, and 4 -ohm taps for
systems that must be operated in the single -ended mode.

I concentrated virtually all of my listening on the LS5 MKII and the VT150SE.
While the BL2 is very clean, it does not
have exactly the same sound character as

AUDITIONING THIS AMP
AND PREAMP MADE ME
RECALIBRATE MY

LISTENING STANDARDS.

sically convincing definition of both the
basic notes of given instruments and their
harmonics. With truly clean recordings,
notes approach the character they have in

performance. The highs seem to
emerge out of space at all listening levels.
The LS5 MKII and VT150SE have exceptional sweetness and air without sacrificing
information or coloring it, and without
softening the natural bite of instruments,
the harshness of string tones, or the hardness of modern instruments. Timbre is unwhile sibilants are as musically natural as
the recording allows, without either a romantic loss of realism or the slight exagger-

ation common in even some of the best

bles with an RCA plug at one end and a

solid-state electronics. I suspect this reproduction may be too realistic for some tube

specially wired XLR plug at the other. This

fans who want their music "sweet" and

may not produce as good an impedance

"romantic" regardless of the recording, but
it is likely to draw considerable praise from
audiophiles who accept music as it really is.

Hum and noise are specified at -98 dB for

ty" is a bit of a misnomer for FM in the

Like the LS5 MKII, the VT150SE has a
fully balanced circuit from input to output.
It uses Audio Research's cross -coupled dri-

Washington, D.C. area. Saving the cost of a
BL2 also goes a long way toward allowing

you to pay for an Audio Research PH2

ver circuitry, and the balanced front-end

phono preamplifier, which has a balanced

circuitry is servo -controlled for precise interstage balance. The tube complement includes two 6550 power -supply regulator
tubes, one 12AX7 regulator amplifier tube,
two 12BH7 servo -controlled direct -coupled cathode follower drivers, one 12BH7
driver, one 12BH7 cross coupler, one 6922

output; balanced inputs and outputs are
also common on semi-professional analog
and digital tape machines.
In fact, I would do everything I could to

minimize any coloration of the sound
quality of the LS5 MKII and VT150SE. The

issue is not one of tubes versus transistors
but rather that the LS5 MKII and VT150SE

screen grids driven by a separate multi -filar

have almost identical sound quality, and
both are extraordinarily transparent and
musical. The fewer things in the signal

winding in the output transformer. Audio

path, the better!

partial (50%) cathode coupling, with the

equally remarkable ability to provide a mu-

usually accurate for all types of voices,
the LS5 MKII and VT150SE, and it introduces a slight dryness and lack of warmth
if you place it in the same signal path with
tube units. Unless you have a very complex
system, you may wish to consider using ca-

an input of 0.5 V.

as an input amplifier, and another as a
feedback coupler. The output stage uses

inition. They have remarkable freedom
from electronic haze and artifacts and an

live

match and S/N ratio, but I did not find this
to be much of a sacrifice with phono pre amps or FM tuners-although "high fideli-

rate is 17 V/µS, and rise -time is 2.0 µS.

upper octaves have excellent harmonic def-

The lower midrange and upper bass of
the LS5 MKII and VT150SE are a somewhat different story. They are slightly
warmer than in most of today's solid-state
electronics, although less warm than in a
number of competing tube units. This timbre complements most modern recordings
but may be just slightly warmer than accuracy permits. The VT150SE has a bit less
definition and detail in the upper bass than
some of the best solid-state amplifiers, although it does not have their slight leanness nor their apparent loss of lower
midrange dynamics. These trade-offs make
the lower midrange and upper bass an area

where you will have to make your own
choice as to which sound characteristics are

most accurate, but it is certainly an area
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where the LS5 MKII and VT150SE sound
different from most of their competition.
The mid and deep bass of the LS5 MKII

and VT150SE are very good, but it may
take considerable fiddling to find out how
good, in the case of the VT150SE. The LS5
MKII always has fine deep bass, trading
just a slight loss of definition for richness
and dynamics. The mid and deep bass are
an area, however, where the amp seems to
interact significantly with certain speakers
and where considerable experimentation
may be needed to find the best tap on the
output transformer. While it's best to begin
with the tap that matches a speaker's nom-

even if this means hearing the occasional
cough, chair movement, or performance
error. Even at a time when most quality
high -end equipment does a good to very
good job of reproducing these aspects of
the soundstage, the Audio Research amp
and preamp give a special feeling of being
there, with only a slight rearward movement of the apparent listening position.
Both the LS5 MKII and VT150SE have
an exceptional ability to resolve small

changes in loudness levels and sudden

menting with a range of output trans-

changes in musical dynamics. Regardless of
whether the music is solo piano or full orchestra, or whether one is listening to the
loudest or softest passages, the LS5 MKII
and VT150SE are extremely fast and de-

former taps to find the best sound with a

tailed. When it comes to sheer musical

given speaker.
Regardless of the tap you choose, you are

power, however, the VT150SE is not quite
as dynamic or natural as some of the best
high -power solid-state amplifiers. It simply
does not swing the same amount of power,
although this will be far less apparent with

inal impedance, I'd recommend experi-

not going to get the bass extension, sheer
power, or control out of the VT150SE that
you get from the very best transistor ampli-

fiers. The VT150SE's deep bass is much
better than that of many other tube amps,
but there is a bit of bloom and looseness.
The VT150SE does not seem to have quite

the same ability to control a woofer or a
subwoofer as do the best transistor amps,
although this varies by speaker. The
VT150SE brought the woofer of the Thiel
CS5 to life but was less successful with the
woofer of the B & W 801 Matrix Series 3. If
you are a true bass freak, you should listen

carefully to the mid and deep bass of the

efficient speakers.

Neither of my sons has ever been exposed to the debate about tubes and transistors, and both have grown up listening
to so much high -end equipment that they
rarely remark about the sound of any new
unit unless I make a point of asking. Without any questions on my part, both sons
independently praised the LS5 MKII and
VT150SE as providing some of the best
sound they had ever heard, and both spent
considerable time listening to their favorite
music when I was auditioning the Audio
Research system with the B & W 801s, the

FREE
Stereo
Catalog
Convenient shopping - over 100
full -color pages covering hundreds
of the latest stereos for your home
and car, plus video and telephones

3uality you can count on - Sony,
Kenwood, Pioneer, JVC, Carver,
Polk, Advent, Infinity, Bose, NHT,
Panasonic, Mitsubishi, and more

-

are never worse than euphonic and are

The Audio Research LS5 MKII and

scarcely serious enough to offset its numerous strengths.

VT150SE drew equal praise from other lis-

The information you need
including product descriptions,
consumer tips, specifications, and
our exclusive comparison charts
Call for your free copy! You'll be
glad you did

VT150SE is truly state of the art. Reviewers
sometimes praise electronics that exagger-

teners, including several musicians and a
number of non -audiophile friends who
normally regard my "audiophilitis" as a financially dangerous eccentricity. I have

Call Now!

ate depth or add it to every recording. In

found over the years that this kind of spon-

contrast, the LS5 MKII and VT150SE only
convey depth and the feeling of actually being in a hall when this is on the recording.

taneous praise is the best validation a re-

VT150SE with your specific speaker to see
how well they interact-advice that is valid
for all amplifiers. If you simply love music,
the VT150SE's limitations in the deep bass

The soundstage of the LS5 MKII and

They do not glamorize complex studio
mixes or close-miked recordings. The LS5
MKII and VT150SE do an excellent job of
imaging, providing a feeling of natural location and size from both left to right and
front to back. They are superb electronics
for audiophiles who like live recordings,

Thiel CS5s, and the ribbon portion of
Apogee Studio Grands.

viewer can get of his own judgments, and I

feel the LS5 MKII and VT150SE earned
every bit of praise they received. It was
hard to let them go, and auditioning them
has made me recalibrate my listening stan-

dards for all preamps and amps, whether

1-800-955-9009
8 a.m. to Midnight (eastern time), 7 days a week

or mail this coupon

Naze

Address

Apt #

City

transistor or tube. The Audio Research LS5

MKII and VT150SE are superb pieces of
gear.

Anthony H. Cordesman
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State

CRUTCHFIELD
U Crutchfield Park. Dept. AU. Charlottesville. VA 229066
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LISTENING

"No, you didn't. But anyway, you may be

WITH SAM

interested to hear that Mike is out with a

new stereo amp called the Quicksilver
GLA." Whereupon I told Lars, as I am now

QUICKSILVER
GLA AMPLIFIER

telling you, about the new GLA, which

stands for Great Little Amp. It's a 40watt/channel stereo tube amp retailing for
$1,195 in its basic configuration.
What's the big deal, you say? Well, in case

you haven't looked lately, certain wellknown manufacturers of high -end tube
gear have taken the prices of their entrylevel tube amps to $3,000 and above. Tubes
for the rich, transistors for the poor.

Tube amps for under $2k are hard to
find. Now here is Quicksilver with an amp
that retails for closer to $1k. Remarkably,
Sanders is able to produce this amp without
abandoning his design principles. No print-

ed circuit boards-"bad for sound," he
says, especially in an amplifier (less bad in a
preamp). Each amp is all hard -wired, point

to point. What's more, the GLA, like all
Quicksilver amps, is all tube. "I don't put
transistors in my amplifiers, even in my
power supplies. Transistors always affect the
sound," Sanders told me.
The aim of the GLA is clearly to bring the
tube amp sound to more people by making
such an amp available for less money. The
question is, how well has Mike Sanders succeeded here?

To find out, I bought a GLA. I had no
here are a lot of good amps retailing
for between $1,000 and $1,500-solid-state amps from such makers as
Adcom, Aragon, B & K, and Para sound, all offering excellent performance and value for money.
Tube amps are another matter altogether.
But leave it to Mike Sanders, president of
Quicksilver Audio, to carve himself a niche
in the marketplace.

T

He did it a dozen years ago with the
Quicksilver 8417 monoblocks, which retailed at the time for just under $1,000 a
pair. (The "8417" refers to the Philips output tube of the same name.) As soon as I
saw and heard a pair of the 8417s, I bought
them. My friend Lars, who also likes a bargain, did so too.
"I remember those amps very well," Lars
reminisced. "They were little yewels."
"Yewels? For Christmas or something?"
There was a long pause.
"I'll bet Yene Pitts is not going to let you

yest in the pages of Audio. It's a serious
magazine," said Lars. "Anyway, that
Sanders guy knows what he's doing. Those
were very fine amps."
"They still are, Lars. You made a mistake
selling them. All these years you've been
ugrading your equipment, and you might

choice. Mike doesn't send out review samples-or even press releases, for that matter.
(This may be one way he keeps his prices
down.) While other manufacturers may fall

over themselves to send products to Sea
Cliff and Santa Fe, Mike just sits there in
Reno, Nevada and says, "If you want to try
one, buy one."

As it happened, my daughter wanted a

QUICKSILVER'S AIM IS

tube amplifier to drive her Epos ES11

TO BRING THE TUBE AMP

speakers. "Has to be tubes, Dad," she said.
"Tubes? Why not solid-state?"

SOUND TO MORE PEOPLE,

BY MAKING IT

"Tubes sound better, Dad. You said so

MORE AFFORDABLE.

yourself."
"Do you believe everything I say? Some-

have done better to keep what you had

times, child, solid-state sounds better. Depends on the amp. Depends on the speakers. Solid-state gives you more power for

when you started."
"Yes, sometimes I feel like I'm on a
threadmill."
"Treadmill."
"That's what I said."
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less money and better bass control of the

weighs a hefty 42 pounds. Most of the

send you a new tube that matches the re-

woofer cones. Solid-state requires less

weight comes from the transformers.
Inside, the amp is entirely hard -wired. As

maining three.

I mentioned, Sanders feels that point-to-

birthday, but when it arrived, I used it first.
I tried it in my main system with my Quad

maintenance-no tubes to replace.
"Solid-state amps run cool; output tubes
run hot. And some of the best solid-state
amps rival tube amplifiers in their harmonic richness and timbral beauty."
"You can save all that stuff, Dad. I want to
turn out the lights and watch the tubes light

up. The music sounds more alive with
tubes, voices especially. Tubes sound sweet-

er, richer, fuller; there's more body and
more bloom. My Epos ES1 I speakers sound

particularly good with tubes; you said so
yourself. Besides, my brother has tubes.
Should I be fobbed off with solid-state just
because I'm female?"

I don't know if many young women are
buying tube amps; I tend to doubt it, since
women generally seem to feel themselves
excluded from high -end hi-fi. But based on
what dealers tell me, many young men in

point wiring sounds better than a p.c.
board. There's another benefit, too. With
point-to-point wiring, you can always get
the amp fixed. What you get for your $1,195

is a classic, hand -built tube amplifier that
could, with periodic tube replacements and
maintenance, last a lifetime.
If someday you decide to upgrade to a
bigger amplifier, you might want to keep
the GLA as a backup or for use in a second
system. Or you could pass it on to your kid.
As Lars would say, a classic tube amplifier
like this becomes a "hairloom."
Sanders has priced the GLA a la carte;
$1,195 is the base price. For that amount,

ONCE THE GLA WARMED
UP, STRING TONES WERE

state. When they see and hear tubes, something happens. Maybe it's the sound, but I

VOICES HAD THAT

SEDUCTIVELY SWEET;

QUALITY OF ALIVENESS.

And the lore.

Tubes are traditional. Output tubes,
selves. They're timeless. They're as close as
you're going to get to permanent in today's

you get the amp with four Chinese EL34
output tubes. If you want Chinese KT88
output tubes instead of EL34s, the base

hi-fi world. A tube amplifier won't seem

price is $1,250. If you want a pair of chrome

obsolete in another two, three, or five

covers for the output transformers, add

years-it is already obsolete (according to

$32. I recommend that you do, as the covers
help dress up the appearance of the amp. A
cage, also recommended, costs another $48.

especially, are beautiful objects in them-

some people).
Paradoxically, all the changes in technology, especially digital, seem to have driven

some audio enthusiasts back to tubes-as if
to recapture a sound from the past, a sound
that is thought to be richer, fuller, warmer,
more mellow.
Am I making this up? Few people would
deny that tubes have taken off in the decade
following the introduction of the Compact
Disc. The problem is, most tube gear is expensive. This is especially true of amplifiers;
the prices have tended to put tube gear out
of reach.

"I'd like a tube amp, but I can't afford
one," said a musician friend the other day.
With the Quicksilver GLA, he can.
There's value for money. "Little" may de-

ESL 63 USA monitor speakers, a system
where I usually use the Quicksilver M135
monoblocks. It was fascinating to compare
the amps: Quicksilver's least expensive with

Quicksilver's most. (The M135s retail for
$6,500 a pair.)

Remarkably, the GLA did a respectable
job of driving the Quads. Even Sanders was
mildly surprised at this. The M135s put out
at least 135 watts/channel into 8 ohms (depending on the output tube you use). They
are massively built amplifiers with very big
power supplies.
With the GLA on the Quads, the sound -

stage shrunk at higher volume levels-

their 20s and 30s are hot to have tubes.
These people grew up listening to solid-

think it's something more. It's the look.

I did order a GLA for my daughter's

The cage covers the output tubes, protecting both them and you.
The amplifier is self -biasing; it adjusts itself. Current from the cathode of the output
tubes flows through a biasing cathode resistor, which sets the bias voltage for the output tubes. If the amp is overdriven, the re-

sistor will tend to reduce the bias current
and thus protect the tube. The disadvantage
of self -biasing, as Sanders explains, is that

you can't get the maximum power out of
the output tubes.
"I knew this was an entry-level amplifier,
so I wanted to make it as easy to use as possible," says Mike. He supplies four matched

output tubes and emphasizes the need to

scribe the GLA's rated power output (40
watts/channel into 8 ohms with the stan-

used mai ched tube sets. If a tube goes

dard EL34 output tubes), but the amp

number off the tube box, and he will then

down, you can call Mike, read him the code
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that's what typically happens with less power. Music tended to compress more readily

during loud and complex passages. Also,
noticeable distortion set in at a lower level
of loudness than it did with the M135snot severe distortion, mind you, but a slight
edge to the sound and a perceptible loss in
clarity. (Keep in mind that a pair of mono
M 135s costs nearly 51/2 times the price of
the stereo GLA.)

What surprised me was this: At lower
volume levels, and especially with chamber
music or small -group jazz, the GLA and the
M135s sounded nearly identical. I heard the
same sweetness of tone, the same ravishing

truth of timbre. I think I heard slightly
more low-level detail with the M135s, but
so long as I didn't crank up the volume, the
GLA came amazingly close, so close that it
was hard to tell which amp was playing!

Once the GLA was warmed up (which
takes about a half hour), string tones were
seductively sweet. Voices had that quality of
aliveness, that palpable presence, if you will,
which tube amps typically achieve so well.
Good jazz recordings, too, came alive with a
presence that just seems typical of tubes.

Another pleasant surprise was the bass.
You might not normally expect killer bass

from a tube amplifier, especially from a
stereo tube amp rated at 40 watts/channel.
With my Quads, solid-state amps-and the
M135s, for that matter-produced tighter,
more extended, more powerful bass. But
there was nothing excessively weak or flabby about the GLA's downstairs department.

Until I pushed the volume levels, the bass
remained reasonably tight, taut, and tuneful. There was no irritation factor.
I had several other tube amps on hand.
Although some of these amplifiers sounded, superficially, more detailed and/or more
dynamic than the GLA, they tended to put
me slightly on edge. Possibly because this is
an all -tube design, with no transistors (not

ers a more refined sound-to the point

SENNHEISER, continued from page 65

where they sounded more like a $2,000 pair
of speakers instead of an $895 pair.
What the Epos ES1 Is have, remarkably, is

sort on La Rocque 'n' Roll (Dorian DOR

great articulation of detail and freedom
from coloration. They're detailed; they're
quick; they never make a muddle of the
music. And they'll play quite happily on 40

even in the power supply), the GLA has a

watts/channel. One of the most amusing
things I noticed is how my daughter's lis-

laid-back, relaxed listening quality that

tening tastes started to change once she got

helps prevent listening fatigue.

the GLA on the Epos speakers. Classical
discs started disappearing from my collec-

I also had the opportunity to use the
GLA with the Thiel CS1.5 speakers, which

are recommended with amplifiers of 50
watts/channel or more. But what the heck,
40 watts is pretty close. I figured I would
give it a shot.

The Thiels, because of their size, are not
capable of filling a large room with music at
very loud levels. But in smaller rooms, the
CS1.5s really come into their own. Surprisingly, they have superb bass definition and

extension; they go much lower than you

THE GLA HAS

A LAID-BACK,
RELAXED QUALITY
THAT HELPS PREVENT

LISTENING FATIGUE.

might think. The GLA was a perfect match,
with as much power as the Thiels could use.

The high resolution of the amp matched
the high resolution of the speaker.

tion and finding their way to hers.
Since I had a matched set of KT88 output
tubes on hand, of a type similar to the ones
that Sanders can supply on request, I decided to give them a try. With the KT88s, the
GLA sounded a shade more dynamic. Bass
was tighter and subjectively more extended.

The amp packed more punch. The treble
had a very smooth and grainless quality,
just as it did with the stock EL34s. But I did
notice a touch of upper midrange glare; the
sound was more brightly lit.
Which might you prefer? If your budget

allows, you might order a set of KT88s. I
personally prefer the amp with the EL34s,
as the sound is slightly less insistent (I hesitate to use the term "aggressive"). Keep in
mind that you can't mix EL34s and KT88s;
choose one set of output tubes or the other.
(You can also use 6550 output tubes. Again,
match, don't mix.)
Incidentally, when ordering replacement

output tubes, you should order a matched
set. That way, all four tubes will each draw

"J'ai vu le loup," by the Baltimore Con90177), is a good test for acoustic space and
voice articulation, as it features ancient in-

struments and a female voice. The IS 850
system reproduced the overall sound in a
clear and precise manner, with only a slight
sense of moderation in the highs compared

to the Stax reference 'phones. (The CD
comes with a very complete 24 -page booklet, and if you have an interest in early music, you should check out this disc.) I also
had the panel members listen to "Introduc-

tion and Afternoon" from Manuel de Falla's The Three -Cornered Hat, performed by

Enrique Jorda and the London Symphony
Orchestra (Everest/Vanguard Classics EVC

9000). With the Sennheiser system, castanets were clear, voices were articulate,
percussion sparkled, and transients were
detailed and precise. (The recording was
engineered by Bert Whyte; this and other
Everest reissues were reviewed by John Eargle in the February "Currents.")
In Act I of Prokofiev's Romeo and Juliet,
performed by the Los Angeles Philharmon-

ic under the baton of Erich Leinsdorf on
The Sheffield/Leinsdorf Sessions, Vol. 1
(Sheffield Lab 10043-2-G), the IS 850 system caused the woodwinds to sound slightly "darker" compared with the Stax, a very

subtle difference mentioned by only one
panel member. At 8:09 of track 1, the bass

drum sounded fuller and more powerful
with the IS 850, probably due to the earphones' overall balance, which tends to fa-

more or less the same bias current. The
tubes will last longer, and the amp will

vor the bass. However, the bass drum

you can. The Thiel CS1.5s, at $1,990 a pair,
resolve detail in a way that few other speakers can at this price point. You could probably put together a killer system for around
$5,000 by adding a well-chosen line stage
and CD player.
When I finally presented the Quicksilver
GLA to my daughter, I hooked it up to her

sound better.
If you're looking for an amplifier in the
$1,000 to $1,500 price range, give the GLA a
listen. You now have an alternative to solidstate. Is 40 watts/channel enough for you?

listened, I became convinced that the superb quality of this recording can really
only be fully appreciated when it is heard

Epos ES11 speakers. It was obvious right
from the start that the combination of am-

ers and a small to medium size listening

vanced digital and infrared technology. The
sound is very good even when compared to

room, the GLA may be a Great Little Amp

plifier and speaker was going to work.
The Epos speakers can sound a little lack-

my reference Stax earphones. I wonder if

for you.
What you gain, in exchange for a sacrifice
in power, is the harmonic beauty of tubes, a

Sennheiser's price may be a little steep; then

Catch this amp/speaker combination if

ing in warmth and just a bit bright on top.
The GLA cured this, adding that tube touch
of richness and warmth in the upper bass
and a sweet quality in the upper midrange
and treble. The GLA helped give the speak-

Maybe you can arrange to take home the
dealer's demo amp for a weekend and decide. If you have reasonably efficient speak-

sounded slightly deeper with the Stax. As I

over excellent earphones like the Stax SR Omegas or the Sennheiser IS 850 system.
Sennheiser's system is certainly an engi-

neering tour de force, incorporating ad-

hand -built product, and an amplifier that
could last you a lifetime. I don't know of
anything else quite like Quicksilver's GLA

again, the Stax 'phones are even more expensive. If you are looking for a quality
wireless earphone system, I don't think you
can find anything better than the Sennheiser IS 850, the best wireless system I have

at the price.

ever heard.

Sam Tellig
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screen becomes a fully annotated

GOLD LINE DSP-30
PORTABLE
REAL-TIME ANALYZER

spectrum analyzer, with all its features easily accessible through key-

board commands; this makes the
DSP-30 much easier to master. The

display on the ccmputer screen
shows the DSP-30's entire 85 -dB
measurement range, as compared to
the scrollable 45 -dB window on the
analyzer's own LED display. I was
able to capture and store spectrum

displays and print them on a lowcost Canon BJ200 BubbleJet printer.

All my tests were done with this
combination of equipment.
The DSP-30 truly shines as a digital signal processor when it is used

with a computer; it also becomes
clearer how Gold Line has designed
the DSP-30 so that its versatility can

be expanded through adding options. Besides the OFT CVO, there is
a parallel port, the OPT PRT ($250),

that allows direct output to a printer; I didn't need this because I used
the parallel port on the TI computer. Another option, the OPT NVM
($125), adds 30 nonvolatile memories that can store measurement information even when you turn the
DSP-30 off. (If you use a portable
computer, you can store measurements on your hard disk or floppies,
so the six active memories that come
with the standard DSP-30 should be
must admit that, at first, I was

offers such a large number of fea-

intimidated by Gold Line's DSP30 portable digital third -octave
real-time analyzer. Although it is

tures for making electrical and
acoustical measurements that I

portable spectrum analyzer

to master them all. The well -written
17 -page manual was a great help in
overcoming my trepidation.
What's more, the unit I tested had
the optional OPT CVO ($375),

RT, reverberation -time measurements; the OPT STA ($250), for

which includes an RS-

port and a

($250), for testing total harmonic
distortion. The Gold Line PN3A

computer video interface

generator ($139.95) can provide the

with the necessary soft-

signals required by the OPT STA

ware. I installed the soft-

plus pink noise and RT60 noise

ware on a Texas Instruments TravelMate 4000
WinDX2 portable com-

bursts for reverberation testing. And
Gold Line says they are working on
other options to further expand the
DSP-30's capabilities.
The DSP-30 can be used right out
of the box to make acoustical measurements, because it comes with a

a

measuring only 81/2 x 9 x 21/4
inches, it really is more like the main
digital engine of an expandable

measurement system. The DSP-30
ith the DSP-30
hooked to a
portable PC,
the display on
the computer
screen shows
an expanded
measurement
range.
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sufficient for the add and subtract
functions that they provide.) More
specialized options include the OPT
RT60 ($315), which allows standard

loudspeaker timing analysis in conjunction with the OPT RT60 and a
test -signal source, and the OPT DAS

SPECS
Microphone Input: 600 ohms,
balanced; XLR three -pin connector
with 12-V d.c. phantom power for
electret condenser microphone.
Measurement Range: Mike input, 27 to

buttons on the flat surface of the DSP-30's

front panel or your computer's function
keys. When a 1/4 -inch phone plug is connected with the line input jack, the line input takes precedence over the mike input.

This line input has an impedance of 10
kilohms and a rated range of -88 to +14

125 dB SPL with supplied MK -8A

dBm (although it should be rated as dBv,
not dBm, because the impedance isn't 600

microphone; to 160 dB SPL with

ohms). The 0 -dB reference is 0.775 V rms,

optional MK -160 microphone and
internal modification; line input, -88

which means that the maximum input of

to +14 dBm.

Line Input: 10 kilohms, unbalanced;

0

3

+14 dBv would be 3.88 V rms.
Because the DSP-30 can be set to record

CD

-0

level differences as small as 0.25 dB, you

1/4 -inch phone jack.

Display Range: 85 dB in 45 -dB LED
display window, with scrolling.
Display Bands: 30 frequency bands on
ISO centers; 10 LEDs per band.
Display Resolution: 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4,
or 5 dB per division.

Display Response: Average or peak,

C

11

CI

1 RECOMMEND

--

THE GOLD LINE DSP-30

0

TO ANYONE SERIOUS
ABOUT GREAT SOUND.

0
2

with simultaneous peak -hold mode.
Display Weighting: Flat, A, or C.

Filter Types: Filter II, ANSI Class III;

can measure the frequency response of

filter I, sharper than ANSI Class III.

amplifiers, preamplifiers, audio cassette
recorders, and CD players. Besides testing
some cassette recorders, I was able to cap-

Memories: Six active; expandable to
include 30 nonvolatile memories with
OPT NVM.
Power Required: 12 V d.c., from eight
AA batteries or supplied external a.c.
adaptor.
Price: $1,500.
Company Address: P.O. Box 500, West
Redding, Conn. 06896.
F2L literature, circle No. 96

low -impedance, balanced, electret condenser microphone (the MK -8A) that
plugs into a top -mounted XLR jack. The
mike can measure very soft sounds, down
to 27 dB SPL, and extremely loud sounds,

to 125 dB SPL; it gets its power directly
from the DSP-30's 12-V phantom supply.
With the optional MK -160 mike ($229.95)

and some modification, the DSP-30 can
measure SPLs as high as 160 dB!

The DSP-30 has an automatic scaling
feature that adjusts the measurement window; as soon as you turn on the unit, you
will be measuring the average SPL in the
"Real -Time Analyzer" mode with 5dB/step scaling, a zero reference of 100 dB
SPL, and flat weighting. You can change

any of these parameters, including auto
scaling, by using either the touch -sensitive

-

0
In.

ture the spectrum of music on CDs and

tc°

FM radio stations.
The DSP-30 has selectable filter band-

"2 73

width. Filter "II," which Gold Line compares to triple -tuned filters, is designed to
have ANSI Class III characteristics; my
measurements showed that its adjacent

c

:19%

bands were down 20 dB, which is very

0

good. Using the sharper, filter "I" setting, I
obtained measurements of adjacent -band

responses that were down 30 dB in the
100 -Hz band, down 40 dB at 1 kHz, and
down 45 dB at 10 kHz; this is excellent resolution for testing notch filters, acoustical

standing waves, and so forth. If I were an
audio dealer or a home theater installer, I
would definitely want to have a DSP-30.
Serious audiophiles and clubs should also
consider the DSP-30 because it can be used
to test each component of an audio system
as well as the acoustical response of the
loudspeakers in a listening room. If you
change the location of your loudspeakers
or outright replace them, the DSP-30 can
help you optimize the sound.
I recommend this Gold Line analyzer to
anyone who is serious about achieving and
maintaining great sound. Edward M. Long

11
0_
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down exalted offers from royalty
when the pay wasn't right.
All of which does not in the least
denigrate Palestrina's ability, nor his

voluminous production! He wrote
hundreds of works for sacred occasions, a few madrigals on the side 140 or so-and by present knowledge 104 authenticated Masses, each

a major, long work, like the one on
this CD. (When, years ago, I went to
the New York Public Library to pick
Palestrina for my chorus, I found 80
Masses, a huge, dizzying pile of fat
volumes. I left with just one.) Also,
there are some 250 short motets for
specific church events (of which I

-zc

have conducted five or six, more
than most directors!).

What is really astonishing is the

1t -

unfailing quality of all this enormous

output of music-the sublime
Palestrina sound. One piece is just as

serenely appropriate for its text as
another. Not a potboiler anywhere.
That is true musical artisanship on

ts''
oo

the genius level.
Thank the Lord, this present Mass, "cf,

then, is not one of the "standard"

Tchaikovsky & Arensky:
'Piano 'Trios
Yemin Bronfman,
Cho-Liang
Lin, violin; Gary Hoffman, cello
SONY CLASSICAL SK53269
CD; 76:13

Palestrina: Missa 0 Sacrum
Convivium
Christ Church Cathedral Choir, Oxford,
Stephen Darlington
NIMBUS NI 5394, CD; 57:57

Stephen Darlington took on
this venerable choir quite recently, succeeding an unbroken line of directors back to
one John Taverner in 1526, a
generation before Elizabeth I
became queen. Only a few years ago,
I heard the choir sing another Palestrina mass in situ, with a different director. Some changes!
When the English want authenticity, they get it. The present choir has

exactly the same complement of

singers as Taverner's did in 1526: 16

boys and 12 men, unaccompanied.
My performance went much more
slowly than this, if beautifully sustained-a holdover from the habits
of the 19th century. Darlington has
speeded the music up to a degree
that still is entirely reasonable for a
large reverberant church, much like
the space for which Palestrina composed the music. This, as you may
guess, reflects a new and more perceptive attitude: Palestrina is taken
down from his saintly pedestal and
restored to a proper artisanship. A

espite his exp_icit dislike for
the classic piano -trio form,
Tchaikovsky produced an as-

tonishing work when he finally tackled it: An "elegiac" curtain raiser, followed by a soul -scouring set
of variations that hint at Beethoven's
Op. 111 as a possible model. The

Arensky trio,
though his bestknown work and
a welcome com-

panion to the
Tchaikovsky, is less imposing. The
poise and expertise of the three performers are beyond question. The

sonic perspective is -hat of a topnotch studio recording-which is to

very worldly genius indeed was he, a

say that I miss the ring of a more re-

canny salesman, businessman, and
publicist in his own interest. This

fulgent acoustic spa e. Not a big
winner, but certainly a fine job

was a composer who could turn

nonetheless.
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works, sung by choir after choir merely because everyone else sings it. The "standards"
are lovely too, but why not something different? Or at least not so standard. You have it
from Nimbus, right here. Your ears will hear

First, what does it sound like? Starts off
with "Idle Chatter," a vast mix made of one
woman's voice (the composer's wife's) multiplied into dozens-

maybe hundreds-com-

beat and harmonies. Some of these are vaguely jazz -like but less interesting; in fact, for this

what I describe: A splendid, beautifully

kr4MAREMts:pirral plete with a fixed beat, so

jaundiced ear, not interesting at all. At the

7,- - you can tap your foot to

prospect of "Memory Pages," the last 13 minutes of the recording, I quailed and quit. I find
very little musical originality in this stuff, in
spite of the engineering.
Engineering! All the very, very latest, and all
in the best of good humor, 1985 to 1993. "Idle
Chatter," the oldest, was done on an IBM 3081
mainframe; then came a DEC MicroVaxII, using Linear Predictive Coding, granular synthesis, and a variety of stochastic mixing techniques. Finally, a NeXT computer and Cmix,
only a year or so ago. Everything is digital, of
course.

Viti. LIMY

recorded disc. Nimbus has matured from its

.744

!'

somewhat irregular beginnings.
Edward Tatnall Canby

it. This goes on for almost

10 minutes, by which
time my foot was tired.

Lansky: More Than Idle Chatter

Tien we go on to number two, "Word Color,"

BRIDGE BCD 9050, CD; 59:00

a slow piece that takes nearly 13 minutes.

Is it classical, or isn't it? My solemn conclusion is that at least it is real contemporary.

Then comes "just_more_idle_chatter," some
eight minutes plus, and, after "The Lesson,"
"Notjustmoreidlechatter." No, not a misprint:

Discover Boxless Theater!

There are nospacesinthetitle. The man is a humorist. Each piece brings in more instrumen-

tal colors and more shades of pop, in both

Please note that Tod Dockstader, in his

\ AIDIO

"Luna Park" more than 30 years ago, mixed
voices in similar ways using simple manual
tape editing, the real original for this tech-

In its pursuit of perfection,

nique. Compare the two, and you will see.
I must add that there is no harm at all and a

high -end audio has established

lofty standards that only the best

speakers can reach. Now your
family entertainment system

"Superior on both
film and music,

can meet thef,e same standards.

VANDERSTEEN's

Experience open natural voices,

full -range speakers
dispel the myth that
video requires
unique main
speakers."

astonishing d3finition, powerful
bass and vivid imaging with
legendary VANDERSTEEN

boxless speakers.

lot of good fun in these works, which have
clearly pleased many people. The elaborate
notes by the composer are a pleasure to read.
And for many the music itself-if it is thatmay be an equal pleasure. As Lansky says, genially, "In the end I hope a good time is had by
all. " Amen!
Edward Tatnall Canby
.

Familiar Pieces by Haydn, Schumann,
Tchaikovsky, Stephen Foster, Vivaldi,
Rimsky-Korsakov, Mendelssohn,
Offenbach, and anonymous
The All Star Percussion Ensemble 11,

Harold Farberman
GOLDEN STRING GSCD 013, CD; 46:35

Model 3

"Ultimate

High resolution, phase correct loudspeaker

realism-"

sic label.

For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

Conductor Harold Farberman started his
career as a percussionist in the Boston Symphony. His early percussion piece, "Evolution," changed the direction of his career, toward both composition and conducting.

has built affordable loudspeakers true to both

science and music. If you are looking for
speakers that accurately reproduce the
entire frequency range and dimensions

The percussion en

of the original sound, we can direct
you to your nearest carefully selected
VANDERSTEEN dealer.

Please write or call for a brochure
and name of your nearest dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

While the cover proclaims these are "Classic [sic) As Never Heard Before," truth is they
were heard in the early '80s on the first All Star
Percussion Ensemble album on the Moss Mu-

semble has now emerged
"Amazing

definition,
rocks the
foundation!"

as an independent performing entity with an

T. .all
APOIC

H
PIVW.M.I.NO

astonishing sound spec-

trum-sonorities that
are a natural for audiophile -oriented recordings. Farberman selected
seasoned professional percussionists, capable

TM

116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230
(209) 582-0324

\16IUI \AL HJI0

2W
Three driver, 300 wat amplified
woofer

of superb "do it once" recording performances, from the Boston, Pittsburgh, and
Royal Danish Symphonies; the Philadelphia

Models avaitable from 5495.
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lby Pro Logic Audio/Video Prearnpidi

Carver separates. The essence of total control.
Enticed by the sweetness of separates for your
home theater system?
But a nightmare image of a bazillion boxes and
unruly wires has given you the heebie jeebies?

mode), yet without the extraneous gimmicks
that undermine aural integrity.
When matched with a Carver amplifier
(models from basic stereo to multi -channel),
the CT -27v lets you direct power to any array of

R -e -l -a -x.

Now you can obtain a powerful home theater
command center, combining the musical brilliance of separates with the ease of a receiver, all
in one versatile package: Carver's CT -27v Dolby
Pro LogicTM A/V Preamplifier/Tuner.
The CT -27v pairs flawless sound with excep-

tional Dolby processing, including a generous
selection of DSP effects (wait '61 you experience
an old movie like Casablanca on our "Matrix"

speaker combinations -a task for which a mere
receiver is woefully undermanned. So you'll
achieve wider frequency response and have the
dynamic headroom necessary for those explosive moments in great movie soundtracks.
In sum: the CT -27v is the heart (and soul) of

the most uncompromising home theater system.
For more of the story, contact Carver today for a
feature length brochure.

CARV1R
Powerful Musical Accurate

CARVER CORPORATION, P O. BOX 1237 LYNNWOOD, WA 98046 (206) 775-1202
0 1994 Carver Corporation
Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio, Oakville, Ontario (416) 847-8888
Dolby Pro Logien" is a registered tradernar* of Dolby Lobs Licensing Corp.

CIRCLE NO. 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Do expressions like THX, Dolby Pro Logic,
DSP, Laser Disc, In -Wall, multi -zone, tweeter,
and sub -woofer leave you confused?

W

al -tome

'theatre

Systems
can help you

From a single center channel to a multi -mom multi zone system, H.T.S. will provide the best advice and
the best price to perfectly fit your needs.
Home theater systems are not just something we sell...
It's who we are...and all we do!
We do not sell microwave ovens, video games, boom boxes,
toasters or $89.00 tape decks.
Our professionals have installed home theater systems for some
of the most recognized names in the music business. Our sales
consultants will be more than happy to help you through the maze
of components so you can get the system that does what you want
it to do at the price you want to pay. More importantly, our technicians are available to help you with your installation needs after
the sale!
We carry most major brands of audio and video speakers,
receivers, video projectors, T.V.'s, VCR's, laser -discs, CD -players,
pre -amps, power -amps, cassette decks, satellite dishes and accessories. Even hard to find brands that most dealers don't carry!

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
JAMO HTS 600
6 -piece theater speaker system
Poweerd sub-woofer/center channel
front left & right, bipolar surrounds
Reg. $2190 SALE $1499

VMPS TOWER
3 -12 inch woofers 95 db frequency
response 22 - 50 k +/- 3 db

SONY STRD 1015
Top of the line Dolby Pro Logic receiver
$449

DYNACO IILX36
3 piece systemKevlar drivers
$360

$1199

BIC V 830 TOWER

and Cleveland Orchestras; the

bass should be a gently perfect

New York Philharmonic, and the
Met Opera Orchestra.
The first session had eight to 10

workout for your subwoofs.
Edward Tatnall Canby

players; the total for Ensemble II is
not given, but reportedly over 300

Shchedrin: Carmen Suite;
Concerto for Orchestra
("Naughty Limericks")
Ukrainian State Symphony
Orchestra, Theodore Kuchar

percussion instruments are variously banged, stroked, scraped,
and otherwise attacked during the

nine skillful and witty transcrip-

NAXOS 8.553038
CD, DDD, 55:30

tions. Haydn's "Surprise" has per-

haps never been so surprising!
And the Can -Can must be heard
to be believed. It all takes me back

This is the same spectacular
ballet score, transmuted from

to the early days of hi-fi demos

bits of Bizet's opera, that Arthur

and an Emory Cook 10 -inch LP ti-

Fiedler and

tled "Speed the Parting Guest."

the Boston
Pops origi-

Great fun and great sounds!
John Sunier

larized in the

Walzer a la Paganini:
Musik des Biedermeier, III

U.S. It was

ings I ever hope to hear. It is

the first ballet the Russian composer wrote
specifically for his wife, Marya
Plisetskaya of the Bolshoi. The
dance connection is emphasized
by the wide range of percussion
instruments used here-requiring

utterly musical and marvelously

five cooks in the "kitchen" depart-

styled, rhythmed, and pitched,

ment of the orchestra-plus a

the essence of

waltz tradi-

large string orchestra.
The suite consists of 13 movements covering most of the popu-

tion in 15 ex-

lar tunes from the opera. Rodion

amples-not

Shchedrin creates a rich and colorful orchestration out of his seem-

Biedermeier Ensemble Wien
DENON CO -75779, CD; 75:15

What a charmer! One of the
most deliciously played record-

the Viennese

one familiar,

gle one delightful. They range

ingly limited resources, stressing
the dramatic nature of the original

from Philipp Fahrbach, Vater and
Sohn, to Johann Strauss, the same

music. An example of his imagination and musical wit is the

(Sr. and Jr., in our terms), plus
Josef, brother of Johann Jr., and

"Torero" aria, during which the

the famous but rarely heard

any listener might swear to its being audible!
The close-up and clean sonics
present the Carmen suite as more
of a sonic blockbuster than any of

and every sin-

melody totally disappears-yet

whole century -long tradition.

PIONEER CU/ D 704

The music is, of course, ar-

Dual -side laser disc player
AC3 compatible $899
PERREAUX MC6100

MiCIIEDRIN

nally popu-

Joseph Lanner, who started the

8 inch, 3 -way floor standing
Reg. $799 SALE $479

88I

ranged, by one Helmuth Puffier,
first violinist in this Viennese based string group of two violins,

the previous recorded versions,

6 Channel
state-of-the-art
power amp

viola, and double bass (for the

Fiedler's. "Naughty Limericks,"

CAI

oom-pah-pah); this only adds to

another virtuoso work, is based on

the intimacy and persuasiveness of

the tunes of satirical and often

the music. Such sweet violin

scatological limericks familiar to
most Russians. The composer recited one about "Uncle Joe" Stalin

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON EVERYTHING WE SELL!
LUCASFILM

AC3

SURROUND

1T-1 X

SAVE
50%

ON EXTENDED WARRANTIES

HomeTheatre Systems
44 ROUTE 23N., LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424

1-800-978-7768

and the performance is as good as

sounds! Herr Puffier carries most
of the melodies, but when the second fiddle joins him, the sound is
indescribably beautiful.

to this writer, but neither space
nor propriety allows its quota-

All waltzes? No. There are a few

tion here.

polkas, galops, and Landler-

This disc is another example
of how the bargain record labels
often better the full -price ones,
if you're not adamant about musi-

and the ever-changing tempo, so
knowledgeable of the Viennese
style, avoids even a trace of monotony. By the way, the double

cal "names."

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT CALL 201-890-5959
FOR FAX TRANSMISSIONS CALL 201-890-9142
ALL PRODUCTS SOLD WITH COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES
PICTURES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY
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John Sunier

ORIGINAL MRS TER RECORDING'

OR

Original Generation Master Tape Source
HalfSpeed Mastered with The GAIN SystemTM
Specially Plated and Pressed on 200 grams
h Definition Vinyl
Dust Free - Static Free Rice Paper
leeves
Special Protective B
uty Protective P
g
RR R
['RIGOR", MR51,13 Rf0.0i0ING
Super Stars Urn ,dition
wason.LAke
CO

J

'111Y6r
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LISTEN.

MUDDY WATERS

MFSL 1.218

FOLK SINGER
1. My Home Is In The Delta - 3:58
(McKinley Morgarifield)

2. Long Distance - 3:30

WOODY HERMAN
The Fourth Herd

(McKinley Morgan) lekl)

SIDE ONE
MFSL 1-201

joe
STERLO

3. My Captain - 5:10
(Willie Dixon)

4. Good Morning School Girl - 3:12
(Sonny Boy Williamson)

5. You Gonna Need My Help - 3:09
(McKinley Morgan field)
Produced end distributed by MFSL. Inc
under license Iron, MCA Special Markets. C P 964
All Rights Reserved

MFS1. 1-220
ORIGINRI. MASTER RECORDING

ORIGINRL NIPSTER RECORDING

ORIGINRi MR5 TER RECORRING

E SOME

SHEFFIELD STEEL

BOB MARLEY
& THE WAILERS
rt7-7`

'\

N

NEW RELEASE

1).11--i:1

-222

NEW RELEASE 91IYJl 4-21?.3

oirdiso zo.
The Tradition Continues at Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
Also available on Anadisq: Jean Michel Jarre Getz/Gilberto John Hiatt MJQ Alan Parsons ELP Pink Floyd Muddy Waters

oldie fidelity

sound lab
.10RIS10001

NFU, me.

105 Morris Street Sebastopol, CA 95472 800-423-5759
e-mail: mofi@mofi.com
Internet resource center on WWW/Mosaic
In Canada phone (800) 267-1216
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-POP
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Music for the Jilted Generation
The Prodigy
MUTE 9003-2, 70:10
Sound: A-, Performance: B-

The Prodigy are the accessible side
of techno. Their beats aren't as hard,
and their melodies are slightly more
prominent. They hew more toward
the chromium electronics of Orbital
rather than the surreal sound fields
of The Orb.

mantic ideal with lyrics like "Baby
wrong/That's out of date." His exu-

On Music for the Jilted Generation, The Prodigy create their own
high-tech, post-

berance with these glad tidings

Kraftwerk world.

places the album, from the outset,

It is a kinetic

somewhere near euphoria.

landscape populated by staccato
melodies, soul -

I'm not filled with hate/That's all

Even when Parker gets grumpy,

there's a joyous subtext at work.
"Force of Nature," which recalls Dylan's "She Belongs to Me," gleefully

catalogs a partner's peculiarities.
"See Yourself" is a torrent meant to
insult a false friend with a maze of
wit. "Disney's America," about the
failed corporate attempt to place a

theme park near one of Virginia's
hallowed Civil War battlefields, is
tender and eloquent, with one of
12 Haunted Episodes
Graham Parker
RAZOR & TIE RT 2817, 44:31
Sound: B+, Performance: A

Parker's loveliest melodies ever. But
it's songs of hope that really distin-

guish 12 Haunted Episodes: "Next

Phase" recounts the evolution of
Parker's current relationship, "Fly" is

diva exhortations, and grinding
rhythms. They use liberal samples,
everything from heavy-metal shouts
to a sample of a sample from The
Art of Noise (the aged godfathers of
sampling).
This is curiously compelling mu-

sic: The beats are relentless, but so
are the dynamics that keep things

from becoming a nonstop techno
grind. It's like a carnival-all lights,
sounds, and sensations-and though
there's not too much going on underneath, at least the midway is fun.
John Diliberto

about the end of a difficult chapter
n 20 years of recording,

in his life, and the fitting closer is the
optimistic "First Day of Spring."

The Big Bang
Various Artists

Production is spare and smart,
with nothing wasted or gratuitous.

ELLIPSIS ARTS CD -3401

than on 12 Haunted
Episodes, his debut for
the indie label Razor &

Parker plays all the guitar and bass
parts (plus harmonica) and gets sol-

Tie. Parker appears to

id support from drummer Denny
McDermott and piano/organ work

This amazing three -CD set, beautifully packaged and thoroughly an-

from Joel Diamond. Kudos to engi-

notated, documents the universal

neer Chris Andersen for excellent

pulse of the world's
innumerable percussions and rhythms.

Graham Parker has never
sounded more confident

I

have abandoned his previous goal of
becoming the "next big thing" in favor of making music he feels good
about. Certainly, freedom from the

commercial expectations of major
labels only helps his cause.
Over the years, Parker has gotten a

lot of mileage out of discontent and
grousing. Episodes, in contrast, kicks

off with two of his sunniest songs
ever. "Partner for Life" celebrates a
strong, happy working relationship,
while "Pollinate" reinforces this ro-

soundcrafting.
Clearly, 12 Haunted Episodes is a
high-water mark in Graham Parker's
checkered recording career. It's espe-

cially satisfying to find this eternal
misanthrope finally at ease and at
peace. It's even more satisfying to

Three CDs, 2:57:48
Sound: A, Performance: A

An ambitious undertaking, The Big
Bang encompasses

find him able to shape this new-

so many aspects of groove that it
quickly becomes an indispensable
archive of percussion sounds for

found serenity into these excellent

amateur musicologists and world -

songs.

music fans alike.

Michael Tearson
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Receivers

MUSIC'

Cassette Decks

WORM 50% OFF*

53% OFF*

I

Teac AG -V1050

Teac W -515R

Remote A/V Stereo Receiver

1(10 watts per channel 6 audio inputs, 2
video inputs *Motorized volume control
*Headphone jack .Quartz PLL synthesized

Double Auto -Reverse Cassette Deck

High End Audio

Deck #1 features auto -reverse playback
Dolby B *Normal & high-speed dubbing
Continuous playback
*Mfr. UM Price $179

tuner with 30 -station memory Mfr list Price $319

Teac R-550

Sherwood RX-1010
35 watts/channel, 30 station presets. ...._....,$10993

Auto -Rev., Dolby B/C, HX-Pro, 110220 V..+15995

Technics SA-GX190

JVC TOW -309

.$1 79"

100 walls/channel, audio/video remote...

JVC RX-315

Dual Auto -Rev., Dolby EVC/HX-Pm, pitch....$1 9993

Aiwa AD-WX727

$1 99"

105 watts/channel, remote

Sherwood RV -6030R

*Dual auto -reverse, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro..........$1 99"

Technics RS-DC10

Technics SA -0X770

Teac W -6000R

$399"

125 watts/ch w/ home theater features

'329"

<ICC Digital Cassette Recorder.

.105 watts/channel. Dolby Pro Logic.........._....

Dual rec /play auto -rev, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro $429"

"

'Wtt.;51tft

Compact Disc Players

t.ftWt%

4.4".

Loudspeakers

58% OFF*

0

El

""tit,esk,

Loudspeakers

' K. SS

gahMx

AudioSource Specials
AudioSource.

- ...

JBL cd
Denon DCD-2700
Compact Disc Player

Uses Alpha -processing for superb
smoothness & detailed resolution .20 -bit with
8x oversampling 20 -track programming
*Pitch control Remote Mfr.
Price

$49995

(DNN DCO2700)

Teac PD -D880

$1 44"
$1 49"
s,

.5 -Disc Carousel Changer, remote

Technics SL -P0450
1 -bit, 20 -track programming,

Magnavox CDC74517
.5 -disc Changer, 192x Oversampling, remote.

Technics SL-PD867
5 -disc Changer, MASH 1 -bit, remote

Technics SL-PD1000

mtv--

$1 74"

.5 -Disc Changer, MASH 1 -bit, remote..._...

JBL 4312
Studio Monitor Loudspeakers

Bose Acoustimass 5 Series II

AudioSource AMP One

51 midrange, and dome tweeter Front panel

2 -cube speaker arrays provide direct e.
reflected sound in an ultra -con -pact size
Acoustimass module provides deep bass

80-watts/ch. *Bridged output of 200 -watts
mono L/R output level controls *Separate
dedicated high 8 medium level inputs (direct

REGULAR $749 SAVE $100* rii May 14, 1995

connection of CD players) *Dual output meters

3 -way with 12' low frequency driver,
controls *Black finish 8 ohms 100 watt
capacity

Mfr List Price $899

Speaker System

$649"

Price

2gry $49995/pair
(JBL 4312BK)

Price

Yamaha NSA -635

Bose' VS -100-

pair *99"

3 -way. B" woofer.

JBL PTO M
2 -way Mini Speakers, shielded

.....pale $1 4996

P:

(BOS AM5I )

'Center Channel Speeler, shielded.

Bose 101*
Bose RM2

Wharfedale Diamond VI
.2 -way, compact, 5 3/4" woofer
pair $149"
JBL SC306

.RoomMate 2 with t uilt-in amp.

*Center Channel Speaker, shielded

Powered 3 -piece system

each $149!9

each 8129"

Mini Speakers, indoerinutdoor.

pair 13966

pair 6249"

Atlantic Technology Pattern 100

..$249"

Corwin Vega Q1

Celestion CSW

.2 -way, 10" woofer, SPECIAL 66% OFF ..pair $499"

.Powered Subwoofer 75 watts. shielded_each$39998

Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs

Power Amplifier

rar.ur 24995 (ASO AMPONE)
AudioSource EQ-8/1I
*99"
Graphic Equalizer, 10 bands/channel.

AudioSource EQ-11

s

Graphic Equalizer. tape -to -tape dubbing...........

AudioSource EQ-12
Graphic Equallzer/Spectrum Analyzer

AudioSource PRE One

,

Zlr--

$199"

Preamp, MMay1C phono. electronic switching $229.11

AudioSource SS Five
Surround Sound Processor with Amplifiers....$2999e

Maxell Video Tape
[JFIZE NMI II El I II fr

50% OW

maze
Sony SLV-720HF
VHS HI-FI Stereo Recorder
4 -heads Digital auto tracking Tape
stabilizer VCR Plus+ programming *Cable
mouse remote Auto head cleaner 8 -event/
1 -month timer *Remote with shuttle control

PricePi $32995(SON SLV720HF)
Sony SLV-620HF

.4 -heads, 1-year/8-event, unified remote.... $29993

JVC HR-VP606
.4 -heads, VCR,, 1-year/8-event. remote......*34999

Sony SLV-770HF
.4 -heads, Cable Mouse system...... ................$349"

Panasonic PV -S4366
S -VHS Hi -R, VCR Plus., 4 -heads, prg. remote... -3v9 --

Mitsubishi HSU-69
S -VHS hh-Fi, 4 -heads, VCR Plus..

$64993

Maxell P -1200X
8mm Video Thpe
*High grade formula for taping special events

Fine ceramic armour metal panicles deliver

high output & low noise Back-ccsted for
smooth winding
Price

(MAX PlEOGX/aPK

Maxell P180-HOX
Bmm High Grade. 180 minute. ............................each

61799

Maxell 71200X/5PIC

Maxell 7120H0X/4PE
VHS High Grade Gold Series

Maxell 7120XLHF/3
VHS Hi-Fi Black Magnetite Series

Price

(SEN HM40)

Sennheiser HD-25SP
Studio Monitor design, high efficiency__

Sennheiser HD -52011
5-3k 3999

.4vk $9"

.Open Air, low distortion at high levels

Sennheiser HD -545
.Open Air, velvet heac band, dual plugs.

Sennheiser HD -56011
3-pk $999

Maxell 7180XFIS
Super VHS. Black Magnetite Series

Triple wound aluminum voice coi s provide
faster transient attack Ideal for portables S
home stereo '0 ft cable with due plugs fo
either application 16-23,000 Hz .100 ohms

each Si 395

Circumaural, tuned has ports, dual plugs

Sennheiser HD -580
Audiophile, top -rated circumaural

$89"

"119"
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SEND MONEY ORDER,CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD
(include Interbank No. expiration date and signature) To: J8 R Music World, Dept AU0593, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Maspeth,
Queens, NY 11378. Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center aefore processing. Shipping handling and
Insurance Charge (Continental US) is 5% of the :otal order with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to $500; 4% for orctrs over $500
to $1000; and 3% for orders over $1000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air, or to Canada, Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin

Islands & Puerto Rico please call for information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C Offs. NY residents please add sales tax.
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS.
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH AND 100% GUARANTEED. Some quantities may to limited.
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CD

ilunnurd-h
Gre3))

...Introducing Mark Anderson..
"a pianist to watch"

-Classic CD

$139"

1994 Winner William Kapell Piano competition

'189"

Brehm: Piano Concerto No.1
Dohnanyi: Nursery Variations

*279"

with Adam Fischer, conductor and the Hungarian
State Svmnhnnv Orchestra

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

Copyright 1995 J&R Music World. City of NY
Dept. of Consumer Affairs License Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617

11111,111. 1,1111

MN.

Our$ 7 995 *Mfr. List Prise $149.9:

1495/41)"

VHS Standard Grade Silver Series

Sennheiser HD -340
Supraurel Headphones

SE HABLA ESPANOL

ZEE

Call To I Free To Order
24 Hems A Day
7 Days A Week

1-800-221-8180

To omelet our tree catalog
circle 515 on Reader's Service Card
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Essentially, The Big Bang celebrates the

ter Airto are each featured in solo perfor-

drum and its connection to Mother Earth, traversing cultures like the soundtrack to some
wondrous travelog on the Discovery Channel.

mances. We eavesdrop on two Baka Pygmy
women bathing in a river and slapping their
hands on the water's surface to create a rhythmic accompaniment to their vocals. We hear
Islamic ritual jams, military drumming from
Armenia, percussion to accompany the Ming -

From the Cook Islands to Ghana, Korea,
Guinea, Brazil, and Cameroon, we're treated
to a patchwork of percussive sounds. We hear
the burning Afro-Cuban conga work of Giovanni Hidalgo, the brilliance of Indian tabla
master Zakir Hussain, the mesmerizing sound
tapestries of Javanese gamelan orchestras, and
the churning conga of Santeria priest Carlos
"Patato" Valdes. The incredible frame drummer Glen Velez and Brazilian percussion mas-

Chung Puppet Troupe of Peking, and
one first-rate example of Native American
drumming.
But we're also treated to updated examples
of ancient traditions. Frank Zappa alum Terry
Bozzio offers his version of an African percus-

sion ensemble on the drum kit. The Grateful

Dead's Mickey Hart explores techno-primitive grooves with his Planet Drum orchestra,
combining organic drumming and MIDI triggers in a most creative way. Former Santana
drummer Michael Shrieve and noted session

drummer David Beal use two Octapads
(MIDI triggers struck with drumsticks) for a
hip -hop update of Cozy Cole's 1950s swing
hit "Topsy, Part II." Carl Palmer (of the supergroup Emerson, Lake, & Palmer) gives an
awesome display of his rolling pyrotechnical

approach to the kit on the drum solo from
ELP's "Karn Evil 9," while Jack DeJohnette
goes into polyrhythmic overdrive with "Last
Chance to Stomp," from his 1975 fusion album, Cosmic Chicken.

r

o nics

a division of Clarity Electronics LTD 4120 Meridian Bellingham, WA 98226

AMERICA'S

SPECIALIZING IN

ELECTRONICS

AMPLIFIERS
LD PLAYERS
CD PLAYERS
SPEAKERS
PROCESSORS

TOTAL

SOURCE
FEATURING
INFINITYSONY
PIONEERSHARP

RCAGO-VIDEO
CARVERB & K
FOSGATEAIWA
HITACHIJBL
TOSHIBAHK

JVCADVENT
CERWIN VEGA
DESIGN ACOUSTICS
MONSTER CABLE

A/V RECEIVERS

TV PTV VCR
AUDIO SEPERATES

CAR AUDIO.
ACCESSORIES
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Copeland, Ginger Baker) help to illustrate just

how much these drumming styles have in
common. Curiously, though, jazz is underrep-

resented. There's no Max Roach, Milford
Graves, Elvin Jones, Andrew Cyrille, Baby
Dodds, Tony Williams, or Roy Haynes-all
players who elevated melodic, conversational

drumming to a high art. But maybe that's a
whole other three -CD set.

Bill Makowski

Whip -smart
Liz Phair
MATADOR 92429-2
Sound: B-, Performance: B+

Whip -smart is Liz Phair's follow-up to her

out -of -nowhere 1993 debut, Exile from
Guyville. It also sounds like it was made the

week-not the year-after Guyville. This is
good news and bad news.

It's good news because Phair remains a

FREE
SHIPPING

HONEST
PRICING

AND SEVERAL LINES THAT CAN'T
BE NAMED IN PRINT!

1qaaiti=

Excerpts from interviews with noted drum-

mers (Bob Moses, Rush's Neil Peart, Joey
Kramer of Aerosmith, T. S. Monk, Stewart

FRIENDLY
SERVICE

MON-FRI 6:30A to 6:30P SAT 7:00A to 6:00P SUN 8:00A to 5:00P

800-488-8877

candid and clever wordsmith, complementing

her lyrics with a trashy
sound that adds to her

originality. Her influences-which include
The Pretenders,
Rolling Stones,

The
and

Galaxie 500-are obvi- 4-'fous, but they coalesce into a pastiche with its
own messy personality. It's this unabashed,
raw honesty in both music and message that
gives Phair her unique charm, which is maintained here. And songs like the title track, "Go
West," and "X Ray Man" prove that her talent
is genuine.

The bad news is that Phair appears to be
dependent on this formula. It worked amazingly on Guyville, causing the media buzz that
hailed her as a bold new voice. But on Whip -

smart, it seems redundant-an indication
that for her third album, Phair will have to
consider writing a second act. She needs to
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XLZ1050TN
:super DIGIPINE
CD PHryer
Mechanically designed

or " zero resonance ar d vibration'
It fearures 4th -order noise-shaping,providing the high_
oise sloping in the industry,as well as 64 -times cversar;-, rs

DEALER 1995

Independent suspens_on system
. New nigh -precision laser pickup design
quality" digital outputs -optical and coaxial
2 -way edit functiorraJto and programmed
,S Random access programming up to 32 tracks

Video Camcorders VCRs
Bookshelf Hi -Fl Systems
Discman Mini Disc Players
Telephones Big Screen
Home Theater Walkmans
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Celestion 3 Oak 2 -Way bookshelf speake- system with 5' woofer

l'iL111.110ML:

Pinnacle PN2+ 2 Way bookshelf widiacuct port design 120W peak
Koss ESP950 Eleanstatic headphones wrchstortion free transducers

NAD 2100X 60W/cr power amplifier 2504t extended power envelope

At Sound City ALL products

NAD 2700X 60W/ch Power amplifier 250W extended power envelope

come with full manufacterers
warranty. This is because we
are an authorized dealer for
all the products we carry.

JVC HR-VP710U Zvnote HI -Fl stereo VIC VCR wNCR Plus., remote

JVC HR -S71000 Remote

stereo 5-1P-5 VCR w/VCR Plus -A remote

KO Center 90 Loaded bass reflex center channel speaker white Only
Technics SAGX79O Remote Dolb163 Protonic surround receiver

This means you get:

Grado SR60 open air stereo dligtal headphones with mini adaptor

Full US warranty on every
item we sell. No extra or
hidden charges No Games!
The largest selection of
Audio, Video and Car steno
products anywhere
Honest, friendly service
before and after the sale
Toll free customer servoce
number
Your credit card is never
charged until your order
leaves our warehouse - why
pay a bill for something Ion
don't have?

Ili I': Ill

IT, preamplifier

Prig $7so
4

all discrete primary signal path exploits

the "Tube -like" sonic qualities CMOSFET and relay *497

Rockford Fosgate 4060X

switching 5 Line inputs and 1 tape input

4/2 channe car

Deteatable tone controls Remote controlled 5 Line
inputs and two tape inputs 18 Tuner presets

1.41
*497111W

909Ier 900 POW laffpMWOrig $61.60
65W/ch stereo amp Bridgeable to 150 watts
!Self limiting lateral MOSFET output devices

*2971111.1111PP-

AM/FM CarCD player with detachable faceplate

4/3/2 chanael car amp with built -on crossover

Rockford Fosgate FG300
75W x 4 bregeab e MOSFET car power amplifier

..110SPET Stereo Power Amplifier
105W/ch stereo amp. Bridgeable to 300W into 8 ohms
.Employs 8 self-limiting lateral MOSFET output devices

5477

Honer 9290 Prig $900
*mu Stereo Pow Amplifier

tansinp ALC11
Altary
kccive/pase qualizer/crossover

Philips 06921
Remote coatrolied single CO player

Brand Name Turntable

Automatic eturn belt drive with cartridge

1.145W/ch stereo amp Bridgeable to 420 watts mono
Mono/stereo switching Thermal protection system

-677

Honer 9300THX

Remote controlled Dolby® Pro Logic surround
Digital such') tape player

JVC Ing3i
Remote migi system with AM/FM/Cassette/

--z-)

Thank You,
Ken Yassin

Brand Nine Pro topic Receiver
Brand Name HT

MOSFET Power Amalie,
150Wich stereo amp Bridgeable to 450W into 8
i Utilizes 15,000 OF 75V low ESR storage capacitors

7-A ,--,

I

4/2 Channe car power amplifier 76W x 2 MOSFE:

JVC IMG330

Soundstnam Granite 120.4

9180 Prig $700

:---,

wer amplifier 120W x 2

Her
al MSEBB

11110910, 945 Preamptruner Prig $750

.--=-1, .-1 7

.17\ g 1

5479 "I., 0399
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President
Sound City, Inc.
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ADS Advent Audio Control Aiwa AKG Altec Lansing /.udio Quest Acc ustic Research Audio Source Atlantic -ech-i plogy B;,K E&O Bazooka BBE BeyerdynamiG
Bellogetti Brother Canon Carver Cerwin Vega Celestial Clif Designs Canton CodeAlarm GYVE Denon Ci,narez t Grado HAr Harmon/Kardon Hitachi Hughes
Infinity Jamo JBL JVC K40 Koss Lexicon Monitor Auc io Monster Cade Niles OmniMount Or on Panaso Tic Ph lips P nnacie Pioneer Panamax PPI Proscar
PS Audio Rane Rockford Fosgate Runco Soundcraftsmen Soundstream Senheiser Sherwood Shaw Sony Smance SSI S:ewxrt Target TechnicsTerkThorens & More!

CUSTOMER SERVICE

WE SHIP

For Order Inquiry

TO CANADA

1-800-233-4010

SE HABLA

Mail Order Hours: Mon -Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sin 11-5

FOR RETURN OR CLAIMS

ESPANOL

T."=.1t1='"'1",n,'Warc747:::rtrl:=V:irdIcys":

Mon -Fri 9.5

Axecl

Sound City Meadtown Shopping Center Id 23 S. Itinnelon, NJ 1786
CIRCLE NO. 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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grow as a songwriter, and a sonic upgrade
wouldn't be unwelcome.
Until then, Whip -smart will do. For now.
Jon & Sally Tiven
The Poet Game
Greg Brown
RED HOUSE RHR CD 68, 51:04

Sound: B+, Performance: A-

contemporary singer/songwriter who flirts
with the disparate genres of blues, pop, and

tion-with Brown, songs
mean something entirely

folk. With a low, quavering voice and a
thoughtful persona (his delivery has the

different from what their
titles suggest. He conveys
his feelings with a kind of
openness rarely encoun-

cheekiness of a polished Tom Waits), his originality draws in listeners winningly. Whether
complaining about the boomtown phenomenon or musing about Elvis and Jesus, he hits
his mark about 80% of the time.

Brown's 10th and latest album, The Poet

Greg Brown's nine -album career has

Game, is by far his best -produced effort. Con-

earned him a "folkie" tag and plenty of accolades, including comparisons to Bruce Springsteen, Mark Knopfler, even Tom Verlaine. But
Brown carves out his own niche; he's a superb

sistently well written, songs such as "Brand
New '64 Dodge" and "Ballingall Hotel" aren't
about a car or a place where you bed down,
and the title song isn't about a new competi-

tered in contemporary
music. "One Wrong Turn," for example, is a

blues piece sung with more maturity than
you'd expect from someone so young; it isn't a
Beck -like, tongue-in-cheek pastiche, but an
affecting leap into a difficult genre. The un-

cluttered arrangements, performed with a
small band (led by guitarist Bo Ramsey), only

add to the weight of the lyrics. In a world of
Jackie Collinses and Rush Limbaughs, Brown
looks Faulknerian by comparison. Grab The

High Quality,
Huge Selection &
Experience.

Guaranteed
Low Price...
We will
beat any
advertised
price !

With over
20 years
of experience

And
don't
forget
our 10 day
money back

Electronics
Depot offers
our customers
the best
in
hi -end

guarantee .

Poet Game while Greg Brown is still a cult
item.

Jon er Sally Tiven
South of 1-10

Sonny Landreth
ZOO/PRAXIS 72445-11070-2, 48:03
Sound: A, Performance: A

Sonny Landreth is a serious triple threatgreat songwriter, distinctive vocalist, and
stunning instrumentalist.

After KO'ing audiences

with his virtuoso slide
guitar while playing in

home
electronics, video
to car audio with
a 6 million dollar
inventory.
Our expertly trained
staff is the best in
the business.
ADCOM

\

ADS ADVENT
APOGEE B&O
B&W BAZOOKA BOSE
SION ACOUSTICS CELESTION

U

HARMAN KARDON HITACHI
INFINITY JVC JBL
KENWOOD KLIPSCH
MB QUART MITSUBISHI MONSTER CABLE MAD
NAKAMICHI ONKYO PANASONIC PARASOUND PIONEER
PPI RCA
SHARP SONANCE n SONY
SOUNDSTREAM STRAIGHTWIRE TEAC TECHNICS

the service of John Hiatt,
Zachary Richard, Clifton
Chenier, and John May all, he scored a triumph with his 1992 debut,
Outward Bound. Landreth's follow-up, South
of I-10, is chock-full of more astounding slide
guitar, and it oozes with the earthy charm of
his native Louisiana.
No other slide guitarist (with the exception
of the amazing David Tronzo) has more impressive technique, and few others cut with
the powerful, ripping tone that has become a
Sonny signature. That alone might be enough
to attain cult status from rabid guitar freaks,

but Landreth's upbeat, rocking originals
("Shootin' for the Moon," "Turning Wheel,"
"Creole Angel," and the autobiographical title
track) have much wider appeal. And when

Landreth turns to his swampy roots-as on

POLK AUDIO

the affecting "Cajun Waltz," his oft -recorded

VELODYNE YAMAHA

"Congo Square," the zydeco romp "C'est
Chaud (It's Hot)," or the anthemic "Great
Gulf Wind"-he weaves a wistful hoodoo on
the listener. And don't worry, guitar freaks,

SPFCIALIZING IN

(

AUDIONIDEO RECEIVERS AMPLIFIERS
LASER DISC PLAYERS CD PLAYERS SPEAKERS
PROCESSORS TV PROJECTION TV VCR
AUDIO SEPARATES CAR AUDIO PERSONAL STEREO
MINI SYSTEMS HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS & COMPONENTS
um -1

Customer Service 201-912-8183
331 ROUTE 4 WEST, PARAMUS NJ 07652
'Up To 40 Pounds In The Continental USA.

HOURS

Monday thru Friday : 9AM-8PM
Saturday: 10AM-6PM
Sunday: 11AM-SPM
East Coast Time

there's plenty to drool over on the lone instrumental track, "Native Stepson," which combines a Celtic tinge with a Cajun touch.
Mark Knopfler makes a special guest ap-

pearance on guitar and vocals, but the real
treat here is Landreth's piano/dobro duet with
New Orleans legend Allen Toussaint on J. B.
Lenoir's "Mojo Boogie."
Bill Milkowski

AUDIO/MAY 1995
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DEALER SHOWCASE
ARIZONA

I HIGH - END !!!
Specializing in the finest home
audio from around the world.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ADCOM, APOGEE,

AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES, AUDIO
RESEARCH, CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS,
CREEK, CWD, DAY
AUDIOQUEST,
SEQUERRA, ENERGY, EPOS, EXPOSURE,
FORTE, KRELL, LINN, LEXICON, MAGNUM
DYNALAB, MARANTZ, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI,
ROTEL, ROCK SOLID, TARA LABS, THIEL,
WADIA AND MORE

REAL HI Fl SYSTEMS
2734 West Bell Road, #1306
Phoenix, Arizona 85023

602-993-3351
stWe want to help you choose the best Hi Fid,

WE COMBINE EXCEPTIONAL
PRODUCTS WITH DESIGN EXPERTISE
TO CREATE HIGH PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS OF UNUSUAL VALUE.

HERE
Now you can shop with
confidence at one of the

Factory Authorized Dealer for:

USA's largest dedicated
Home Theater Sales Centers!
From basic surround to full
blown THX sound, we do it all!

AUTHORIZED DEALER:
Acurus

AMC

SHOW
ROOMS

Aragon

Jamo

Counterpoint Magnum
B&K Coda PSB Energy
Veritas
PS Audio
JBL Synthesis

Fosgate

Proton Carver EAD Audio Alchemy Stax
Klipsch Kimber Grado Celestion Quad.
CALL TOLL -FREE! 1-800-405-HIFI OPEN 7 DAYS

Definition

2901 West 182nd St.
Redondo Beach

AUDIO VIDEO

California 90278
CALL (310) 371-0019

Adcom Apogee Audible Illusions
Audiolab Atlantic AudioQuest Audiostatic
Ce'estion DefinitiyeTechnology Denon
Fosgate Grado Hafler Hitachi Lexicon
Linaeum Mc Cormack Mod Squad M&K
NAD NEAR Paradigm Parasound Power
Wedge Rotel SOTA Stax Sumiko Theta
Totem VAC Van Den Hul Velodyne
Vidikron XLO & more!

ri
Systems
Design
Group

AUDI0

We don't sell
perfect systems.
Iter 15 %ears, we've learned
no perfect system exists. It has to be built-

to your specifications, within your budget
is today...

To get st

(310) 370-8575
1310 Kingsdale Ave.
Redondo Bch., CA 90278
Tue-Fri 11am-7pm
Sat 11 am-6pm

MAINE

CALIFORNIA

ILLINOIS

1

VALUEABLE

WE'RE

Marantz Alon

504,444, Liu 14,44

CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA

Acurus ... Aragon ... Audio Research
.. Creek CWD Dahlquist
Denon ... Genesis ... Grado Jamo
... Lexicon ... Magneplaner
Magnum Dynalab ... Mark Levinson
NAD Prometheans PSB
Pulsar ... Revolver ... Rotel ... SME
Sota ... Sound Connections ... Stax
Stewart ... Sumiko
Thoren ... Transparent
Symdex
Audio ... VPI ... And Much More!

Legacy Amplifier and Pre -Amplifier

Call for a free catalog:
ASK US HOVV.,

800 -AUDIO -H1
(800-283-4644)
Fax: 217-744-7269
Authorized Dealer:

310

310 51
18214 DALTON AVENL
R DENA. CA 50245

700

752 fa \
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Hi Fi Exchmq
FCRESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

(207) 781-2326

A Legacy

A Cary

MASSACHUSETTS

A Sumo
Fosgate

Apature
Micromega
. Pioneer Elite
A Counterpoint

audio studio

Musical Designs
Soundcraftsmen

Kimber Kable
Beyerdynamic
A Music Metre
A Quicksilver
A Monarchy
A Dynaco
A Hafler
A Coda

MASSACHUSETTS

The Best Values In Hi End Hi-Fi.

A

The new

-)i/risper. speaker

Visit our

SPEAKER FACTORY
SHOWROOM
at 3021 Sangamon Ave.
Springfield, IL 62702

Authorized sales and service for:
Audible Illusions, Audioquest,
B&K, Beyerdynamic, Cardas,
Counterpoint, Dual, Klyne,
Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,
Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,
Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,
Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.
414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111
FAX (617) 277-2415
INTERNATONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

VIE it these specialty retailers for professional consultation

o Eo

PPIE

Authorized Dealers For...

JVC.
AMITSUBISHI
International Corporation
ELECTRONICS

Infinity

RCA

SONY

Pivsielli ,,,vx,<ETs

BEACH

(Sorry No Catalogs)

80 VFW. Parkway

lot Business for SO %me

1-800462-9020

DEALER SHOWCASE
MINNESOTA

NEW JERSEY

1 (800) 229-0644

NEW JERSEY

ORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection an
Lowest Price!!
R

:C/ titG

accurate power amplifier on the
market today: The exceptional

Bose, Advent, B&W, Boston,

Proud to promote Audio Technics, Audioquesto
Bang & Olufsen, Goldring, Grado, Ortofon,
Shure, Signet, Stanton, Patty Gritty, Last,
Discwasher and more!
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
Jerry Raskin's
419 14th Avenue SE
Needle Doctor
Minneapolis, MN 55414

(612) 378-0543

...
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proud to announce the
introduction of the most musically
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Polk, Atlantic Technology, PSB,

triode output power amplifier. The

Pinnacle, Infinity, JBL

first amplifier tha- actually fulfills
the dream sought by all those who

ELECTRONICS
Nad, Adcom, Onkyo, Pioneer,

consider music to be the goal of

Rotel, Carver, Nakamichi, HK, Kenwood

audio equipment reproduction.

FOR PRICE SERVICE SELECTION CALL

1.800.308.0354 In NJ NY Call 201.997.7812
MON, TUES,WED 10AM-RPM THURS, FRI 10AM-6PM SAT 10AM-4PM

(908) 432-0954

441 KEARNY AVE,
)(FARINA' NJ 07032

THE SOUND SOLUTION

FAX: (612) 378-9024

Visa, Mastercard, Discover

NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

Celebrate
the Senses

SHOP US
LAST

11161-1-EIND AUDIO

SAVANT features more systems,
with the widest array af design &
installation options arywhere...

WE WILL

MADE EASIER
Serving the senous music lover since 1985, we

have realized that High -End Audio has
become a confusing term. Random matchinis
of quality components, will not assure you of a
system that can reproduce music. A call or
to Audio Outlet will. We specialize in products
that offer exceptional perfore
and value.

BEAT
PRICE*

Accuphase Acrotec Par Tangent
Air Tight Analogue Productions

Apex Arcam Arcici -Athena
Atlantic Technologies Audio Prism

Give us a call, lets talk
music. If you just want
to know what we sell, call
is and ask, or order a copy

ADS BOSE CARVER DENON
INFINITY "MONSTER MTX NILES
ONKYO PIONEER SONY ES

Audiolab Audiostatic aisis Benz
Bitwise Bright Star Carcas Chario
Chesky Clarity Audio Clariy Recordings
Creek Day Sequerra Delos Dorian
DWIN EKSC Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology Ensemble Epos
Faroudja Fosgate Golden String

of our 96 page catalog.
Ifs only $4.00.

"Call For Others Not Listed"
'AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Goldmund Goldring Grado

The Sound Approach

UDIO

6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

UTLET Inc.
el 5. Mogen Ave Mt. Kist, NY ,v549

800-368-2344

Harmonic Mundi Imaging Science Foundation

JPW Klyne Last MEpleshade
Mango Audio Lab Merrill Micromega

914-666-0550.

NEW YORK

Mod Squad Mogami Moran Nestorovic
Neutrik Nimbus OmniMount Opus 3
PAC Panamax Pioneer rofessional
Power Wedge Pro Ac Proprius QED
Rega Reference Recordings Rockustics
Roksan RoomTune Sheffield Labs
Simply Physics Sims Solidsteel
Sound Anchors Stax Stewart Filmscreen
Sumiko System Line Target Tice Audio
Toshiba HD Townshend Aucio Water Lily
WBT Wheaton & More...

NEW YORK

ALPHA STEREO

audiotedinica

Quality Components, Professional Installation & Service

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!
_ ..mmum
us

2

We specialize in hard to find

phono cartridges and origLinal replacement styli onl

Savor these pleasures... Call SAVANT.

800 628 0627 609 799 9664

(800) 221-0906

FAX: 609 799 8480
E -Mail: pp000792@interramp.com

Serving The W(rld

WWII L11 I I

AUDIO

FAX 914-666-0544

1

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

companies we keep"

Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, B&W,
Ortofon, Audioquest, Monster Cable,

Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.

57 Smithfield Blvd., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

LYLE CARTRIDGES

518-561-2822

115 South Corona Avenue
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Fax:518-561-2961

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pr -

SNIP

"We are known for the

M&K, AKG, Stax, Polk Audio, Atlantic
Technologies, Audio Alchemy,
Beyerdynamics, Sony, PSB, Sennheiser,
Alpine, Boston Acoustics.

CALL TOLL.FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAMC ORDERS
N.Y.STATE ISIS) 5091112

orrolon

MIN

NAD

sraNTr 111

Monday -Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

DEALER SHOWCASE
PENNSYLVANIA

VIRGINIA
THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and existence of warranties. To confirm that an

Hi-Ei Farm

advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES
GRADO
GRAHAM

PS AUDIO

ALON
ALBS

GREEN MOUNTAIN

REGA RESEARCH

HARBETH

ROTEL

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

HIGHWIRE

SCI-FI

AUDIO ALCHEMY

ADIS

SIGNET

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

AIR TIGHT

PSB

FEATURING:

AUDIOLAB

KIMBER KABLE

SOTA

BENZ -MICRO

KINERGETICS

SPENDOR

B+K COMPONENTS

KLYNE

STAX

MELOS
MERIDIAN

STRAIGHT WIRE

CEC DIGITAL

CASSE

METAPHOR

TARGET

COUNTERPOINT

MICROMEGA

TOTEM

CREEK

MONITOR AUDIO

TRANSPARENT

DYNAVECTOR

MUSE

UNITY AUDIO

EMINENT TECH.

NAD

VAC

EPOS

PARASOUND

VPI

FANFARE FM

PASS LABS

WELL TEMPERED

GENESIS

PRESENCE AUDIO

WHEATON

CARY

Accuphase, Acurus, Aragen,
Quad, Alon, OCM, Magnum,
Woodside, Roksan, Spendor,
B&K, Kimber, VMPS, Cardas,
Creek, Epos, Micro -Mega,
and many more.
Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!

TARA LABS

David Lewis Audio

2039 Electric Rd., Roanoke, VA 24018

LTD

STOP! LOOK!! SAVE$$!!
NHT, DENON. POLK, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, KEF,
PARASOL ND. SNELL, B&K, PSB, NAD, VELODYNE,
M&K, ONKYO, MARANTZ, MB QUART, PS AUDIO,
AUDIO ALCHEMY. SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.

1-800-752-4018
All major credit cards accepted

the

1.3.111LU
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llaPPYMethum

For the Musical Difference

Herat's, you ?I /day It for k1116

Authorized Dealer For:

CWD
STAX
SANUS
M&K

KEF

ONKYO
SONY ES
ADCOM
THORENS
TARGET

Authorized Dealer For:

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY

NAKAMICHI
AUDIOCONTROL
CELESTION

PSB

NILES AUDIO
NITTY GRITTY
SOUNDSTREAM
HARMAN KARDON
MONSTER CABLE
ALTEC LANSING
ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road , P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143
1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002

FOR SALE

1-703-772-4434

WISCONSIN

CARVER
LEXICON

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI
SPECIAL: Spica SC30-$299. AUDIO RESEARCH, MARTIN LOGAN, VANDERSTEEN, Totem, Epos, JMLabs, Paradigm, SYMDEX, Spica, NEAR, B&K, AMC, Creek, Aragon,
YBA, Boulder, Michael Yee Audio, California Audio Labs,
Micromega, Audio Alchemy, Rega, Stax, Magnum Dynalab,
Fosgate, Soundstream, Runco. JVC. Grado, & TaraLabs.
(608) 284-0001.

Nationwide Toll Free:

WISCONSIN

NAD

AUTHORIZED

Call for information

8010 Bustleton Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19152
(215) 725-4080
Bank Cards Accepted

GRADO
PROAC
APATURE
VELODYNE

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to

ADS
JVC
LEXICON
ACURUS
SANUS
HUGHES
HAFLER
SONY
MONSTER
NAD
M&K
POLK
ENERGY
PROAC
AKG
AVIA

PSB

TARGET
CLARION
R OC K FOR D/FOSGATE

SENNHEISER
STEREOSTONE
CELESTION
SONY ES
BANG & OLUFSEN
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
HARMAN KARDON
LUXMAN
NAKAMICHI
P.S. AUDIO
NILES AUDIO
AIWA PORTABLES

430 State St., Madison, WI 53703
608-255-2887

YOU'RE ONLY CHEATING YOURSELF
IF YOU DON'T
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR AUDIOQUEST "F-88" SPEAKER CABLE CLOSEOUT SALE! OVER FOUR HUNDRED

PAIR AVAILABLE. SAVINGS 50% TO 70% OFF! "F-88"
USES SOLIDCORE HYPERLITZ TECHNOLOGY COMBINED WITH THE OUTRAGEOUSLY SMOOTH AND
DETAILED SOUNDING "FDC COPPER" CONDUCTORS.
IIST PRICE ON 10' PAIR $150.00, SALE PRICE ONLY
$55.00! CALL FOR OTHER LENGTHS AND PRICES. PLUS

MIDNIGHT, CRYSTAL, INDIGO, RUBY, TOPAZ CLOSEOUTS. MANY OTHER SALE AND CLEARANCE PROD-

UCTS INCLUDING AUDIO ALCHEMY, B&K, NAD,
KLIPSCH, COUNTERPOINT, POWER WEDGE, VMPS,
LEXICON, STRAIGHTWIRE. REQUEST OUR COMPLETE
LISTING. I-1CM AUDIO (800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341,
FAX (916) 345-7269.

ABARGAIN. STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,350; OMEGA
SRMT1 $2,900, SIGN/LAMBDA SRO/7 $499; ED -1; AUDIOTECHNICA AT -0C9 $259: ALL UNUSED (212)966-1355.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-

field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.

BIG DISCOUNTS!!
SAVE$$!
NAKAMICHI, PSB, CARVER, POLK, NHT, NAD, DENON,
SNELL, VELODYNE, KEF, M&K, B&K, PARASOUND, ONKYO. PS AUDIO. MARANTZ, AUDIO ALCHEMY, SPICA.
SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.

DEALERS...
The best place to be seen is where people are looking. And each
month, both enthusiasts & dealers read AUDIO for information.

The AUDIO Dealer Showcase
is an ideal forum to reach interested audio/video
enthusiasts who are active buyers themselves, and who advise
others on stereo and video purchases.
The Dealer Showcase is an exclusive section designed to
showcase your advertising in AUDIO.
To place your ads, or for further information call Toll Free:

1-800-445-6066
9am to 5pm est

In Canada:

1-212-767-5750

NEW from DB SYSTEMS: DB-8A Phono Stage. RIM plus/
minus 0.04 dB, no controls, $150. POB 460, RINDGE, NH
03461. (603) 899-5121.
AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE INTRODUCES OMEGA III buffered active feedback power amplifiers and buffered hybrid
preamplifiers, high powered Fet-Valve hybrid vacuum tube
amplifiers, and affordable straight-line tube and hybrid preamplifiers for ultimate faithfulness to the spirit of the music.

Now ready - beautiful new 17" wide ultra -dynamic preamplifier featuring switchable tone controls, gold switch
contacts, and gold jacks handling 9 sources and 5 loads. AVA

ruggedly efficient amplifiers feature striated heatsinks and
careful engineering-no output failures in two years! Complete line -only preamplifiers, headphone amplifiers, phase
inverters, and more (wired and kits) starting under $200.
Hand crafted in the USA. ATTENTION VINTAGE DYNACO
AND HAFLER OWNERS. Economically recycle your equipment for better than new performance. Eliminate old problems with our durable, rugged, musically convincing original
designs. Complete PAS, PAT -4, PAT -5, and ST -70 rebuilds
(kit or wired) from $195 include new circuit cards and precision controls. AVA 300V,,uS active feedback amplifier circuits
for Dyna and (latter chassis set new standards for transpar-

ency, definition, dynamic range, and liquidity. Write, call, or
FAX for free &strafed catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202
River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517,
FAX: (612) 894-3675.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

XXX-TREME DISCOUNTS!!
ONKYO-DENON-CARVER-NAKAMICHI-NADPARASOUND-FOSGATE- APATURE-SUMIKO-KEF-

SNELL-POLK-M&K-NHT-SPICA-VELODYNEPS8-CHICAGO STANDS. U.S. products. NO GREY! Many

protection.

WE BEAT PRICES!!
NAKAMICHI, CARVER, POLK, PSB, DENON, NHT, NAD,
B&K, SNELL, PARASOUND, KEF, VELODYNE, M&K, ONKYO, MARANTZ, AUDIO ALCHEMY, PS AUDIO, SPICA.
SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.
TEAC X1000R 10 1/2" auto reverse reel deck. $595 rebuilt
with warranty. HALL ELECTRONICS, 706 Rose Hill Drive,

Charlottesville, VA 22901. (804)984-4255, FAX:

LLJ

LL

(7)

(f)

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following

information is provided for your

closeout deals! STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

0

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

(804)984-3299.

RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES for construction of electronic

projects. Low cost: quick delivery. Call for free catalog.
SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIERS. 100-500 WRMS/CH. New
amps, custom-built, from only $188.00 to $223.00 each.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Call Electronics Hospital

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-

sories and rebates included in the

2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise, and

whether there is any "restocking"
charge.

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS 8 ACCESSORIES. Fair

and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign

Prices, Quality Service, & 14 years Experience Gives Us
The ADVANTAGE. CALL 1-800-952-3916 Visa/MC/Amex/
Disc/COD. ADVANTAGE ELECTRONICS, INC., 1125 R iverwood Dr., Burnsville, MN 55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

facturers assert that, even if the

tific Atlanta, Zenith, Jerrold, Pioneer, Oak. Replacements for most models. Quality, Price & Service. Amex/
DiscNisa/MC. Dealer inquiries invited. EAGLE Electronics Inc., 1-800-259-1187, #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples, FL 33963.
FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIONIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.

SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -TAPE (8273), IN
GA (404) 458-1679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

manufacturer? Note that many manu-

product comes with a U.S. manufac-

turers warranty card, if you pur-

chase from an unauthorized dealer,
you are not covered by the manufacturer's warranty. If in doubt, con-

tact the manufacturer directly. In
addition to, or instead of, the manufacturer's warranty, the seller may offer its

own warranty. In either case, what is
covered by warranty, how long is the
warranty period, where will the product
be serviced, what do you have to do,

and will the product be repaired or

DJ & Nightclub

replaced? You may want to receive a

Sound & Lighting CATALOG

4. Keep a copy of all transactions,

FREE 72 -Page Catalog
with a huge selection of
name brand professional
gear for DJ's, Clubs &
Musicians all at discount
prices!

Call Today
800-945.9300

MilE=1=1
PI:RSOTggEjIMIITING

".">

411

Mail Order Center 11711 Monarch St

GardenGrove,CA92641
Retail Super Store:13110 Magnolia St
Garden Grove, CA 92644 (714)-530-6760

-4-119t92939°

OUR 19th
PRO SOUND
& STAGE LIGHTINGT.. YEAR!

copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.

including cancelled checks, receipts

and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order

REMOVE VOCALS from music- Tanco Voice Decoder -$79.95. Fully guaranteed. Call (813)847-9319 for prerecorded demo/ordering information.

Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, just
like the ones in the Editor -in -Chiefs office. Various years
available in limited quantities, $40.00 each. Also available:
Hardbound October Annual Equipment Directories. Years
1992,1991, 1990, & 1987 $15.95 each, and hardbound May
Car Stereo Directories for years 1991, 1990, 1989 and 1985,

$8.00 each. All prices include postage and handling. All
orders postpaid. Check or money order only (no credit card
orders) payable to AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. Attn: Michael
Bieber, Or call 212/767-6301 for further information.

MCINTOSH MR78 $800, MR7082 $750, C35 $900, C34
$1200; ARC/ SP14 $1250, KSA250 $2850; VANDERSTEEN
2Ci $650, MR71 $450, MC2600 $3800, MC2500 $2100, C37
$1200, C28 $425, 2105 $550; FISHER SA300 $300. (713)
728-4343.

Adcom - KEF - Harman/Kardon - Mirage Crown - Celestion - Eminent Technology McCormack - VTL - Denon - Triad - Polk Velodyne - Fosgate - Signet - Audible Illusions - Snell - Carver - B&K - Unity Alchemy + 25 More Brands. Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRONICS (904) 376-8080.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE
DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !
We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We demystify wire technology. Ask for literature.

AND MORE! DACS, Anti -Jitter Units, CD
Players/Transports, Speaker Stands, Speakers,
Home Theater, Prologic, Accessories-& MORE.
Call 800-321-2108 24hrsfday for free catalog.

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
BERT WHYTE'S ESTATE wishes to sell true state-of-the-art
hi-fi and recording equipment: Duntech Sovereign speakers,'

pair, in rosewood with Navcom platforms, $12,000; Wadia
2000 D/A, $6,000; Sony CDP-X77ES CD player, $800; Sony
CDP-705ESD CD player, $500; Sony TA-E1000ESD amp,
$500; Onkyo TX-SV909 tuneramp, $1,300; Museatex Melior
D/A converter, $700; Minim Ambisonic decoder AD -7, $300;
Pioneer LDS -1 LaserDisc player, $1,000; VPI HW-19 IV
turntable with TNT platter, Audio Quest arm, Koetsu cartridge, modified for balanced out to head amp, $2,500; STAX
SRA-14S amp and SR Lambda Pro earphones, $700; Byer
M-130 Figure 8 ribbon mikes, pair, $200 each; Beyer bracket
for Figure -8 mikes, $10; Crown PZM-6S mikes and preamps,

pair, $195 each; Crown PXT-12806 line transformers, pair,
$50 each; Nitty Gritty Pro II LP cleaning machine, $150; Nitty
Gritty CD -1 CD cleaner, $50; Loftech TS -1 sine -wave generator, $150, and Shure Home Theater System, $7,000. These

are "suggested" prices. If interested, write Estate of Bert
Whyte, c/o Audio Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10019.

including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.

LOUDSPEAKER BUY OUT!!! 40 to 60% off
KIRKSAETER loudspeakers from Germany.
Six models, including Tower 250 -list $1650,

5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of

now $825! Tight bass, crystalline highs.
Perfect for home theater. Full warranty.

the order, you generally have the right
to cancel the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution without

your express prior consent is not
allowed.

SAVE ON NEW/USED HI -END AUDIO/VIDEO COMPONENTS FROM DEALER! FAST DELIVERY. FREE ADVICE
LINE. BRI-TECH NV 800-467-7707.

Alon - B&W - VMPS - Bang & Olufsen -

price.

(407)952-3838.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Scien-

BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS
THX HOME THEATER

7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guidelines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.

WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,

NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.

AUDIO/MAY 1995
90

TECH ELECTRONICS (904) 376-8080.

High -end audio components. All brands

available. The lowest prices. Friendly
service and advice. Call today. AUDIO
AMERICA (Virginia). 1-703-745-2223.

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOP HI Fl FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE
NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO.
CALL 1-800-752-4018.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS =
CD MUSICALITY

Blissful satisfaction with CD sound is possible! ENIGMA, "$10,000 smoothness" for $695, EPOCH, "Seductive, Sweet, Natural!" $995, CDT -4 Transport $695. All
have "Stable Platter"! ENTRE CD player and CDT -5
Transport "Simply incredible values", $495/each. Audio

Alchemy mods and power supplies, from $149. We
modify Philips -based, Pioneer CD/Laserdisc. We add
"COAX" to CD/Laserdisc with "OPTICAL". MUSICAL
CONCEPTS, 5749 WESTWOOD DR., ST. CHARLES,
MO 63304. 1-314-447-0040.

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.

FOR SALE

Buys -Sells -Trades -Repairs -Modifies.

SINGERS

VOCALS}

Unlimited, Low Cost, Instantly Available

Background Music from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Better and gpives you the

Thompson Vocal Eliminator
Free Brochure & Demo Tape..
LT Sound Dept AU -1
7988 LT Parkway

4OP k
Lithonia, GA 30058
24 Hour Demo/Info Request Line (404)4824485; Ext

When You Want Something Better Than Karaoke

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS:
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS,
CWD, KEF, KINERGETICS. PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE, SPICA, CARY,
STRAIGHTWIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTHERS,
593 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276

(G) = Good, (M) = Mint, (N) = New. AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase

P102(EX) $1519, P260(EX) $759, Audio Research CLASSIC-30(EX) $1519, CLASSIC-120(EX) $3495, M100(EX)
$2735; 138K ST140(EX) $265, ST202/BAL(M) $612, ST2020/
BAL(N) $600; Carver TFM35(D) $627, TFM55(D) $811; Chord
SPM 1200(N) $eu99; CM Labs 80MRM(AI) $299; Coda 10(D)
$1761; Conrad -Johnson MF80(N) $999, MF200(D) $1499,

MV100(EX) $1769, PREMIER -8(D) $9995; Counterpoint
SA12(EX) $699, SOLID -2(D) $1599; Denon POA5000(N)
$922, Dynaco ST400I1(D) $931; Electrocompaniet AW250(G)
$1367; Jadis DEFY -7(D) $3799; Kinergetics KBA75(N) $1795;

Krell KSA100S $3995, KSA150(EX) $2995; Levinson
ML11(EX) $999; Manley EUR0-35(D) $999, STEREO -75/75(D) $1744; Marantz 5(EX) $2500; McIntosh MC30

$299-499, MC40 $379-599, MC50(A1) $106, MC60
$243-1600, MC225 $531-899, MC240 $999-1995, MC250(AI)
$227-309, MC275 $2819-9995, MC2100 $227-649, MC2105

$303-899, MC2155(EX) $1367; Motif MS100(EX) $1499;
OCM500(D) $1916; Rotel RB97OBX(N) $360, RB980BX(N)
$569. CASSETTE DECKS: Carver TD1770(D) $442; Denon
DRM710(N) $361, DRS810(N) $442. CD PLAYERS: Accu-

AUTHORIZED AUDIONIDEO/CAR
1-800-348-7799 FAST DELIVERY
FULL MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY
BRAND NEW, FACTORY COMPLETE

ADS

ADCOM
ADCOM
ADVENT
ADVENT
AIWA
ALTEC
ALTEC
A. R.
ATL TECH
BAZOOKA

BEL
BOSE
8&W
B 81 0
CARVER
CELESTION
CLARION
DENON
DUAL
G. E.

HAFLER
HITACFN

H. K
INFINITY
INFINITY

CAR
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR

CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
VIDEO
CAR
VIDEO
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR

JAMO

Si.

JBL
JVC
JVC
JVC
KEF

KENWOOD
KENWOOD
FLICKER

ICUI
KLIPSCH
LEXICON
MB OUARTZ
MAGNAVOX
INITSUGISW

II IC

PAD
1MKAMIC/11
ONKYO
PARADIGM

MUMS

PIONEER
PIONEER

FRIENDLY PEOPLE Ek EXPERT ADVICE !

(AO= AS IS, (D)= Demo, (EX) = Excellent, (F) = Fair,

AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
CAR
VIDEO

AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUD10.
VIDEO
VIDEO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR

PICNEER ELITE AUDIO
POWER PREMIER CAR

PYLE
POLK
POLK
PARASOUND

CAR
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
RCA
L.C.D. T.V.
ROCKFORD
CAR
SHARP
T.V.
SONY
AUDIO
SONY
VIDEO
SON(
CAR
EOM' ES
AUDIO
SONY ES
CAR
SHERWOOD
AUDIO
SHERWOOD
CAR
TAPES
VHS
TAPES
BETA
TAPES
IrrAIl
TECHNCS
AUDIO
TECHNICS
PRO LOS
THORENS
AUDIO
TOSHIBA
VIDEO
TOSHIBA
CAR
TROPEZ
PHONES
VELODYNE
AUDIO
YAMAHA
AUDIO
YAMAHA
CAR

MasisCnd, Wu, welcome STNPng chew. additional. mime, Re1111 POW/ 14
day sal pond la delecs. exchange only Shippng ASIA..
ra1l1011010
213913 N Ure.watN C11. SUM 836 Ca& Screws, FL 33086
DISTRIBUTOR AUTHORIZED

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

CABLE TESTER, tests all common audio cables; CT -6 Kit
$60.00, Wired $89.00, shipping included, check or credit
card. SESCOM, INC. 800-634-3457.
THE STEREO TRADING OUTLET
WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE NEW & USED AUDIO
COMPONENTS SINCE 1984
AMPS: Adcom GFA-555 $489, GFA-55511 $619, GFA-535I1
$209, Bell 10001MKII $1899, Carver TFM6cb $129, Coun-

terpoint SA12 $459, Denon POA-2400 $349, POA-2800
$495, POA 6600 mono amps $799, Dynaco 400 $369, Krell
KSA-50s $2219, Marantz MA500 $279, Mike Yee PADS1
$799, Nake PA7 $659, Parasound HCA-22001i $1395)n),
Proton AA -1150 $209, Symphonic RG-1MKII $2049, Rotel
RB930 $199, Rotel RB970 $369, RB980 $495, Rowland M1
$1795, Spectral DMA200 $2995, Sunfire $1895, VTL ST -80
$1049. PRE/AMPS: Adcom GTP-400 $249, GTP-500 $289,
ARS LS -1 $949, Audire Diff $299, Carver CT -3 $289, CT -27V

$699, Cary Cad -6500 $199, CJ PF-2L $1089, Cary SLP-90
line $1495, Classe DR -6 $1295, Counterpoint 5.1 $299 (sit),
Denon PRA 1100 $199, Klyne SK5A $1195, Krell 7B $1495,
Marantz AV -500 $579, Melos MA222 $1095, Motif MC -B
$799, Phaselin 33001i $109, Sony ESD-1000 #399, Thresh-

old FET-9 $939, VAC CLA-1A $1695. PROC:/DA:
BBE-10002 $99, Alchemy DAC $189, Attis Ref Dap $799,
Bitwise Zero $499, DBX 224 $89, DBX200 $129, DBX-3BX
$189, Rotel RSP-960 $499, Yamaha OSP-100U $199.
SPKS: B&W 803 Matrix S-2 $1995, B&W Matrix 805 $1029,
Celestion-700SE $1495, Flatline #175 $1395, Fried R4
$699, IconParsec $899, Ket 010 $255, 050 $599, 0701259
Ket Ref 1$1259, Klipsch SWB $339, Magnapan SMGA
$299, MartinLogan Sequel -11 $1895, Mon Audio Studio #6

1295. CD'S: Marantz CD63 $299, Micromega SoloPro
$1295, Nak MB4s $299, Kinergetics KCD-55T $699, Pro-

ceed PCD-2 $949, Sony 303es $449. Sony X339es
$299.Largest selection of new and pre -owned audio
components Fully Guaranteed. Call About Special Discounts On Our Full Line of New Audio Components,

Cables and Accessories! Highest Wrices Paid$ For
Used Audio Video / Components, Since 1984. Come
See A Huge Selection of Audio At Our Showrooms: 320 Old

York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046.Layaway Credit Cards
Accepted. Authorized Dealer: AudioQuest, B&K, Carver,
Marantz, Nakamichi, NHT, Near, Philips, Paradigm, Para sound, Rotel, Sota, Signet, StraightWire, Sumiko, TaraLabs,
Target, Etc.

NATIONWIDE BUYERS & SELLERS SINCE 1984
$$TOP DOLLAR PAID $$ FOR Audio & Video Equipment
CALL (215) 886-1650 OR FAX (215) 886-2171

j

Amencan Buyer's Club "irralta.c.:n

WO -354-1324

ABC 13C HIGHWAY 33 ENGLISHTOWN, NJ 07726
117.1:ECE=

ffilirIa"

CCD 10-400

J VC

SLV-770HF& 720HF CALL

NAD

V-1315

375 502
5000
325

ICANWOOD

NAKAMICNI

4FV-7060

RAD*

MB -2 8 1113-3

7100X 8. 705
AV -1

799

DC03520(D) $953, DCM320(D) $265; Kinergetics KCD40(D)

11-SV-919TIC
3V-717PRO

CD910PBK(D) $125, CD920(D) $135, CDC925(D) $187; Rotel RC0820(A1)$227. CD PROCESSORS: Aragon D2A-II(M)
$1212; KreIISTEALTH(EX) $1215, STUDIO -2(M) $1443; Proceed PDP2(EX) $455. CD TRANSPORT: Krell MD2AC(EX)
$1975; Proceed PDT(EX) $599-749. CROSSOVERS: Accu-

JSX-D903S

phase F15L(EX) $911. EQUALIZERS: Audio Control OCTAVE(N) $143, TEN-II(N) $199; McIntosh M0102 $75-99,
MQ104 $75-$225, MQ107(EX) $372. GUITAR AMPS: ART
490(EX) $493; Peavey MARK-IIIP(EX) $396, SWR BABYBWE(EX) $455. GUITARS: Fender TELECASTER(M) $1215;

KLIPSCII*

CALL

3

IN STOCK

DX -C606
DX -706

SIR -01015

S IC

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CCD TR701

Cal TR-91
CCD TR-70

SONY VCR'S
SLVI11000 S -VHS

USA

SLV-920HF
EVS-7000

CALL
HI -8

CALL

SONY LASER
MOP -000

CALL

CALL
PANASONIC VIDEO CALL
PROTON
CALL

CALL
CALL

NIKON CAMCORDERS
AN -760

CALL

CALL
CALL

GRS-Z7

S -VHS CALL

PIONEER
SONY

CDP-C645
889 COP -C745
CDP-CX100
CALL

SONY

TOP
RATED

ONKYO

CLD-D5
CALL P5-070303

PIONEER

CALL
CALL
100 CD

JVC V1454
GRAN 75

IMAGE STIBLIZER
GRAX- 70 COLORMOMINIR

.JVC

VCR'S

CALL FOR ALL MODELS
HRS-6900
CALL
FIRS -4900
CALL

ONIMECraliCRITIL

CANON CAMCORDERS

NAICAMICHM CALL

ES -1000 HI -B_.
DIGITAL

C

CALL

YAMAHA*

DM5 SIN

CALL

MANY MODES

UCS5
998
DEMON*
YOUR
N. KARDOW BEST FS-500.MUIR VIM ICER
120 ZOOM
PIONEER
PRICE ES -TO

CALL

SONY MINI DISCCAL

ALL MODELS

D OSE.

Mg
ELLSTION

INFINITY`

295 5LL1616733132M1
CALL FU
LINE
CALL

REFERENCE

Gibson CE-CELEBRITY(M) $987; Rickenbacker 325JL(M)

$987; Sigma CR9(NOS) $256. HEADPHONES: Stax

MANY MODE'S

ADC OM*

CALL GTP-455
GFA-555MKII
CALL ACE -151

MIRAGE

ED1(EX) $265, LAMBDA-CLASS-MX(0) $651, LAMBDA-

NUT.

SIG(D) $1299, SR34-PRO(D) $162, SR84-PRO(D) $199, SRSIGMA(EX) $227, SRD7-PRO(EX) $113, SRD7SB $50-152.
INTEGRATED AMPS: McIntosh MA5100 $151-399, MA6100
$379-549. MUSICAL ACCESSORIES: Boss DR550MKII(EX)

PAILADIONO

CALL
A MUST
CALL
CALL
499

CT -17

"'TAN AND USE III CALL TFM-35

POLK AU210*
LS,0

9270
9300

CALL
CALL

CALL 1500
05

CALL
CALLL

CALNELW

NAD

AANY MODEE

SUSWOO=ERS

JELOOYW

irraciii

VM-E56A
VM-E55A

CALL
CALL

TOP RATED
TOP RATED

00 VIDEO

DUAL DECK VCIn49999,8UP

RCA

SAW CAMCORDE RS
PFC-930
PS4WARO-840

USDA

ass

RW2P

0999

I/M-H711
LATEST HI -N
CALL AK HITACHI VCRI
CALL

CARVER*

-IDP18SUPEF ZERO CALL TFM-55

3-8 AND
1M-3030

FOR

VMH39A-HI-8 COLOR V F

REFERENCE 3

MANY MODES

$1277-2001, CR7 $167-399; Meitner PA6I(EX) $759; Preci-

CALL

NAICAMIC NI*

$2115; NAD 5240(AI) $151; Philips CD40(A1) $187,

C28 5299-549, C31V(EX) $1139, C32 $299-999, C37

SONY OAMCORDERS

CALL CDC -645
CALL
CDC -745
CALL
HR -895
CALL CARVED*
DEMON
SD/A490T
CALL
AV02500 & 3.00
CALL HARMAN KARDON
HARMAN &ARDOR. TL -8400
BEST
AVR30 & HK- 600 CALL HD -7525
PRICE

CARVER.

RECOVER 2

$1139, NO.26(EX) $2887, Luxman 5C50(G) $189; Marantz 7
$1995-3995; McIntosh C4 $200-400, C8 $200-400, C8S $500,

TAMARA*

R,X-V1070 8 00

phase DP70(EX) $1329; Carver SDA370(D) $476;

$151. PHONOGRAPHS: Victor CREDENZA $2000-4000,
VV -S -215(G) $375, WXI(G) $375. PRE-PREAMPS: McIntosh MCP1 $229-399; Threshold M1-MC(M) $113. PREAMPUFIERS: Accuphase C11(EX) $227, C202(EX) $911,
C222(EX) $455; 138K AVP2000(N) $699; Carver C15V(D)
$587, C20V(N) $759; Coda 01P(D) $2089; Counterpoint
SA2000(N) $1395, SA3000(D) $1642. SA5000(M) $3246;
Denon DAP2500 (EX) $299; Dynaco PAT4 $39-99, PAT
$37-99; Electrocompaniet PREAMP-II(EX) $299; Heathkit
WAP2 $37-99, Krell PAM7(EX) $607, Levinson NO.25(EX)

FOR INFO OR
CUSTOMER
SERVICE CALL
908.780-6600
FAX ORDER
908.294-7480

CALL

830 DX

WUN

INCLUDED

CAR STEREO

CALL 908.780.6600

ALPINE**AUTOTEK
BLAUPU NKr' CALL
BOSTON ACOUSTICS*

COLLINSINFINITY
JBL.L.A. SOUND
MTXPOLK**SONY
$01100IIMIIM6 PHASE LINEAR

YAMAHA*
DSP-A2070
DSP-A970

CALL
CALL

M LLION DOLLAR INVENTORY

05 YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE FOR ALL ITEMS

'411=rgrotrolltruAliit elF14A WALTZ
HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell 8 trade. Call for

inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

sion Fidelity C8-PF(AI) $303, Rotel RC980BX(D) $450.
Soundcraftsmen PRO-CONTROL-3(EX) $151. PROCESSORS: Audio Pulse 2(G) $75, Bozak 902(G) $75, Carver

DPL20(EX) $211, Fosgate DSM3608(EX) $299, McMartin
LR1004C(G) $139. RECEIVERS: Fisher 500B(F) $113, Kyocera R461(D) $592, Philips FR920(D) $201, FR930(D) $299;
Tandberg TFt2040(B?) $75. REMOTE CONTROLS: McIntosh
CR7 $167-399, CR8 $129-454, R606(EX) $78, R624 $75-133,

R626(EX) $266, R657(EX) $181. SPEAKER SWITCHES:
McIntosh P349 $151-249, SCR2A(EX) $106, SCR3(EX)
$106-149; Niles MSA6R(N) $75; Rotel RSS900(N) $272.
SPEAKERS: Apogee CENTAUR(EX) $999, STAGE-Sub(EX)
$1519; BIC REALTA(D) $683, V52 $117-149; Carver AL-III(D)
$1062; Dahlquist D0301(D) $1337; JM Lab MICRON(D) $543;
KEF 050(D) $574; Linaeum LFX-STANDARD(D) $299; McIn-

tosh ML2C(EX) $1118, XD715(M) $433, XR7(EX) $1063,
XR230 8455-849, XR240 $683-1199, XR250(EX) $1499,
XRT22HF(M) $999-1500, XFIT22(M) $4999; Sound Lab PRIS-

TINE(D) $3199. Velodyne F1200(N) $878-1095. TAPE
DECKS: Astrocom 407 $100-400, Concertone 93-4(AI) $113.
TEST EQUIPMENT: EFI TV2C(EX) $406; Hicock 539C(EX)
$607; McIntosh AA2 $440-749, MI3 $379-550; Sound Technology 1000A $873-1799, 1100A(EX) $499-999, 1200A(EX)

$531, 1701A(EX) $1215-1799. TUNER PREAMPS: Carver
CT6(D) $518, CT7(D) $429, CT29V(D) $838; Hater 945(D)
$487; McIntosh MX110 $265-699, MX117(EX) $1063; Rotel
RTC940AX(N) $383. TUNERS: MK TS108(N) $357, Carver
TX11B(D) $671, Magnum-Dynalab F205(N) $249, FT101A(D)
$705, FT -R $363-431, Marantz 20B $299-699; McIntosh
MR65 $299-599, MR65B $199-799, MR66 $227-799, MR67
$227 $189-899, MR71 5227-999, MR75(EX) $1349, MR78
5607-1399. MR80 $1215-1519; Perreaux TU3(D) $303; Rotel

RT950BX(N) $284. TURNTABLES: Sota COSMOS(N)
$2999, Thomns TD125(EX) $151; VPI HW19-JR-PWS(D)
$1375, PLC(D) $281. VIDEO DISC PLAYERS: Denon
LA3000(D) $547. FREE Catalogue. 8AM-5PM EST Mom -Fri.,

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
607-865-7200
AUDIO/MAY 1995
91

Greencorp USA, Inc.
Premium qualitv cassettes
at wholesale prices
Made in Australia

Call 1-800-972-0707
AUDIO MAGAZINE MAY/'81-MAY/'95; STEREO REVIEW
DEC, '81 -FEBP87, SEPT/'89-FEB/'93; AND HI FIDELITY
DEC/'81-JULY/89. TOTAL $363. (610) 253-4451.
HI Fl FARM ENTERS THE ARENA FOR HOME THEATER.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION. (800)-752-4018.

FOR SALE

The Road to

Autosound's
Highest Fi

HYPE! HYPE! HYPE!
You get enough elsewhere! We've delivered something

different for 15 years -natural, musical results! "Musically exciting" Adcom, B&KandHafler modifications.
Dual -Mono Adcom GFA-555 mods. Smooth, delicate

B&K mods. PA -1 driver boards for Metier amps -

Starts with Madisound
Coaxial Drivers. Four

budget bliss! Don't be high -end pretenders, be contenders, call us today! MUSICAL CONCEPTS, 5749
WESTWOOD DR., ST. CHARLES, MO 63304. (314)

sizes, moderate cost and
easy to install.

447-0040.

ENJOY JITTER -FREE MUSIC! AT $549 FOR THE BASIC
PLAYER AND $649 FOR THE REFERENCE ONE TRANS-

Black polypropylene cones
4 SI impedance

PORT WE HAVE BROKEN THE PRICE BARRIER. ISOLATED STABLE CLOCK MODULES AND OTHER UP-

DATES STILL AVAILABLE. DEALER INQUIRIES

Audax ferrofluid cooled 10 mm

WELCOME. G&D TRANSFORMS, (602) 650-1155.

dome tweeter

DBX & ADC HARD -TO -FIND PARTS & SERVICE. CALLJ

0

WRITE RES, 5462 BUCHANAN PLACE, FREMONT, CA
94538. (510) 490-1622, FAX (510) 656-8878.

LOUDSPEAKERS

LL1

LL

cn
(f)

U

3.8

28th St., S.W., Dept. A, Wyoming, MI 49509. (616)
534-9121.

Efficiency

88dB

Response

15019K

Power

40w

Depth

21,111*

Cut-out

HSU Research HRSW12V

"...all of the non-boomy, stomach -massaging bass energy
was coming from a single 12 -inch powered subwoofer..."
Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 17 No. 4, April 1994

4"

Gary Reber, Widescreen Review Vol. 3 No. 1. March 1994

Fs (Hz)

91

Klipsch Forte II: $700; Klipschorns: $2500; MB Quart
990MCS: $1000; McIntosh XR-16: $450; McIntosh

Vas (Ibis)

5.4

XRT-18: $1000; Merlin Sig III: $1200; Mirage SM2.5: $100;

ors

Near 50M: $800; Paradigm 11SE Mk3: $600; Paradigm
7SE Mk2: $300; Pinacle PN-5: $75; Polk 4.6 Series 2:
$150; Vandersteen 2CI: $600; Thiel CS2: $1200. CALL:

Efficiency

89dB

Response

10019K

Power

40w

Depth

21.4"

Cut-out

474"

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?

Brent Butterworth, Video Magazine. April 1994

"One of the most effective subwoofer demonstrations -

5402/AU

PLS-A: $500; Klipsch KG5.2: $500; Klipsch SW10: $500;

SIMPLY SPEAKERSdoes professional foam replacements any size/brand. 7 Year Warranty. We sell DIY
Foam Surround Kits for less! Speaker reconing. MC/
VISA/DISCOVER/AMEX: 1-800-767-4041.

"...delivered enough punch to shake the sturdiest shed..."

$34

Price

Home Theatre System: $2000; JBL L5: $650; Kindel

(217) 544-5252.

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.

Here's what the experts said of our 100W, 25Hz
prototype shown at the Winter CES (production
units are 150W, 20Hz):

I

Series II: $550; Canton Karat 920: $400; Celestion 100:
$400; Celestion SL6: $350; Cerwin Vega AT15: $500;
DCM TimeWindow 3: $500; Energy Ref. Con.22: $500;
Genesis Genre 1: $650; Harmon Kardon 60's: $1500;
Infinity Kappa 8.1: $750; Infinity Ref. 6: $500; JBL THX

580-7401. BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.

.43

Qts

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENT - KITS. Audio Concepts,
Dynaudio, Eclipse, Eton, LPG, Vifa, more! Crossover parts,
design books & repairs. Catalog $2.00. MENISCUS, 2575

Loudspeaker Sale: ADS L1290: $400; B&W Matrix

102

Vas (Itrs)

ER SURPASSES FLOOR SYSTEMS $3600. 1996 SPEAKER -SYSTEM PROTOTYPES AT 50% DISCOUNT. (212)

The new HRSW12V
will extend the bass
of your stereo or
video system for
that "air shaking all
around you" effect.

4502/AU
Fs (Hz)

NEWEST REUBEN GUSS SHELF SPEAK-

Send for complete information on the HRSW12V
and our famous HRSW10s.
Write or call:

HSU

.56

Re.rd,

HSU RESEARCH
20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

Sold fac ory direct with a 30 day trial - money bads
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty.

$35

Price

PHANTOM

SOUN p

Ertoy 360° dispersionof high quarry
sound outdoors! The 16" Fl a 6" W
:wood, weather resistant speakers
biend in naturally with landscape
around a pool, hot tub, or patio.

6102/AU
Fs (Hz)

58

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Vas (Itrs)

Parts Express is a full -line distributor of electronic parts and
accessories geared' toward the
consumer electronics industry
and the technical hobbyist. We

stock an extensive line of

$400 a pair

.51

Qts

Efficiency

30 -day money back guarantee

1.800-777-2780

90dB_

60-19K

PHANTOM SOUND, 7871 Kyles Station Rd., Middletown, OH 45040-9404

Power

40w

Depth

274"

HALLADAY ACOUSTICS introduces the ERIN 2.2 full
range "Volksmonitoc" SANDBAR- Oak cabinet, VIFA silk

Cut-out

574'

Response

(hz)

Price

speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Send for your
FREE 212 page catalog today.

Parts Express."'
340 E. First Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 513/222-0173
Fax: 513/222-4644

19.5

dome, 8" PEERLESS woofer, and our TRANSILVER - silver

wired "perfect" crossover yield incredible results. Call or
write for the whole story and 1995 catalogue. HALLADAY

$36

ACOUSTICS, 73 Spring Street, Suite #8, Saratoga Springs,
NY 12866. (518) 581-8095.

8Coax
1-800-338-0531
Source Code: AUM

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM. D.I.Y. REFOAM KITS OR WE DO THE

Fs (Hz)

38.4

Vas (Ins)

38.9

40-20K

Power

75w

UPGRADE ANY SPEAKER SYSTEM. DESIGN GUIDE $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.,

Depth

3 34"

2844 CHARMONT DR., APOPKA, FL 32703-5972.

Cut-out

BOLE - surround. Zero modal break up. White Electronics,
Box 403, Stanford, IN 47463. FAX: (812) 825-3355 SENSATIONAL.

BUY BOZAK SPEAKER SYSTEMS FACTORY

DIRECT. 30 -DAY RISK FREE HOME AUDITION. For a catalog: BOZAK, 539 Norwich,

Taftville, CT 06380. (800) 730-9677.

shipped direct to you. Free Price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886
East Charing Cross Cir., Lake Mary, FL 32746.

90dB

Efficiency
Response (Hz)

REVOLUTIONARY WORLD CLASS TWEETER: Kryptonite- RIBBED Dome, 20,000 Gauss, No Basket, no surround. GLASSCONE'", RIBBED Woofers, with PARA-

VMPS factory assembled speakers. Lowest Prices,

.44

Qts.

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS.

(407)786-0623.

WORK. SERVING AMERICA'S SPEAKER NEEDS SINCE
1979. VISA MC AMEX/DISC. 1-800-639-3626.

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!
SAT will save you hundreds of dollars! All
sizes including AR, Advent, BOSE, JBL.
Surrounds, adhesive & instructions:

7"

Price

$49

Black Steel Grills Available
@ $3.50, $4, $5 and $6 Each

Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)
Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
Voice: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771

AUDIO/MAY 1995
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$27.95/pr. BOSE 901's $67.95/pr. (incl.
S/H, No COD's) Do it yourself with SAT!
STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

PO Box 1088, Flat Rock, NC 28731

800-747-3692 MC/VISA
704-697-9001 24 HT

Inc' make & model w/order

OHM SPEAKERS 800 -ohm -1254
Upgrades and service plus complete speaker

systems from $200 to $7000 per pair. Ohm
Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY
11205.

LOUDSPEAKERS

BETTER
LOUDSPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY

LOUDSPEAKERS

WANTED TO BUY

23 YEARS OF CRITICAL ACCLAIM

WANT - JBL Hartsfield, EV Patrician, Brociner, Transcendent Singles OK, McIntosh, Marantz & other tube
equipment Larry Dupon, 2638 W. Albion, Chicago, IL
60645. (312) 338-1042, evenings.

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. HI F I EXCHANGE (718) 423-0400.

FULL ROOM STEREO I m
3-D STEREO IMAGE LOUDSPEAKFRS

HIGHER OFFER WITH CASH FOR YOUR USED HI -END
AUDIO ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. EASTERN AUDIO,

(718) 961-8256, 11AM-7PM, MON-SAT. FAX: (718)
961-8315. FLUSHING,

FREE CATALOGUE! 800-231-3458. No matter where you
sit you will hear baanced 3-D stereo image with Ohm FRS'"
speakers. All Ohm speakers are designed to deliver FULL
ROOM STEREO". American Records Inc., 409 Plandome

CAR STEREO
"STEREO WORLD" is your discount sound source
with great deals on car and home stereo: JVC, Sony,
Crunch, Orion ,Pioneer, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt, Polk,

Rd., Manhasset, NY 11030. FACTORY AUTHORIZED

ID

N

SALES/SERVICE. Discover/Visa/MasterCard/Amex. FACTORY DIRECT

f7F2

ui
.00
ca,

aj

o

Kenwood, Scosche EFX, JBL, Infinity and many others.

We Carry alarms and a full line of installation kits.

HAL COX (FRIEND OF JIM LANSING), SINCE 1947

BUYS/SELLS 'HARTSFIELD", JBL, ALTEC, EV-

Please call or write for current FREE sales flyer. FREE

PARAGON, OLYMPUS. SPECIAL: JBL 4312 BK MONITORS $499/PAIR, SHIPS WORLDWIDE. VISA/MC. (415)

cepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950 (914)

UPS in 48 states. Our 7th year. Visa/MC; COD ac782-6044. CALL FOR SUPER SPRING DEALS!

388-5711. FAX: (415) 388-3359. 164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE,
MILL VALLEY, CA 94941. SAN FRANCISCO AREA.
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RECORDS

Sound Ideas
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LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
record jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers.
much more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM
663, POB 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

PRESERVE + MAINTAIN + RESTORE '''
LP-78RPM-4CH Pickering Stanton Shure Nitty Gritty
Vacuum Record Cleaners from $99.95 Special Brushes
& Fluids 3 -Speed Turntables Signal Processors Discounts Free Catalog! KAB Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box
2922, Plainfield, N.J. 07062-0922 (908)754-1479.
HALF MILE VINYL. Quality pre -owned LP's. F/Information,
Catalog. SASE: Box 98, East Wareham, MA 02538. (508)
295-2508.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
Analogue Productions
Mobile Fidelity Wilson

now available with exclusive handbuilt, phase -plugged

Reference Recording - Chesky
Sheffield Lab - Harmonia Mundi
Proprius RCA Living Stereo - Klavier
Mercury Living Presence plus many more
in and out of print recordings'

woven carbon fiber 12" woofers, the finest dynamic
drivers extant.
These high-tech cones are also now standard in our
flagship FF-1 Focused Field Array ($6800-

Dipole Surround A/V monitors ($289-$349ea),
OSO Series bookshelf systems, and more. Kit versions of most systems are available, and prices include free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. (tone Audio

3429 Morningside Dr.
El Sobrante, CA 94803
(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio. Boston; Sounds Incredible. Brookfield CT; Dynamic Sound. Washington DC; Hifi Farm,
Roanoke VA; Home Theater Systems, Little Falls NJ; Mark
Curry, Las Vegas, NV; AMUG. Phoenix AZ; Rama Audio. Sun
Valley CA; American Audio, Greenville SC; Chattanooga Valley
Audio, Rossville GA; Tech Electronics. Gainesville FL; Arthur
Morgan. Lake Mary FL; DNA Audio, Orange City FL; Sounds
Deluxe. Clarendon Hills IL; Audio Exchange, Mishawaka IN;
Audio Connection, Terre Haute IN; Ruth Industries, St. Louis

MO; Shadow Creek Ltd. Minneapolis MN; Audio by Gil
Morrison. Detroit MI; Lookout Electronics, Longview WA;
Affordable Audio, Fresno, CA; Exclusively Entertainment,
Oceanside, CA; Hal Broda. Escondido CA; Christopher Hansen
Ltd., Beverly Hills CA; Audio Haven. Brea CA: Sounds Unique,

San Jose CA; Private Line Home Entertainment, Stockton
CA; Golden Ear. Chico CA; (tone Audio. El Sobrante CA;
James Romeyn, Petaluma CA; The Sound Room, Vancouver
BC Canada

Car & Home Stereo

516-864-6548

Catalog S3 In USA, $5 elsewhere - refundable

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS 1-800-525-1630
Visa

MasterCard

P. 0. BOX 2043 SALINA, KS 67402-2043
1-913-825-8609 FAX 1.913-825-0156

WANTED TO BUY
AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP $$ FOR CLEAN, COLLECTABLE McINTOSH TUBE AND SOLID STATE, MARANTZ
TUBE, WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL-PARAGON, HARTSFIELDS, ETC. & ALNICO PARTS. EV PATRICIANS,
GEORGIANS & MISC. PARTS. M. LEVINSON, KRELL,
ARC, SPECTRAL ETC. CALL ME LAST ONLY WHEN
YOU'RE READY TO SELL! JOHN: 1-800-628-0266.

TUBE HIFI, CORNER SPEAKERS, THEATER & AUDITORIUM TUBE AMPS, McIntosh, Altec, RCA, Western
Electric, Jensen, Marantz, Heath, Dynaco, Craftsman, Eico,
Etc. Sonny 405-737-3312.
US 1st Exporter, David Yo since 1977 always buying: Tube
Marantz, McIntosh, ARC, Quad, Leak, Fisher, Dynaco, Vintage speakers, units from Western Electric, Tannoy, EV, JBL,
Altec, Jensen, Thorens TD124, Garrard 301, etc. P.O. Box
280802, Northridge, CA 91328-0802. Tel: 818-701-5633.
MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not, N Y.S.I. (71.8) 377-7282.
2-6pm, WEEKDAYS.

Fax 516-864-6437
c

*FREE SHIPPING

HOURS

COM 7823...411
CIDE 7822...351
COE 7821...321

ainAs6cia..321
CHMS660r1..421

CDA 7939..550

Y00000....371
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91
7982

110M 7526.221
291
1CM 7529..241
TOM 7531...271 K005003.....275
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797

281
301
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164
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ER Center..164

ICRC701
ICDSP110

KAC715
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337
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92CEQ.

332

409
379
333
253

'1 3
-198

214
289
325
175

A DS

4.26
6.25.

DEHP 715
DEHP 615
DEHP 515
DEHP 415
CDXFM67

250MX

247
343
338

450W--557
850hix
740
210
251

AL6.... ...... 280
3111k..... ..... .256

325e...... .... 401

PIONEER

MC 11....229

RS600 ........144
135 KCS120.ea1 14
1102001%
169
162A80
259
281
229 182A80
323
159 T102A80

KRC601

273
439
359
286

278
''''''
RAX31M....191

317
CDXP1210....291

KEHP7200...277
KEHP6203...239
KEHP5200...196
ICE-HP42C0...187
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4xe
ESic3
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The VMPS lbwer II Special Edition, the deluxe version of an Audio Magazine "Best Buy" system, is

$7200pr), four of which made up the VMPS 1994
WCES Surround Sound display. After auditioning
every multichannel/Home Theater display at the
Show, the editor of Widescreen Review judged the
VMPS room best, and by a wide margin. Call or
write for copies of the full editorial, or for brochures
and test reports on all VMPS systems including our
four Subwoofers ($289-$649ea), the OS0626 and

NY.

AM 6.9

Eck II

105

AM 4.6.

84

181
90 AAA 4.0... ...... 79
AM 6.5
EOX II
261
AM 5.2
84 APX7coa...133
CaU far pion on tha folbwmg uldtmal CAR products from Blaomailt. Co.,
Can fa addalonal HOME prolleta
.B Curt, anon. Polk PPI. Rockford & Sony
Born. Mean Beta Dawn. H K, Infinity, Jam Karmocal, Kim* say FS eYarnaha
*UPS grand -COD's add $5 00
Noc,authonsed Sand Ideas WrrIntv
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CABLE TV
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS!

WE BUY, SELL, REPAIR ALL MAKES/
MODELS! ASK ABOUT OUR INDUSTRY EX-

CLUSIVE UPGRADE/REFERRAL PROGRAM! MEMBER UNITED STATES BUSINESS BUREAU & NATIONAL CONSUMER
CABLE ASSOCIATION! FREE CATALOG:
800-40'-4444 OR 305-428-8944!
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T SENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE!
CALL US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL

BRANDS 24 HOUR SHIPPING. VCI
1-800-E 77-0321.
CABLE TV. CONVERTERS! JERROLD, OAK, ZENITH,

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV,
Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortofon Arm,
Temma--(516) 942-1212, (516) 496-2973.

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, PIONEER...EXCELLENT

ADS L810/L710 SPEAKERS AND OTHER L SERIES

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS: JERROLD, ZE-

SPEAKERS OR DRIVERS. WILL TRAVEL & PICK-UP. JIM
(301) 948-7275. LEAVE MESSAGE IF NO ANSWER.

PRICES! PERSONABLE SERVICE! 30 DAY MONEY
BACK GI ARANTEE! INNOVATIVE ELECTRONICS INC.
600-493-5474 VISA/MC/C.O.D. ASK FOR JOHN OR BILL!

NITH, )AK, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTIC, ALL

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS

BRANDS AVAILABLE. LINK YOURSELF TO

High End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad
at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.,

THE FUTURE! VISA, MASTERCARD,

POB 176WB, Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX: 607-865-7222.

AUDIO/MAY 1995
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C.O.D.'S ACCEPTED. CABLELINX, INC.:
1-800-501-0095.

-TT

RI

CABLE TV

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS,

PUBLICATIONS

'BUILD YOUR OWNS

ALL MAJOR BRANDS. ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST
PRICES! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS
US! R P ELECTRONICS: 1-800-304-3604.

LOUDSPEAKERS

Speaker Builder the world's best

CHANNELS

speaker periodical shows you how.
Send today for your first free copy

GotisionF-E°
3°0471
ak

BOX 494, PETERBOROUCH NH 03458

The nationwide source--.

for cable TV equipment. 14-,A

BLANK TAPES

"BUY WHERE THE DEALERS BUY." I

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000

TV Cable Descramblers
and Converterters Catalog.
Open Every Day!
YOUR

VCR TAPES

CAN PLAY AS

Why put up with Inconsistent
Color, Flashes and Streaking
and Interference!

We'll beat an rice) 5.95 SHIPPING FREE CAT
MAXELL

SONY

I

CLEAR AS 11>Y!

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

Ks.c 74
J VC

T1608.99

11 9,

/501311-IG

3.99
1.79

T120

SAX -90

ALli-S90
XLII-S100

SAX -I03
2.69 DAT-120
2.29

649 DA? -12I7 99 HI -8-120

VC. ST120

TAPE WORLD nevem ST . POLK

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC
Easy Connections
Eliminates lamming"
Copy any tape
RC Plugs Included
VMAOAC
C.O.D.

203 Flagship Dr.-Lutz, FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907
2 Year Warranty
30 Day Money Back Gurantee

MEGA ELECTROMCS

1-8004576-6342

I

SAVE I
1000's

MEMBER BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU

FUJI

TDK

I

I

SERVICES

ACCUPHASE
AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND PARTS for all Accuphase
products. Contact: ACCUTECH, 206 E. Star of India Lane,

Carson, CA 90746. TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310)
324-7422. Hours: 9am-4pm Pacific Time.

Inexpensive repairs on amplifiers, preamps, receivers and
signal processors. Flat rates on Hatter, Dynaco, and Phase
Linear. Fax/Phone Midwest Power: 614-351-0895.

250 PAGE CATALOG and DESIGN MANUAL:
CHECKOUT OUR KITS!!! MOSFET Power Amplifiers,
Single -Ended 300B Triode Amps; Passive, Buffered and
Class -A Linestages; Phonodrives, Softstarts, and Active Crossovers. Largest Selection of Parts and Sup-

plies including: Kimber Kap, MIT MultiCap, Soler,
WIMA, Wonder Caps, Hovland MusiCap, RAM Labs
and Golden Dragon Tubes, Kimber Kable, DH Labs,
Vampire, Cardas, WBT, Neutrik, Magnequesr/ Output
Transformers, Caddock, Holco, and Mills Resistors, etc.
Plus Lots of Enclosures and Custom Chassis. Send $12

(U.S./Canada) or $16 (International). Or call (303)
470-6585, fax (303) 791-5783. Visa/MC Accepted.
Welborne Labs, P.O. Box 260198, Littleton, CO
80126-0198.

2'

26:

:7410.99

6.9.

4.
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160IB FAX 412408290

OVER 400 DIFFERENT. SAME DAY SHIPPING. M -F. 8-5

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
EARN $40 PLUS/HR. as an independent Custom Audio
Video Designer & Installer. Intensive 7 day Workshop gets
you started. Must LOVE Music. Limited seating for next
Workshop. Call for Application & Registration Form. (303)
670-1808.

HELP WANTED
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE. 1-800-467-5566.
EXT. 11325.

TUBE COMPONENTS
Affordable Monitor Quality Tube Components: For Information Send SASE To: Thomas & Company, 3303 East
Denny Way, Seattle, WA 98122. Phone: (206)329-7359,
Fax: (206)325-7601.

Your DAT or Analog Tape transfered to One -Off CD!
$195 + S&H. Includes transfer, sample -rate conversion,
PO -coding & one CD -R. Program length max 74 minutes.
(508) 651-7837, 8am-5pm EST.

SPECIALIST, TUBE EQUIPMENT CUSTOMIZATION
Repair Services. Vintage military tubes & parts available.
Custom and Vintage tube equipment for sale. Selected
Telefunken 12AX7's available.BWS Consulting, 5609 N.
23rd Street, Arlington, VA 22205. (703)536-3910.

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored
by Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio Classics, Ltd., inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh.
AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. ROB 176RTM, Walton, NY 13856

Phone: 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX:
607-865-7222.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Premium Grade Parts
Don't Pay More!
Absolutely the best selection of audiophile grade parts

at fair prices! Extensive deep in stock inventory
featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog!
MIT MULTICAP, WONDER CAP, SOLEN, SCR, REL-CAP,
NICHICON MUSE, BLACK GATE, CADDOCK, VISHAY, MILLS,
HOLCO, RFSISTA, TDK, ALPS, NOBLE, EAR, DERE( PANELS,
CARDAS, }UMBER, ACROTECH, & pure silver chassis wires,

HEXFRED diodes, SOLO foil inductors, all types of audio

connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches,
stepped attenuator kits, hospital grade plugs, tubes,
tools, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feet.
IntemationaVoverseas orders are especially welcome!

Copies of articles from
this publication are now
available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

U1\44
A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road.
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free

313-761-4700 collect trom Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.

Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

TUBETRAP

CD CABINETS

Millions of your prime prospects
can be found in the industry
leading titles of Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply
call toll -free and reserve your
space today!
OVER A DECADE OF
ACOUSTIC INNOVATIONS
FINE TUNE YOUR LISTENING SPACE. Acoustic Sciences Corporation offers you the technology and an

1-800-445-6066

economical Home Audio product line. For a no cost

STORADISC
See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their "lop choice". Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL,

consultation call 1-800-ASC-TUBE. (1-800-272-8823).

555 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-848-98/1.
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(9am - 5pm EST)
In Canada : 1-212-767-5750
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Firm (Reader Service No.)

Biteable

Adcom (1)
Advent
Audiophile Systems
AudioQuest
Audio Research (2)
BMG
Bose/Wave Radio

You!

Brystonvermont (3)
Caig Laboratories (4)
Cambridge SoundWorks (5, 6).

Canon (7)
Carver (8)
Chase Technologies (9)
Crutchfield (10)
Dave's

PARA Home Theater Specialists
When you're buying audio and video components,

it's important to understand that it's not enough to
buy a good TV and VCR. Components must also be

chosen for how they sound together. PARA is a
professional association of independent specialty

audio/video stores who are committed to the highest standards in retailing.

V PARA stores will take the time to ask about
what you already own and suggest home

theater components that will integrate into
your current system.

:3

V PARA home entertainment professionals are
educated to explain the newest technologies in
clear, friendly language, helping you get the
best value for your money.

V Let us help you choose the system that's just
right for you

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA

dealer nearest you!

Professional
Audio Video
Retailers
Association
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MOVING? Please give us
8 weeks advance notice. Attach
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Energy (13)
13
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MOTOROLA

POWER SERIES CELLULAR MODEM
MIN
INN 11
odem in Audio? Am I nuts? Yeah, nuts enough

MB

th
da

Quart Vitalizer Psychoacousfic Processor

that at least 70% of our readers have PCs, and
4
have multimedia setups. This Infobahn cruiser,
a
neat piece of engineering from a major supplier
0
gh
ed microprocessors already used in many D/A
e
and surround decoders. This is a modem for the
bile neration. It slides into the PCMCIA slot found
laptop and palmtop computers and links them
to Ma Bell's world. The Power Series modem interfaces

he benefits of sound processors seldom outweigh the detriments of adding
extra amplification stages to the signal path. MB Quart's Vitalizer, however,
much more good than harm. Its useful "Bass" control makes the bass tighter

oser, "Tune" sets the lower frequency limit for the midrange effects,

w
se

cess" sets effects levels for the bass and midrange, and "Harmonics" plays
c games with the treble. It takes a long time to get a feel for the controls and
they interact, but the Vitalizer worked as advertised, and it added punch and
nce to all the LPs and CDs I tried it with. However, I couldn't leave it on all the
; it was never entirely transparent, and it removed too much of the delicacy of
recorded acoustic music. Once you get the Vitalizer set for a recording, it always
s to improve response and dynamics, but at the expense of detail, imaging, and

soundstaging. The "Bass" feature is the best part: It doesn't degrade the bass at all, and it
lets you dial in almost any quality of bass you like. The only processor I've tried that's
clean enough to use all the

time is the Cello Palette
preamp, which costs $6,500.

particularly well with Mo-

torola's cellular phones.

GRA:

(The less expensive Lifestyle Series is limited to
hard -wired phone lines.)
Setup isn't a problem, even though the quickie
instruction sheet is written in a version of English perhaps best described as quaint; the big
manual is better, so read it! The software inspending $1,200 for the Vitalcludes the usual setup/utility programs (well
izer just wouldn't be costintegrated, by the way) and the increasingly
effective-but I'd definitely want one if I had a project studio, and it'd be great for rock/pop
popular WinFax Lite to turn your computer
listeners who want to tweak a lot. Build quality is excellent-sturdy RCAs in back, micro into an on -demand fax machine. Of course,
stepped pots, solid chassis.
Brent Butterworth

For the tiny amount of

rock/pop listening that I do,

GRA*: B

CompuServe and America Online stuff

For literature, circle No. 120

Sony

comes too. Supplied cables and adaptors

TC-K615S Dolby S Cassette Deck

ny's TC-K615S three -head cassette deck ($400) is of the same family as the discontinued,
-buy TC-K690 Dolby C deck and the company's first Dolby S deck, the TC-K611. But Sony
apparently has moved some best -buy features up to its ES line, leaving the TC-K615S without a
headphone volume control (a big mistake) and a three -motor transport/tape-loading mechanism. However, the deck still has enough goodies to make it a strong performing recorder, including its outstanding Dolby S NR, Dolby HX Pro headroom extension, manual bias control,
and easy -to -read peak meters. With Dolby S, the cassette reveals its highest
sound quality yet. In comparisons using TDK MA tape, it was difficult to
B
tell the difference between source and recording when listening to pop and
jazz. Dolby S is said to be a few dB

quieter than Dolby C, but the
major differences are a less

bright sound and a lack of

take the worry out of becoming connected.
How's it work? Nicely, thanks. Would you
believe me if I said the modem "sounds"
good? Nah! So I won't. But it does what
it's supposed to.
Aaron Frederick
For literature, circle No. 122

"PlayBack" mini -reviews are
the result of short, sweet, and

sometimes deadly testing by
our all -too -experienced editors
and writers. These hands -and -

ears -only write-ups may look

like new product announceSONY

ments, but the grades and text

low-level "pumping" or

reflect what the reviewer

grunge in quieter passages.
John Gatski

thought after less than an after-

noon's "honeymoon."-EP.
O

For literature, circle No. 121
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IT NEVER LEFT THE DRAWING BOARD.

"The Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 MKII with its HDCD decoder/filte-

chip establishes a new benchmark in digital -playback sound quality..
the MKII is the best -sounding processor I've heard to date.."
ROBERT HARLEY

Stereophile, Vol.18 No.3, March 1995

p

4

With the constant technological advancements in
digital and o, Sonic Frontiers has never been content
to just sit back and relax once a design has proven
itself. The SFD-2 MKII Digital Processor reflects th,s
attitude and, once again, sets a new benchmark .n
digital audio. It is the culmination of more than a
year's worth of improvements and revisions to the
critically acclaimed SFD-2, winner of Stereophile's

"Digital Source of 1994" award.
To achieve the goal of improved functionality cnd
sonic per forrnance, the SFD-2 MKII incorporates
refinements in its industrial design, ergonomics and
analog output stage, plus a significant redesign of the
entire digital stage. The changes to the digital stage
required the development of an all new digital PCB
(readily accomplished due to the SFD-2's modular
design), which incorporates 2 additional digital inputs
(BNC and Toslink); a low -jitter AES21 input receiver
and customized D20400A DAC modules from
UltraAnalogTM; and the Pacific Microsonics PMD-100
digital filter/decoder chip.

The HDCD process is a true advancement in digital
audio reproduct on, providing one of the single greatest improvements in digital audio since the introduction of the CD format more than a decade ago. This
sophisticated encoding/decoding system greatly
reduces both additive and subtractive distortions in
digital recordings, providing a resolution and freedom From distortion equal to that of analog recordings. In addition, the HDCD decoder's internal digital
filter provides significant sonic improvements to non
HDCD source material as well.
Extensive listening sessions confirm the sonic
impact of the HDCD process on the SFD-2 MKII. NonHDCD recorded material is improved in the areas of
bass quality, extension, weight and authority; the
sound is less forward, while at the same time more
involving and dynamic. However, with HDCD source
material, the SFD-2 MKII's sound is transformed into
a new realm. Soundstage width, depth and height
explode; instrument focus is pinpoint and the musical
soundstage is "blacker", allowing you, the listener, to

be pulled deeper into the musical expe-ience. With
HDCD recordings, the music just souncs
Contact Sonic Frontiers for more information on the
latest benchmark in digital audio reproduction - the
SFD-2 MKII Digital Processor (or for information on
our digital upgrade program for existing SFD-2s). In
keeping with today's constantly changing technology
in digital audio, it is no longer a matter of "back to
the drawing board" - at Sonic Frontiers "it never
leaves the drawing board."

ral SONIC FRONTIERS

ICIMPINCOR l'OR A TED
BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

For a dealer near you or more information, contact Sonic Frontiers, Inc. at 2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada I.6H 514 - Tel 19051 829-3838
CIRCLE NO. 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Fax 19051 829-3033

Which scares you more, a horror film with the

sound turned off, or a horror show on the radio?
The answer is easy because it is the movie's sound-

track which carries the pathos and emotion. You
can enjoy sound without pictures, but who wants
pictures withoiot<-Und?

It's What You Don't
See That Counts.
It just so happens that cables are the part
It doesn't cost
more to do it right!
AudioQuest offers
a full range of
cables, but the
biggest improvement you'll hear
is going from big
fat stranded cable to the
least expensive cables
from AudioQuest. For the
complete story, please call
or write for our Cable Design
booklet - or better yet, visit
an AudioQuest dealer and
listen for yourself.

of your system which can help or hurt the
perfjrmance the most... and for the least money.
Whether you have two -channel stereo or multichannel stereo, you have to have cables. You
can't completely fix a bad system with good cables,
but !iou can seriously degrade a good system with
badly designed cables.

You won't see the cables and you won't see the

sound - but you will experience the difference!

ciudioquest®

P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA TEL (71k) 498-2770 FAX (714) 498-5112

